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Synopsis

This project is proud to present 13 soundscapes composed of sounds from the United 
State of America. The primary objective of the project, The Sound of Cities, has been to 
experiment with an alternative means of experiencing culture, lifestyle, demographics, 
diversity, and travel. We experience the world through many ways but one that is so 
intimate, and allows us to build a close resemblance of that experience, is sound, 
therefore offering an experiential mode of learning and understanding. Therefore, I 
chose to experiment with sound as an alternative medium to visual of experiencing 
these factors alternative. Soundscapes can be accessed on the website here:
https://nicend.wixsite.com/soundofcities.

This heuristic process was completed by recording natural sounds in the environment 
that were genuine and authentic, sounds which were then amalgamated into 
soundscapes that could transport the listener to that place and replicate the space 
occupied by the recorder.  To develop a library of sounds, I travelled for seven weeks to 
18 cities and 13 states within the USA, recording sounds on nothing but a portable 
recorder, the Tascam DR-05, and occasionally a pair of binaural microphones.

The soundscapes produce an intimate experience for the listener. Furthermore, I think 
that listeners would agree there is a notable difference between the sounds of each city, 
and that the sounds of each city transmit a coherent though unique experience when 
combined into a unified track. However, the content of the soundscapes is very 
dependent on the personal experiences of the traveller or recorder; in this case, myself. 
Additionally, there were limitations on the sounds that could be gathered and recorded 
which include safety, timing, contacts, and other factors that are random or 
spontaneous. Nevertheless, the project demonstrates the potency of sound as a means 
of offering immersive and more holistic experiences.
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Introduction

This report exposes readers to the outcomes and findings of The Sound of Cities Project 
(also referred to as the Project in this report). The Project explores sound as an 
alternative mode of experiencing culture, diversity and travel.

The Project developed out of my passion for a) independent travel and b) a curiosity for 
exploring mediums that capture the culture and aura of a city. After some reflection, the 
mediums hitherto used appeared, to me, quite limited: they offer a primarily visual 
experience, and usually nothing more. We often find ourselves exposed to a plethora of 
images and video content in the media; we are acquainted with the culture of different 
cities by our exposure to photos, television shows, news reports, movies and social 
media. However, the media often distorts or exaggerates the content such as to convey 
a certain (often bias) image. Alternatively, we may choose to experience the world by 
travelling ourselves to different cities and places. Just like the media, we are fed with 
content for our eyes and rely on such visual input to inform us about the world around 
us. Here again, we give bias to what we see, and little attention is granted to what our 
other senses tell us about a city and culture. Importantly, this is not always a feasible or 
accessible way of experiencing culture. Most importantly, sight alone does not provide 
an immersive experience. If we were to only review visual media, it would not give us an 
immersive experience, even if that media were an accurate portrayal of it. Written 
content, though it may also accurately portray or describe certain experiences, is not 
immersive either. I questioned how a more immersive experience could be delivered to 
those curious about culture and travel.

A mode of experiencing that is often omitted is our sense of hearing. I ventured to focus 
solely on delivering experiences through sound, to determine how potent it might be as 
medium for these experiences. Could sound capture those small nuances of cities and 
cultures?

As a pilot of the broader initiative, the United States seemed an apt region to trial the 
Project given the diversity and variety across the country. Therefore, within the 
relatively short time frame that I travelled, it was possible to discern variety across the 
region without needing to travel to another continent. Over seven weeks, I travelled to 
a total of 18 cities and 13 states in the USA to capture the idiosyncrasies of each city, of 
the way of life, and of the characteristics of its population. I began my journey in 
Philadelphia, travelled south as far as New Orleans, and then ventured west through 
Texas and New Mexico, and subsequently travelling upwards until arriving at my last 
destination in Seattle. As I travelled, I recorded authentic sounds in the environment, by 
placing myself in everyday situations and discretely recording to avoid fabricating an 
experience and to deliver the most realistic resemblance of the city. The two modes of 
transport I used throughout were primarily Greyhound coaches and flights, depending 
on the distance between each city, efficiency of travel and cost. Further details of
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transportation and accommodation are outlined in Part I and can be found in Appendix 
1 also.

The equipment that I used to record sounds in the environment comprised of just two 
items: a Tascam DR-05 portable recorder and binaural microphones. There is a lot of 
advanced technical equipment available in the market that can be deployed for 
recording superb quality audio. However, for the purposes of the Project (and within 
budget), I determined that equipment that was simple to set up and discreet would 
prove to provide the best way of achieving the aims of the Project. Nevertheless, 
equipment is becoming increasingly sophisticated. Sound technology has evolved 
rapidly with the introduction of Virtual Reality (VR), because sound is deemed essential 
to creating a realistic experience. These emerging developments give relevance to the 
Project, considering the technological innovations that are changing customer 
experiences. I discuss equipment and sound technology in more detail in the second 
section of Part I. Upon returning from my travels, I refined my library of sounds and 
produced soundscapes for each individual city using Ableton Live software (the Standard 
edition). The completed soundscapes have been uploaded and publicized on the project 
website, https://nicend.wixsite.com/soundofcities.

The report begins by sharing my preparation for the Project. Part I talks readers through 
my technical research and route planning. Part I also discusses the process of building
an online presence to share the content and findings of the Project. Part I then describes
some noteworthy findings from my research: discovering a community of field- 
recordists and the infancy of sound technology. Part II focuses on the production of the 
soundscapes and my experiences travelling. First, it offers insight into the creative vision 
that I developed as I was curating the soundscapes, a creative vision that I subsequently 
applied to other soundscapes that I produced. I then talk the reader through each track 
by city; I discuss the different characteristics of each city that I travelled to and how I 
attempted to translate this into the track. Here, the reader will come to understand the 
creative process that I deployed. It is important to stress that the contents of Part II can 
only be fully comprehended by listening to the soundscapes, or tracks, first. Part II is 
intended to supplement and describe what you will hear in the soundscapes. Therefore, 
I describe the process of creating the soundscape immediately after providing a brief 
description of my city experience. This description is not exhaustive of my experience as 
I will periodically release lengthier blog posts on the website, but it draws on important 
aspects that influenced my project: who I met and what I did. Part II reflects upon what 
aspects of the city could be captured in sound, how I attempted to convey this through 
selection of sounds and reinforcement of different ones. Lastly, Part III offers reflections 
and concluding remarks. Here, I evaluate the outcome of the Project (including how it 
has impacted my own personal development), stress the variability of the Project’s 
outcome based on limitations and contingencies, and discuss collaborations that are 
either in progress or could be developed in the future.

8
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The soundscapes that I have produced have been published on the website that I 
created specifically for the project, https://nicend.wixsite.com/soundofcities. I produced 
a total of 13 soundscapes, tracks or ‘cityscapes’, that make up the collection. The 13 
tracks in the collection comprise the entire album entitled The Sound of Cities: USA. 
There is over 200 minutes of audio content that make up the collection. Each track has 
been produced through a rigorous and repetitive process of listening, selecting, cutting, 
importing, distorting, arranging, consolidating and creatively combining each audio 
snippet into one track. Whilst almost four hours of soundscapes may sound substantial, 
this audio collection has been narrowed down and produced from over 1,140 individual 
audio files, which are exceedingly longer than four hours collectively. So far, I have 
produced a total of 14 blog posts which I will gradually publish on the website to 
complement each cityscape. I intend on continuing to write and publish blogs that 
pertain to each day of my travels in each city, so that listeners can form a holistic picture 
of a city through all of audio, visual and descriptive content. However, I would like to 
emphasise that the qualitative benefits of completing the Project far outweigh the 
quantitative results. Importantly, the experiences I had and the people I met transpired 
because of my project. For that reason alone, I am so grateful that I had the opportunity 
to complete this project, and thus to benefit from what I consider life-changing 
experiences. I take pride that I could share it with others along my journey. Some of the 
people I met were inspired by my project because it was different, substantial, 
adventurous or all three. Some simply admired my bravery for travelling as a female 
independently across America. Some were in awe that someone was travelling such 
distances across America in such a short space of time, when they – themselves an 
American – had barely travelled outside of their own state. Even the little inspiration 
that I could promote in each of these individuals across America has made the project 
worthwhile for me. Again, the project was a productive point of conversation and 
prompt for many relationships that I developed, which in turn led to unique and 
insightful experiences. Were it not for conducting the project, my journey would have 
been little different from any other travel experience. I can proudly claim that my travel 
experience was as original as my project.

9
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Part I: Preparation

RESEARCH – ROUTE PLANNING, TRANSPORT AND ACCOMMODATION 

Choice of cities

Initially, the route was an ambitious 8-month venture across the United States of
America to almost every state in the country. Upon reflection and deliberation with the 
Fund committee, it was agreed that a more realistic and predictable project would be a 
simplified pilot version. I reviewed the destinations I intended to visit and condensed 
the project into a 7-week venture through 13 different states. I prioritized visiting a wide 
variety of states in this specified time so that I could capture the diversity I was seeking. 
Each state is starkly different from another. It may be noticed that I visited more cities 
than states; this is because the capital (or any one city) within a state is not always 
reflective of the culture in the rest of that state. By nature, major cities are more 
urbanized and metropolitan, but this character might not be true of the remainder of 
the state. The state itself is relatively large and much diversity can be seen just within 
one state. Therefore, where it was practical, for cities that were connected within a 
state efficiently and cost-effectively by a reasonable transport network, I visited more 
than one city to compare places within a state where it was time effective to do so.

This brings me to the first limitation of the project. My means of travel between cities 
were primarily bus (or coach) and plane. I was not of age to rent a car and therefore did 
not have the flexibility to drive to less accessible cities within the United States. The USA 
is known for its extensive road networks and public transport is largely restricted to the 
major cities or capital of a state. Other areas of a state are much less accessible, and 
even if it is possible to arrive easily into the city, the means of transport within the city 
are much less reliable if this offering at all included public transport. Therefore, an 
extension of the Project might be undertaken later or by another individual to explore 
more rural areas of the USA and contrast them with the sounds that I have gathered, 
sounds that largely originate from cities characterized by more urban features. 
Limitations are discussed further in Part III.

Transport
The two modes of transport I used to travel from one city to another were Greyhound
buses (a nation-wide coach service connecting cities far and wide across the USA) and 
flights. The decision to travel by one and not the other was based largely on the travel 
time between cities and determining which was the safest option. For example, the 
distance from Nashville to New Orleans was substantial and would have compromised 
one or two days on the travel expedition; it was more time effective to take a short, 
direct flight. Another important factor concerned the times at which a Greyhound bus 
was scheduled to leave and arrive. Although in some cases it was feasible to travel 10 
hours through the middle of the night – and I did do so on two occasions – this was not 
always a sensible decision on grounds of safety. Especially as a female, travelling late in
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the night or early morning may have put me in a vulnerable position, so it was important 
to research cities and avoid putting myself in such situations. For safety reasons, 
travelling long distances was best avoided by opting to fly. Below is a table of my 
itinerary and transport.

Date Destination Transport Travel
time

25th April 1h 35

28th April 2h 15

29th April 1h 05

2nd May 1h 16

5th May 5h 25

7th May 3h 20

10th May

11th May 1h 25

15th May 10h
35

19th May 3h 5

21st May 50m

24th May

27th May 1h 50

30th May 2h 50

3rd June 9h 25

11

Toronto —> 
Philadelphia

Flight

Philadelphia —>
Baltimore

Greyhound
coach

Baltimore —> 
Washington DC

Greyhound
coach

Washington DC
—>  Columbus

Flight

Columbus —>
Louisville

Greyhound
coach

Louisville —>
Nashville

Greyhound
coach

Nashville— 
>Chatanooga

(day trip)

Rail

Nashville —> 
New Orleans

Flight

New Orleans —
>  Austin

Greyhound
coach

Austin —>
Dallas

Greyhound
coach

Dallas —>
Santa Fe

Flight

Santa Fe —> 
Albuquerque

Rio Metro
NM Rail
Runner
Express

Albuquerque —
>  San Diego

Flight

San Diego —>
Los Angeles

Greyhound
coach

Los Angeles —>
San Francisco

Greyhound
coach
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6th June 3h

9th June 7h

11th June 1h 20

14th June 4h

Besides from considerations of safety, time effectiveness, distance and accessibility, the 
choice of countries was based on visiting a variety of states that were diverse from one 
another. I visited at least one state in each of the Mid-Atlantic, South, Mid-West, South- 
West and West of America.

Accommodation

The accommodation I booked throughout my travel was of three kinds: AirBnB, Coach 
Surf and hostels. I initially thought Couchsurf or AirBnB would provide the most 
immersive experience as it would allow me to stay with locals, learn first-hand what 
their experience was like and gather their opinions on their city. On Couchsurf, I 
messaged at least one host for every city, however it can be difficult to find an available 
host, find a suitable host and/or persuade them to have you, especially when your 
profile is new like mine was. I was successful in arranging coach surfing accommodation 
with three hosts – Melanie from Columbus, Tina from Austin and Michael from 
Louisville. After having stayed with all three hosts, I understand that it was best for my 
project to have made use of a range of accommodation options. There are advantages 
and disadvantages to using Couchsurf. Experiences of course vary from person to person 
and are contingent on the host. Some hosts may be expecting that their guest spend a 
lot or most of their time together and others may have no interest in sharing 
experiences - all three of my hosts had different expectations. Location is also extremely 
important. Some hosts are well located, but this often is not the case because they will 
likely reside in more residential areas, therefore it is important to communicate with the 
host beforehand regarding travel arrangements to determine whether they will be able 
to help you get around the city. This is one reason that, as a guest, you might find 
yourself doing many of your activities together therefore it occasionally feels like you 
have less freedom than if you were to stay in a hostel. It was often necessary for the 
project to explore in solitude so that the recorded sounds were not interrupted by 
voices of those so nearby to me. More about this can be read in the limitations section. 
On the other hand, hostels are almost always very well located so it was easy to access 
prime spots for recording and to travel across the city. Staying in hostels also permitted 
more freedom to explore solo, as well as affording the opportunity to explore with a 
group in evening activities when it might have been less safe. For the purposes of my
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San Francisco —
>  Salt Lake City

Flight

Salt Lake City —
>  Boise

Greyhound
coach

Boise —>
Portland

Flight

Portland —>
Seattle

Greyhound
coach
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project, Air BnB’s were a good compromise since there was less expectation to socialize 
with the hosts – but sometimes almost to such an extent that there was sometimes no 
face to face interaction at all, which meant that I was not able to learn from the host as 
much as I would have liked. Therefore, hostels offer the most predictable experience, 
which in itself had and does have its pros and cons. I discuss my individual experiences 
with hosts and at hostels in Part II of this report. For instances where I was staying with 
a host from Couchsurf, I arranged a Skype call with each host prior to travelling so that I 
felt confident to stay with them.

Date Destination Host Address
25th – 28th
April

Philadelphia City House
Hostels

City House
Hostels: 

Philadelphia
Liberty, 17
North 2nd

Street, 
Philadelphia

28th April –
29th April

Baltimore HI Baltimore 17 W
Mulberry St, 

Baltimore, MD
21201, USA

29th April – 
2nd May

Washington DC DC
International

Hostel

(7th St.), 1610 
7th street NW

2nd– 5th May Columbus Melanie
Marduk

433 E. Town
St. Columbus,

OH 43215
5th – 7th May Louisville Michael Eizyk Undisclosed
7th - 11th
May

Nashville Nashville
Downtown

Hostel

177 1st
Avenue North,
Nashville, TN,
USA, 37201

11th – 15th 
May

New Orleans + 
recovery/contin

gency day

Atlas House 1354
Magazine

Street,
Greyhound

Amtrack
Station

15th – 19th 
May

Austin Tina Silverio Undisclosed

19th – 21st Dallas Jeremy 609 N Ewing
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May Ackerman Ave, Dallas, TX
75203, USA

21st – 24th 
May

Santa Fe John Edwards 309 East 
Berger Street 
Santa Fe, NM

87505
24th – 27th
May

Albuquerque Andres 1509 High
Street

Northeast, 
Albuquerque,
NM 87102, US

27th – 30th
May

San Diego HI San Diego
Hostel

HI San Diego -
Downtown, 

521 Market St,
CA 92101

30th May – 
3rd June

Los Angeles Freehand Los
Angeles, Los
Angeles; and
Stephen End

416 West 8th
Street, LA

3rd– 6th June San Francisco Amsterdam
Hostel

749 Taylor
Street

6th– 9th June Salt Lake City Camelot Inn 
and Hostel

165 West 800
South, Salt
Lake City,

USA

9th – 11th
June

Boise Patty 3315 North
33rd Street

Boise, ID
83703

United States
11th – 14th
June

Portland Traveler’s
House

710 N Alberta
St, Portland,

USA
14th – 16th 
June

Seattle HotelHotel
Hostel

3515 Fremont
Ave. N.,
Seattle
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Figure 1: Map Route

RESEARCH – TECHNICAL

What type of sound am I trying to capture?
Initially, I began my research by discovering what portable devices were available and
comparing different devices for their sound quality and price. However, the crucial
insight came when I honed in on what I was looking for: I wanted to create an immersive
experience, one that transported the listener and brought to life the experience. In
researching sound technology, I discovered “3D audio”. Three-dimensional audio is not
new, but it had received little attention and popularity until Virtual Reality became more
prominent in the world of technological innovations. Virtual Reality (VR) has been
adopted by a wide variety of industries, including anthropology, consumer retail and
health care. To complement the visual simulations of VR, technology enthusiastic and
established sound companies have been investing heavily in researching, prototyping 
and developing new sound technologies that capture the “3D” effect of sound, where 
sound is placed into physical space and closely mimics how it is received in the ear. The 
addition of spatial sound to VR is a very powerful combination for creating a realistic 
experience. This article describes the move towards ‘spatial sound’, as it is now called. 
Initially sound was recorded in mono format, which captures sound through just one 
channel and delivers the same output to both ears. In contrast, stereo recording records 
sound from the left and right channels and deliver it in this way. Now, technologies are
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even more advanced than was stereo audio. Following the driving force to develop 3D 
sound technologies are companies like Sennheisser, HOOKE Audio and Facebook.

Emerging Tools and Products for Spatial Sound
One particularly interesting product to have emerged from this new tech drive began on
Kickstarter and is called OSSIC X. These are the first3D audio headphones that adjust the
sound output relative to your particular anatomy and to head-tracking. Whilst you
listen, the algorithms of the sound adjust as you move your head as if you were
following that sound and were able to hear it from different positions and angles. OSSIC 
X is a truly immersive experience for listening to sound. This demonstrates the power of 
these technologies – but what I am interested in is recording sound in its 3D form as it is 
experienced, and not just by manipulation of sound post hoc.

One method for capturing 3D audio is known as binaural recording, in contrast to mono 
recording for example. Binaural recording mimics the way our ears receive sound: it 
involves placing small microphones into each ear, much like using a pair of earphones 
except that there is a microphone attached where sound would typically enter our ears. 
The microphone is wedged inside the ear and so any sound that reaches the 
microphone is slightly distorted by the shape of our ears, just as would happen naturally 
to sound entering our ears. It is ever-so-slightly reflected by the curvature in our ears 
and natural shape. In addition, sound is recorded through both the right and left ear 
channels and this data is stored inside the recording. There is a delay in sound reaching 
one side of the ear compared to the other, depending on the angle that the head is 
positioned at relative to the sound. When listened back with headphones, the sound is 
filtered into the different channels, left and right, and so can be perceived to be coming 
from different directions in space. Lastly, since the microphones are placed inside each 
ear, they are separated by the same distance as the natural distance between our ears; 
they mimic this “head space”. At least, this is the theory behind binaural recording. It is 
more difficult in practice since the microphones can be very sensitive and often pick up 
‘scratching’ sounds of the microphone brushing against the ear. Hence the microphones 
are very sensitive to subtle movements, making them impractical for mobile recording 
with movement. Kall Binarual Audio is one blog that showcases examples of audio 
recording with this technique – just remember to listen with headphones to get the full 
effect!

HOOKE Audio is one company to have very recently developed binaural microphones, 
and are the first to sync this with bluetooth. At the time that I was doing my research 
and preparation, this product was only just being released in a Pre-Sale, and 
unfortunately, they would not have delivered in time for me to begin my project. The 
retail price is also steeper at $239. Whilst they have received a lot of attention from the 
tech domain, it was only on the verge of being released, as were many 3D recording 
products and therefore were either not available at the time or were very expensive 
because there was not yet many competitors and because this technology was entirely 
new and different. However, it serves to show the relevance of sound technologies and
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buzz around innovation to capture immersive experiences; that many established, 
household tech brands like Sennheisser are investing their efforts in this and the overall 
trend towards 3D sound for immersive experiences lends credibility and relevance to 
this project.

In my research on soundscapes, I came across a soundscape ecologist called Bernie 
Krause, who was one of the first to pioneer natural soundscapes. He has been leading a 
fascinating project that examines the effect of climate change and environmental 
factors on our ecosystem and the species that make it up. He has analysed these 
changes through sound, by building an archive of sounds of our natural environment 
and listening for how fewer distinctive sounds of different species could be heard from a 
recording taken 10 years ago compared to a recording taken today. His recordings 
suggest that there have been harmful effects to our environment as much fewer sounds 
can today be detected in our ecosystem. In 2013, he delivered a TEDGlobal talk in 
Edinburgh called The voice of the natural world, which can be watched here. In the last 
few minutes of his talk, he says,

“Visual capture implicitly frames a limited frontal perspective of a given spatial
context, while soundscapes widen that scope to a full 360 degrees, completely
enveloping us.” – Bernie Krause

This confirmed to me how limiting visual stimuli can be for truly understanding our 
world, though we rely on it so much to inform us, where-as sound can deliver the 
powerful immersive experience that my project would intend to capture.

My curiosity and Krause’s unrivalled expertise in sound technology prompted me to 
send in a query through his website, in the hope that I could get some advice about 
appropriate equipment and resources to consult. I received a hearty reply from 
Katherine Krause. The email was encouraging, empowering, curious and also somewhat 
daunting! I post it below so that you get a real sense of the passion and support that 
was extended to me.

“Hi Nicola,

You are a brave soul.  Your project is a fantastic one that would be daunting for even the 
most experienced field recordist!

That said, have you had any training at all in field recording?  What equipment do you 
now use?  Do you have any gear that you already have in hand?

Happy to help as I can, but still will need more information. And how on earth are you 
going to do the lodging and travel?  By train, plane, car?   Is that all worked out?
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Yours in an interesting project and I wish you well with it.  I think it’s vital to see more 
women in the field, out and about with microphones and immersed in projects, so I’m 
glad to hear about your efforts.

I think a standard M/S system would give you a good product, but would need to further 
discuss to really get a sense of what you have in mind.  Binaural and Ambisonic are 
rather two different animals.  Are you finishing as a VR project or installation or ???

Kat”

After giving a bit more background information to Kat, she then highlighted to me some 
of the challenges I would face given the short time frame of my project and little 
preparation time. Though she was extremely helpful and gave some positive resource 
suggestions:

“Is it possible for you to get to Seattle on April 28, 29, and 30 to take a
workshop?  Martyn Stewart runs a good one, and it would give you some basics.  I can
give you some info on it, if you want.

Stay tuned, I’m going to discuss this with Bernie and see if he might offer you some 
insights on an easy traveling set up that you can use.

Have you read any books on recording?”

In her later reply, she gave a very thorough response about meet-ups, events, and 
resources to find equipment and learn how to use it from other nature recordists. 
However, hers and Bernie’s expertise were specific to nature recordings i.e. of the 
ecosystem, and most often, involved being positioned in the same spot for hours or 
even for the whole day. The equipment that would be used in this type of recording 
would be bulky and require substantial technical knowledge for setting up the 
equipment, taking into consideration issues such as the optimal positioning of the mic. 
The Project called for something quite different. Firstly, I would be mobile all 
throughout the day: this would not allow time to set up and dismantle chunky 
equipment. I wanted to explore across the entire city and find the unexpected: I needed 
to be ready to record, not to set up and wait for something to happen. Secondly, given 
the extensive travel of the Project, across 18 cities, it would be neither feasible nor cost- 
effective to carry heavy equipment given the potential costs of insurance. Thirdly, I 
wanted to record discreetly so that the public did not sense they were being recording 
or documented in any way. If I were to set up with big headphones, a large fluffy 
microphone with a long broom attached, and a huge tripod, I would not have been able 
to record in some unusual or small spaces. The last reason for avoiding heavy 
equipment was confirmed to be most appropriate (for the Project) by a piece of advice I 
received during my travels: with small, easy-to-use and ready-to-go equipment, I would 
be ready to record any time and anywhere. If something exciting or spontaneous were
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to happen, I could simply pull out a small device and hit record. Whilst the equipment 
that professional soundscape artists use is of the best quality, for the purposes of my 
project I concluded that simpler was better. This proved to be true.

Other sophisticated sound technologies
Whilst I did settle on simple equipment as most appropriate for my project, it is
important to review all the potential technologies that I discovered and considered.
They are big game-changers and are highly sought after, but still sit in a higher price
range. The first is by SoundField, called the SoundField SPS200 Software Controlled 
Microphone. This microphone is designed to capture surround sound.

There are also many ‘workstations’ that have been designed to manipulate audio files to 
give the sound spatial qualities – it allows you to place certain sounds into a 3D field so 
that it is heard as though it were recorded that way. Most of these workstations are 
able to do this irrespective of the original format of the sound recording – for example, 
whether they were recorded in mono, stereo, or ambiosonic. One such work station is 
Rondo360 designed by Dysonics. Another workstation which is free of charge is 
Facebook360 Spatial Workstation. Facebook has built this platform in collaboration with 
Samsung’s Gear VR headset, which yet again validates that these technologies have 
been growing in demand for use in VR. A workstation designed specifically to configure 
audio to video is 360pan suite.

In terms of recording, several microphones have just recently been developed. 
Sennheiser has recently developed the Ambeo VR Microphone. However, its retail price 
is a staggering £1,499. I contacted Sennheiser about an opportunity for sponsorship of 
my project – I proposed that I would produce a library of sounds using their new 
product, and one that was diverse and extensive due the travel aspect, but also applied 
in the use it was designed for, which is to capture immersive experiences. I received a 
very promising response, though the arrangement never came into fruition. The Head of 
Global PR, Mareike at Sennheiser expressed enthuasiasm for my project and thought it 
was very interesting. She forwarded my request to Greta, her colleague working in 
Germany. Greta agreed with Mareike, that it was an interesting project and added that 
Sennheiser had similar projects in mind. She followed with,

“As we can not guaranteed the term of delivery of the samples, I cannot even promise a 
sample for exploring the product before your project starts.
But nevertheless, maybe there is an option to come together, even though your project is 
already running. It would be great, if you could send us some more information and 
descriptions of your project and your travel spots.”

This was followed by more promising news, yet still a lot of uncertainty.

“I think it would be a good idea, to send you a sample for testing and experience. After 
getting comfortable with the product, you can see which possibilities the product gives
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you for your project and we can discuss a potential cooperation. Because I do not know, 
when we get the final samples, so I cannot give you a concrete date. But as of this day, I 
contact you again.”
Unfortunately, despite my follow up attempts, this was the last I heard from Greta. The
prospect of being sent a microphone so highly valued for testing and sampling, and
having my project testify to its quality, was an exciting prospect.

Sadly, this was the case for a lot of different products. The technologies are so novel 
that they are not yet widely available on the consumer retail market. Even those 
companies that had a finished product were not at the stage of being able to distribute 
it to projects like mine. Any other equipment was either extortionately expensive or too 
bulky to travel with. The novelty of these technologies means they are not widely 
available yet and are very price inelastic.
However, workstations offered the possibility of delivering immersive sound without
such equipment. I reached out to a workstation company called SOZO 3D, who offered 
their kind words about the project and some great advice, advice which was influential 
in my choice of equipment. The representative from the firm explained how SOZO 3D 
focus on producing post-production binaural 3D sound: converting mono or stereo 
recordings into 3D sound to make it seem as though they were recording with binaural 
equipment. Given this possibility, and after further research, I opted for the recording 
equipment that was suggested to me by Joe from SOZO. Joe offered to help with my 
project using this post-production capability, gave his Skype details and expressed that 
he would be ‘happy to speak whenever (I was) ready’. However, he was so right about 
the quality of the equipment that it did not seem necessary to use the workstation once 
I returned from the trip and began building the soundscapes. Therefore, I did not resort 
to using it, but hope that with a longer time frame, I can experiment with this post- 
production tool.

My Equipment
As discussed, there are some very sophisticated technologies being developed however
they are still in their infancy. The first limitation was thus the inaccessibility and
availability of resources that would achieve the most powerful result for the Project. If
they were available, they were particularly expensive for reasons already outlined. The
second consideration discussed so far has been the ease of setting up equipment,
transporting it across cities and locations, and discreteness of recording.  Thus, I
researched to find equipment on two grounds: affordability and convenience. I settled
for a portable recording that was not only reasonably priced but had some great reviews 
given its affordable market price: the Tascam DR-05. It has stereo mode capabilities and 
therefore was not as limited as a mono recorder might be, and it was small (hence 
discrete and portable) and very easy to operate. It’s close contenders were the Sony 
PCM-D100 and Zoom models such as the Zoom H4n.

Given all this talk of 3D technologies and capabilities, it would have been non-committal 
to not incorporate at least something from this emerging field. Hence, I used a pair of
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binaural microphones that I found affordably: Sound Professionals SP-TFB-2 Binaural 
Microphones. These had been on the market for some time. However, paired with the 
recorder, these two pieces of equipment were a great compromise to buying a more 
expensive portable recorder and only using this, and enabled some way of capturing 
more spatial sound. I purchased the windscreens to protect sound from wind noise, as 
well as windscreen for the portable recorder. The windscreens proved indispensable for 
capturing good quality audio, as without them, the wind would drown out all sound. Of 
course, I carried batteries with me at all times for the portable recorder. I bought a small 
tripod for the recorder though barely put it to use because: (a) I was mostly stood up 
when recording; and (b) when I was sat down, I could rest the recorder on the table 
because it was slightly elevated at the corners thanks to the small, soft attachments on 
its underside. Not all recording artists have these, and a tripod may prove more 
important depending on your recording objectives so it is worth consideration.

As mentioned earlier, binaural recording is not the most reliable method for recording 
sound because of the ‘scratching effect’. Therefore, I used the microphones will 
particular caution, careful to limit movement or restrict use to moments with little white 
noise. Neither of these caveats are entirely avoidable.

The Field Recording Community
The most interesting finding during my research was the community of field recordists
that existed. Though the project was an original idea of mine, I was unware that the
process of recording sounds in the environment was a past-time for many people and so 
common that there was a title for them as field recordists. This link shares a very long 
list of field recording blogs, demonstrating just how big this community is. Many of the 
curators of these blogs and field recordists, however, publish the original audio file as it 
stands (perhaps with enhancing some of the sound quality) without fusing them with 
other sounds, something which I have done to create the soundscapes. Ableton has 
written a great blog post on “The Art of Field Recording”, which shares some influential 
projects in this domain and exhibits the professionalism that can be made of this type of 
work. I did discover an initiative which more closely resembles the outcome I have 
produced in the Project. Cities and Memory is a global field recording project that brings 
field recordists together to collaborate on new sound projects and produce 
soundscapes, sharing both the actual sounds and reimagined (manipulated) sounds on 
the website. It has brought together almost 400 contributors and produced some very 
interesting soundscapes such as its project, “Utopia” and “Protest and Politics”. 
Interestingly, it creates two categories by which to split the different soundscapes 
according to experience: the city experience and the memory experience. This very 
closely mimics my intentions for the project that I set at the outset. It was an ambition 
of mine to produce something similar: to develop one track that depicts the sounds as 
they were heard in reality, without any manipulation or enhancement, and to have 
another corresponding track that unified all sounds into a coherent piece that was 
guided by an objective to deliver a certain experience as it was experienced in the 
moment but that could not be detected in the audio file as it stood alone, and would
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take the reader on a specific journey. Due to the time constraints of the project and 
large volume of tracks already to produce, I was limited to producing one track per city. 
However, I quickly developed a creative method for achieving both aims in just one 
track, the aims of keeping the track authentic, raw and realistic, on the one hand, whilst 
on the other hand, taking the listener on a journey and portraying my experience 
through sound by contrasting, complementing and ordering the sounds. More about my 
creative process is explained in Part II.

There is another method that I hypothesised over for categorising soundscapes that are 
developed through a different lens to convey the different listening experiences. Whilst 
Cities and Memories creates the binary of The City Experience and The Memory 
Experience, I contemplated the binary of The Local Experience and The Tourist 
Experience. Both would produce quite a different result: there are many attractions and 
popular destinations within each country which is what a visitor might typically expect 
to experience if visiting the country, and these sounds would produce a ‘tourist 
experience’, though this experience would be markedly different to that of locals, who 
might be more dispersed from the city centre and around whom these sounds would be 
very different, producing the ‘local experience’. Again, I bridge the two to reflect an 
accurate account of the city’s inherent atmosphere based on those more accessible 
experiences of a tourist so that one soundscape is still suffices to capture the two. An 
extension of the pilot Project might severe the two into distinctive tracks.

Software
Lastly, I needed some sort of software that I could use to edit compile, manipulate, 
enhance or distort, order and arrange my sounds into a cohesive soundscape. Common 
editing software packages are Audacity, Logic and Ableton Live. Ableton, the company 
who have developed Ableton Live, seemed like a digitally-forward company and had 
credentials from well-known sound engineering artists. Keeping in mind the possibility 
of extending the project and using the software for future projects, Ableton was a viable 
investment. I would be investing my time in learning the software and so this knowledge 
would be capitalised on at a later date. Ableton also has a uniquely dual interface which 
is suitable for live mixing. Its interface proved to be relatively easy to use.

I taught myself to use the software after returning from the USA. The tutorials already 
installed into the program were sufficient to learn what I needed to for the desired 
result of the Project. I learnt short cuts that would improve my efficiency and 
productively massively; the panels, various automation tools and plugins in Ableton Live; 
how to use electronic instruments; and everything else I needed to know! I followed up 
anything that was unclear using the Ableton Manual. I took a free Ableton tutorial 
introductory session at Manchester MIDI School, however I had already established 
everything I needed to learn once that time came. For the sake of the Project, the 
interface provided all the tools I needed.
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Part II: Cities and Soundscapes

This section explained
Part II shares with you my experiences in each city, the recordings I gathered through
these experiences and how I moulded these into the soundscapes that you will now
listen to. This section is structured in a way that allows you to follow my creative 
process in developing the soundscapes and understand how I arrived at the intended 
result i.e. what insights I gathered from my travels that informed the production of each 
track. The production of each track (one per city) was a two-phase process: (1) City 
Experience (recording) and (2) Post-Experience Production (editing the sounds into a 
soundscape). I first talk through my experiences in each city that are relevant to 
soundscape to the extent that they are defining factors for the particular library of 
sounds I gathered and/or to the extent that they influenced the vision of the 
soundscape and desired effect. This is my ‘City Experience’. It will draw upon two 
aspects that influenced the Project: who I met and what I did. I then discuss the way 
that I used these insights and experiences to inform the direction of the production of 
the track. I had gathered the sounds and now it came to ordering them appropriately to 
mimic those experiences. I talk through the soundscape for that city, the reasoning 
behind its structure, and sound techniques I used such as the emphasis of one sound or 
fusion of several sounds that maybe complement or even contrast one another. This is 
the ‘Post-Experience Production’. This section will give you an understanding of how 
and why the soundscape is created the way it is. I repeat this process for each city so 
that you can understand the origin of the sounds alongside the tangible result of the 
Project. I believe that presenting the production phase in direct comparison to the ‘in-
the-field’ (travel) experience phase for each city at a time is the most logical way to
present the Project, rather than first talk through the entire travel phase and those
experiences across the seven weeks and then discuss production of all tracks at once.

For each City Experience, I do not give an exhaustive account of my travels, largely 
because I reserved this task, writing at this length and publishing these accounts, for the 
website’s blog, which would serve to complement the soundscapes. (Not only would 
these efforts be duplicated, but the style of writing would be different for an online 
audience which is not as appropriate, nor relevant, to this Project.) So far, I have written 
20,264 words for 4 cities. The intention is to gradually publish the blog posts for each 
city at fixed intervals on the website. This way, not all content is uploaded at once, so 
the audience can anticipate reading the next blog post, and read as it is published, as 
opposed to feeling overwhelmed by the extensive length and number of blog posts. This 
will increase the likelihood that my writings will be read, make each blog post more 
digestible, and hopefully increase the impact of the project, or otherwise simply gain 
more attention to either the writings, the project, or both.

How to listen to the soundscapes
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It is important to stress that the contents of Part II can only be fully comprehended by 
listening to the soundscapes, or tracks, first. Part II is intended to supplement and 
describe what you will hear in the soundscapes. By first listening to the soundscape, you 
will develop a perspective on the city that is unbiased and independent, one that is your 
own. Then you have the freedom to read the experience that informed its production 
and allow yourself to challenge the result or make sense of it. Does what you heard 
really reflect the experiences I describe? Does it produce the effect that I intended to 
create, in your opinion? First listen, then read the experiences and production of the 
track itself. You may then want to listen to the track again after reading the below 
information, equipped with a better understanding of what to expect, what to listen out 
for, and where those sounds really came from.

The creative process
When I sat down to begin producing the soundscapes, I was confronted with a tension
between producing a track that depicts the sounds as they were heard in reality,
without any manipulation or enhancement, and in contrast, producing a track that was
informed by a pre-determined objective to deliver a certain experience that conveyed
my impressions of the city. The latter would deliver an informed (though perhaps
somewhat biased) view, however it would involve a level of manipulation. For example,
some sounds may be overlapped or distorted. Adjusting the sounds in such a way would
have sacrificed the authenticity of those sounds, taken those sounds out of context and
taken away some of the potency in hearing or detecting those sounds – for example, the
echoed dispersion of sounds within of a large hall might be lost if overlapped with noise 
that were closer spatially.

As I experimented with the soundscapes, I developed a process to circumvent this 
problem which I then applied to most soundscapes. I would first introduce a particular 
sound out of context. In this way, the sound would stand out, connote quite different 
sensations, and either enhance or distort the context into which I placed it. Later, I 
would play that sound within its original context, having set the scene with both the 
introduction and subsequent journey of that sound. When heard for the second time, 
the sound sticks out for the listener but the listener has already attached a certain 
feeling to it (a feeling that I purposely constructed or intended to impart) and so that 
feeling is appropriately brought to life again, but now in its original context in which, 
without having been introduced in isolation first, it may not have had such an impact.

Creating a sound map
During the production phase, it was paramount to first listen through each of the
individual audio files for a city, rename them to make them easy to locate, and listen
carefully for content and sounds. As I listened, I had to think carefully about how I would
logically unify and structure the sounds. To help with this process, it was helpful to
create what I called a visual “sound map”. It was sometimes very informal and likely
intelligible only to myself, but nonetheless very useful in the process. I would write
down the kind of sound that I had heard and draw arrows around the page from one
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sound to another to mimic how the soundscape would develop across time, shifting 
through scenes, sounds and stories, thus linking the sounds together. This would make 
putting the sounds together in Ableton far easier.
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PHILADELPHIA

City Experience
Before arriving, I read Philadelphia as being described as a ‘melting pot’ and I would very
much agree with this. Philadelphia is a city where you will meet people of all and any 
kind. You may run into an Italian in the quaint districts, a Jamaican man at the market, a 
South American in a ‘pop n mom’ store, a Jewish deli owner, or an African man studying 
medicine. I encountered each one of these people. It is a diverse city: in its 
communities, its landscape and its industries. It is a pleasant balance of qualities across 
the United States, taking subtle traces of the corporate hum of New York City, to the 
quiet and family-friendly streets of suburban towns. The embedded history of liberating 
America that is so firmly rooted in Philadelphia is palpable in the way Philadelphia draws 
on different cultures, embraces progressive values, and organizes itself as a city into 
districts of immigrants, Europeans, indigenous populations and gay or student 
communities.

On my first night, I met Andy who worked at the hostel. Andy was born and bred in 
Philadelphia with Black African heritage and carried with him three passports. He told 
me that some found it hard to believe he had studied medical science at two 
universities, one of which was Princeton University, largely because of his race and 
position behind a hostel reception desk. I was intrigued as he continued to share his 
impressive education and choices along the way. He had travelled extensively and spoke 
five different languages. That first night, Andy took me to a salsa class at a teeming bar, 
pooling together people from Spaniards to Philadelphians and from novices to twirling 
salsa sensations. It was alive with smiles and laughter.

There is a very friendly atmosphere and cheery attitude in Philadelphia. Life seems to 
pleasantly tick along – much like Goldilocks, not too fast but not too slow. Whilst there 
is a corporate cluster of skyscrapers piercing the sky and crowds of city dwellers 
swinging their briefcases by their hips, there is a more haphazardly organised gay village 
and indie vegan shops just around the corner. The bustling nature of the city is tainted 
by small squares of fountains, benches and greenery where you can escape the 
humdrum, share an ice cream with friends, walk your dog through the park, or fall 
asleep on a park bench. This makes for a rather welcoming city. It is a suitable place to 
raise a family; many children and families will be seen in the playground or wandering 
the streets. Better yet, Philadelphia is a very walkable city and there is indeed a walking 
culture. Many university students can be found walking the parks or taking a detour 
through historical alleyways. Cycling, skateboarding and running are also very common. 
I observed a very active lifestyle amongst Philadelphians – as I stared out at the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art from a distance, just in front of it were fitness enthusiasts 
repeatedly hopping and squatting up and down the Rocky steps. Many runners whizzed 
by me as I trailed along the Canal, and skateboarders pierced the quieter nights with 
clunky landings echoing through the streets. The city was in fact a very safe place to
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walk at night, kept alive by late-night saxophonists busking to the public and students 
finding their way home.

There is no shortage of reminders that Philadelphia is the birthplace of American 
democracy and triumph with independence. Museums and places of historical 
significance are everywhere. Many of these buildings are so beautifully designed that 
they can just as well be appreciated from the outside. Within, their vast space and 
structures were a powerful symbol of the sheer size of America itself. The large pillars, 
amplified voices and echoed footsteps create a sense of immense space and allude to 
the unforgettable history that grounds the city and keeps Philadelphia ticking.

“Philly” drivers aren't impatient, so you won't hear New York honking cars howling 
through the streets; however, that is probably because they are staying mellow listening 
to hip hop music, which is what you will hear booming from the cars instead of 
incessant beeping. In Philadelphia, you can expect to feel at home whatever your 
nationality – it is an electric mix with something interesting always waiting around the 
corner.

Figure 2: Giant portions in Philadelphia, even for a salad
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Figure 3: Large murals in Italian District, Philadelphia

Post-Experience Production
When structuring the soundscape for Philadelphia, I wanted to capture the life that
trailed its streets. The streets were lively and much of the character of the city was 
“public”. It was displayed for everyone to see and there was no shame in that. It was a
what-you-see-is-what-you-get city. I opened the soundscapes with hoots and street
noises, and subtly moved from the outside to inside, from a busy scene to a softer
scene. This transmits the outside, public atmosphere. You will hear cars passing and
subtle street sounds. I subtly introduced conversations that I had had between different
locals to display the friendliness and easy-going attitude of locals.

Food (and eating it) is a pride and joy of many Philadelphians. They particularly adore 
their ‘cheese steaks’. Expect to hear some sounds from inside a very well-known 
restaurant attended by Presidents and celebrities.

There are a lot of different popular modes of transport that Philadelphians make use of. 
There is an interesting ding song that is the sound of train travellers passing through the 
subway electronic gates onto the platform. I initially introduce this sound out of context, 
as a transition from the restaurant scene into the subway scene. It carries the listener 
from inside the restaurant to the paying desk inside the subway. The sound is then 
replayed in its original context, and at its slower pace when travellers are gradually 
passing through the station.
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I fuse the echoed sounds of a skateboard into the echoed and growing sounds of the 
subway train approaching the platform. Interestingly, the skateboard gliding along the 
ground (which was recorded near a skate park on the streets, not in the subway station) 
creates a very crisp sound that jerks away as though sweeping briskly past the listener. 
This is very much in contrast to the growing and sustained sound of a train approaching. 
A more interesting sound was created when I reversed the sound clip of the skateboard 
so that the sound travelled in reverse time to the way that the sound of the train 
approaching progresses. Hence you will hear the skateboard against the ground in 
reverse, introduced before the subway train approaches. This overlaps the different 
modes of transport but creates an interesting contrast for the listener and temporary 
diversion from the subway scene. The subtle sound of a helicopter is also played over 
these subway sounds, as travellers filter onto the train – the repeated whipping of the 
air by the helicopter blades reinforces the sense of space underground and echo and 
reverb of the sounds that this produces. This sense of space then sharply contrasted 
with the next scene, which is inside the train. The sounds within the train are 
distinctively different because of the confined space and close proximity between 
travellers. This confined space creates a very different and intimate experience, 
therefore contrasting nicely with the sense of space created just prior to hearing these 
sounds.

Interestingly, the dialects of different cultures can be heard particularly well. The 
cultures and ethnicities of different people is easily perceptible across the track, and a 
range have been included just to reflect the diversity of people in Philadelphia.
Next, you will hear the sound of children from a variety of different settings, both in
parks and in school playgrounds. Overlapping these sounds is the echoed sound of a jazz 
couple busking on the streets. This is another such sound that I introduce early, in 
isolation from its original contrast, to build up to the scene. I increase the reverb 
significantly for the first time that it is played to emphasise the laughter of the young 
teens, which creates an emphasis of the children recorded in playgrounds and on the 
streets. The overlap of sounds of children from different scenes and settings emphasizes 
the family-friendly nature of the city and relatively safe environment. The reverb added 
to the sound also brings out a feeling of lifting the listener and lifting their mood.

This scene transitions into the inside of a museum. This was important to include given 
the number of museums and exhibitions. The marble walls and high ceilings within the 
museum can again be easily perceived in the natural reverb produced in the sounds and 
reflection of those sounds off the hard walls. You will hear a museum guide talking 
about WWI and America’s rise to political hegemony. The sound of a child shouting out, 
“Hi Lincoln,” is overlapped just slightly here to represent this pride of America’s political 
history being upheld on the streets, not just in tourist institutions.

The following scene is at the NFL Draft. The student community is really brought to life 
here. The crowd is teeming, passion oozing out of sport enthusiasts. It is a very lively
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atmosphere. The passion for sport and way that it can bring so many people together, is 
clear in the sounds that were captured at the NFL draft.

Finally, the cheers from the NFL draft blend into the jazz busking that was referenced 
earlier. This provides a flavour of the variety of culture and the up-beat, exciting 
atmosphere that pervades the city.
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BALTIMORE

City Experience
If I mentioned my visit to Baltimore to Americans, their first reaction would be "Why?"
That spoke for itself. Baltimore is described as an eccentric city with somewhat of an
extreme style, so my research told me. The verdict after exploring the place for myself? I 
can now say about Baltimore what is not often said about places you travel to: I want to 
go back.
The city is an eclectic dichotomy. Baltimore was unassuming, and for that, it was
pleasantly surprising. I would pass a garage that, peering inside, was occupied by huge
painted canvases, not cars. It was the studio of two artists, filled with colourful art
collections. The artists were friendly and welcoming, wanting to help with my project. In
contrast, just down the street, I had felt unsafe, out of place and unwelcome.

Baltimore is a city of dichotomy. As I walked from one end to another, I witnessed a 
visual of the spectrum of demographics that runs through the city. On one end of the 
spectrum, African-Americans wandered the streets, never without music marking their 
trail, blasting from their hip where a portable stereo was clipped. Shops were lively, 
though many were deserted or run-down, and the streets were resolutely animated like 
a flickering candle. Lexington Market is a well-known place in this area. It is where the 
locals flock to, not a tourist destination. When I asked a woman at the hostel about it, 
she said "All I'll say is, I go in my sweat pants, my hood up and head down, my music in, 
and I go in and I get out." As I walked closer to the market, voices on the street grew 
louder, more obnoxious, and more brash. The stores, though shabby, all had small 
crowds outside their doors where locals gathered and chatted. There was a real buzz. I 
minded my own business. When the Lexington Market was in sight, I looked at the 
entrance on the opposite of the street. Knowing my boundaries, I then walked away.
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Figure 4: The first Roman Catholic cathedral built in the US, Baltimore

As I walked north, the streets became quieter. The shops catered more to festival 
hipsters seeking a vintage fur coat and some glitter from across the road, or a quirky 
birthday gift. Musical cars still navigated the roads, but much fewer and less frequently. 
My surroundings were changing drastically as I travelled away from Lexington market 
and towards the Remington district, where the hip, the trendy and the arts would be. 
Baltimore is a city of symmetry and asymmetry. I would stumble upon the odd colourful 
building sticking out against the symmetrical streets of similar-style houses. On the 
corner of a street, I would discover a magnificent, maroon building in a contrasting 
Victorian style. The area was clean and expansive. As I walked through the city, I visibly 
observed its changing nature and atmosphere in the changing landscape. The alleys, 
unlike in Europe, are so wide that when you cross them, the gap at the other side 
reveals a glimpse of the city from a completely different view. You see the buzz of the 
city from a distance, the tall skyscrapers and cathedrals poking out against the other 
buildings. Further north before reaching Hampden, the artsy district Remington and the 
John Hopkins University sit to the East and park trails surround the area. The trail 
besides the road I walked along dipped into a huddle of trees. Druid Hill Park. I wouldn't 
have know it, but Baltimore has beautiful parks and trails, including Gwynn's trail, and a 
great university surrounded by cool café hangouts, bars and peaceful neighbourhoods 
further up. Had I stayed in the tourist areas, my impression of Baltimore would have 
been very distorted. They also have their central park equivalent, Patterson Park, and an 
Italian Village and historical Fell's Point, if you are seeking a more European scene.
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I took a few haphazard turns and found a music store, Brothers Music. I walked out with 
a contact of someone who is also a field recordist, who I could learn a thing or two from. 
By chance, I had decided to turn onto this particular street and walk into this store with 
no particular reason, which had led to meeting a practitioner of what I was doing. Some 
would call it fate. What is fate? Fate is just an excuse for anything good that happens, 
because when good things happen, it cannot possibly have been because we have made 
good decisions, right? As soon as I had told the owners of the store about my project, 
they replied "You have to speak to my friend, Danny." I arranged to meet with Danny 
later to discuss field recording and share our experiences. I had never expected to meet 
a field recordist on my travels whom I could share a passion for my project with, 
especially not in just the one night that I was in Baltimore. Baltimore is surprising as it is 
unsurprising.

Figure 5: Street art in Baltimore

I spent the evening on top of Federal Hill overlooking the city, where Baltimore’s diverse 
peoples will find themselves for one reason or another. Outdoor fitness groups sweat 
together through the push ups with the city for their view (when they were not staring 
at the ground in push up position). I sat here on this bench, with the city before me, and 
the world around me – the runners and the hula-hoopers, the students, the old couple 
and the photographers – until the sun set. The sun was setting to my left, edging the city
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into night. Bells rang. Girls chattered on a blanket behind me. The harbour boats 
honked. A woman and man were working a camera to capture the perfect skyline. An 
old couple held hands on a bench, the man with his pipe in his other hand. Bike riders. 
Runners. Fitness groups. Little children with their hula hoops. Jazz music tracing behind 
passer-bys. The world was there.

Figure 6: Admission stamps at Baltimore Visual Arts Museum

Post-Experience Production
I opened the soundscape with the outdoors and open-air ambiance of Baltimore. The
harbour is the central hub of Baltimore, mostly designed as a tourist destination but
taken advantage of my locals too, who can be found playing volleyball besides the port
or feeding the ducks that swim around the boats. The harbour is also a very historical
aspect of Baltimore, known for its role in the trade era where immigrants were ushered 
in as labour. Life in this area of Baltimore seems slow-going and peaceful.

Shortly after the sounds of the boats honking, I transition using the sound of a car 
ignition by adding a Ping Pong Delay effect that alternates between different ear 
channels. This effect creates a distance between the listener and the sound 
environment, which mimics the following transition that slowly takes the listener away 
from that scene and into another. Therefore, this effect serves to distance the listener 
from that scene and detach themselves in preparation for a contrasting ambiance.

You will then hear subtle voices of locals passing by, using a dialect that can be deemed 
slang language. This carries the listener into a scene within a coffee shop, a more urban
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scene. I repeat a high-pitch phrase, “$2”, because it’s high pitch nature creates a 
rhythmic pattern which builds the pace of life in Baltimore from the first slow scene.

The soundscape then follows my journey over to 36th street. This is a street that can be 
viewed as the epitome of Baltimore’s eclectic dynamic. This street, also called ‘The 
Avenue’, is like a village on a street. Besides from countless antique stores, a chocolatier 
and a chef cooking school, there is also a dentist, hairdressers, an insurance company, 
restaurants, eateries, a tattooist, a wellness centre, art galleries, art classes and Italian 
classes. The soundscape uses a brief sound of stair-climbing to reflect this transition of 
moving to the street when asked if I were visiting there.

The sound of girls gossiping is then placed immediately before a heavy-bass track. These 
girls had gathered a top Federal Hill for a social. Baltimore does boasts a strong student 
community. The reserved and almost innocent nature of this community comes through 
in contrasting it directly with the heavy sound of the Baltimore track that is then played. 
This track, called “Bank Rolls”, is produced by a Baltimore artist called Tate Kobang: it is 
particularly reminiscent of the Baltimore culture and huge popularity of hip-hop there. 
The song resonates with many locals and captures much of the essence of the city. 
(Later during my travels, in New Mexico of all places, I met a young man who, not long 
ago, had been a student in Baltimore, and without any prompt, played me this very 
song. This was without having mentioned any reference to the song, and was simply for 
him to display his music tastes that had so clearly been influenced by his years living in 
Baltimore. To reinforce its influence, he explained that this song was a break-through 
for Baltimore, as a song that resonates with the people there. It made residents proud 
of their city.) As such, I play this prominent song in the background of my original 
sounds that play over the song. It is brought to life by the intimate and raw sounds I had 
gathered that overlap the track. For example, the sound of the car revving grows louder 
with the track, further emphasizing its fast pace, street feel. Much of the ‘brotherly’ 
culture can be sensed in the sounds of voices of the Black community residing in the 
south of Baltimore. Some women can be overheard discussing their hardships - for 
example, the phrase, “It’s not my fault.” This subtly brings to bear the economic 
hardship that is faced by many in this community.

The transition moves very smoothly from this crowded street scene to a scene of 
outdoor crowds playing basketball. Towards the end of the song, a “woo” sound is 
heard, and a sound almost identical is heard in my own original recordings of the 
basketball scene, and therefore it brings the song so closely to the listener. The original 
“woo” sound is played immediately after an almost-identical woo from the song and this 
leads into the basketball scene. It confirms that the song closely resemble much of the 
reality of Baltimore. Towards the end of the basketball scene, I add two sound effects: 
Ping Pong Delay and Reverb. This effects kick in just at the end of the scene. This carries 
the sound into the next scene. In addition, these particular effects serves to increase the 
spatial distance of travel of the basketball sounds. In addition, the quiet repetition of 
these sounds leaves the scene lingering with the listener for the rest of the track. Next,
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cars passing with heavy bass music can be heard, which is reminiscent of what you can 
expect to hear on the streets of Baltimore. This continuous contrast of soft sounds 
against heavy sounds in the soundscape reflects the dichotomous set of communities 
that define Baltimore.

The heavy street music is following by construction noise, which in turn is followed by 
the opening of a heavy door from the inside of Baltimore’s main church. As the door 
lock of the door is being opened, there is a powerful, natural reverb effect that is heard 
in this clunking sound resonating inside the church. This contrasts with the sounds that 
fade quickly in an outdoors environment. Then, the soundscape returns to the inside of 
the church, this time with the sound of footsteps echoing around the church.

The soundscape closes with very intimate conversations overheard in small, ‘pop-n- 
mom’ stores. This brings to life the local experience: it is what you would expect if you 
were raiding the locals stores. Locals do not shy away from expressing their emotions in 
public. This is what stands out culturally from the British, who like to speak in a subdued 
manner and avoid drawing attention. Baltimore reflected the quite different culture of 
Americans, who are outspoken and talk loudly with disregard for whoever may hear.
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WASHINGTON DC

City Experience
Uniformly tall buildings, vast amounts of space, good public transport and multicultural
demographics: these are the features of the city beautiful.
Like most of the attractions in Washington D.C., the city is a museum. Almost all the 
buildings have impressive architectural profiles, aware that there will be an audience to 
view them. Whilst it fits the bill as a tourist destination, D.C. is the perfect place to feel 
important and a part of history, as you stroll by the pristine state capital each morning 
with your brief case following your steps.

It’s economy mostly revolves around tourist attractions and the income that follows. 
The city keeps its tourist attractions in such a pristine condition that they seem as new 
as when they first opened to the public, just ready to unveil American history to the 
world.

It is as crowded as any major city would be. It might not always seem that way, 
however, as there is so much space. The attractions are spread very far apart from each 
other – seemingly close, you might spend 20 minutes walking from one monument to 
the other. Little else occupies the land than these monuments, and the city is kept 
pristinely clean.

Post-Experience Production
Transport infrastructure is particularly good and widely-used around Washington D.C. 
This is especially worth noting, since public transport is not oft used in America. 
Washington DC, however, is so populated by tourists and visitors that public transport is 
a central means of travel around the city. Hence, the soundscape opens with the sound 
of the subway approaching. I added a subtle effect, Auto Filter, to the sound of the 
subway approaching to give the sound more space and bring it closer to the audience. 
This involved adjusting the Envelope, Release, Frequency and Resonance. I also take 
snippets of the ‘whisping’ sound from the original clip, and add a Chorus effect to it, 
which gives it an echo over the original clip, again creating more of a spatial feel.
The “doors opening” announcement on the subway then quickly transitions to a scene
on a Tour Bus. This bus takes tourists on a Midnight Tour of Washington’s monuments, 
such as the Lincoln Memorial. Nonetheless, including this reflects the way that the 
economy of the city revolves around tourism. Much of your experience will be centred 
the plentiful museums, exhibitions and tours that are available around the city. The 
sounds of the tour guide speaking on the tour bus are followed by brief sounds from 
within one of the city’s museums.

The listener is then taken back to the underground subway, with the announcement, 
“Step back to allow customers to exit”. I experimented extensively with adjusting the 
Auto Filter on this sound clip, to bring the listener in and out of the scene, to create a 
dynamic movement of the soundscape, and to build the anticipation for the transition
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into the next scene. The Frequency and Resonance on the Auto Filter effect are turned 
up and down simultaneously with each repetition of the clip. Below is a visual 
illustration of how these effects are produced and adjusted within the Ableton Live 
program.

Figure 7: Auto Filter (Loq Freq, Low Res)

Figure 8: Auto Filter (High Freq, High Res)

Figure 9: Auto Filter (Mid Freq, Mid Res)

Figure 10: Frequency Automation

Figure 11: Resonance Automation

The next scene takes the listener through an argument playing out inside the Subway 
station. I added several effects to this sound clip: Simple Delay, Ping Pong Delay, Reverb 
and Phaser. These latter effects served to improve the clarity of the sound and bring it
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closer to the listener by making it crisper. The other effects heightened the tension of 
the fight scene playing out. A brief conversation can be overheard between two people 
stood near the fight discussing being street smart. This comment is brought in later - the 
introduction of it earlier on in the soundscape serves to put it into its original context, 
but emphasizes some of the value that are educated in the city. It is played just before 
kids are instructed to repeat the words, “I hate war” by their teaching on a tour of the 
memorials.

When the doors of the subway open, the listener immediately finds themselves back 
out on the streets of the city. In the next scene, the listener can hear crowds of children, 
found anywhere and everywhere in the city. There will be many groups of children, 
usually on school trips.

Next, the listener will be welcomed by the sounds inside the Lincoln memorial. Sounds 
that can be heard include footsteps squeaking along the pristinely smooth marble floor, 
whispers, deep laughs reverbing around the large space and subtle noises moving from 
one side of the ear to another. I briefly add a Filter Delay effect on the end of the sound 
clip of overlapping voices here, which moves the listener out of this quiet space into the 
expansive outdoors and to a scene that emphasizes the degree of international 
residents and immigrants that flock to the major city. I take the opportunity here to 
show this through playing sound clips of various foreign voices, some of which can be 
heard in different languages.

It is important to notice that almost the entirety of the soundscape takes place in public 
spaces, which is to be expected of a city like Washington D.C.

The soundscape concludes with a banging door that is then played in reverse to transit a 
sense of a confined space. Washington D.C. and what is it in can be seen as confined to 
itself, everything in it contained in this defined space. The ending of this soundscape is 
intended to capture that.
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COLUMBUS

City Experience
My experience in Columbus was unexpected, to say the least. On first arriving, I was
struck by the metropolitan nature of its infrastructure. I was anticipating Ohio to be less
urbanised than it was. The key insight I gathered during my time in Columbus was that 
its citizens are very entrepreneurially-minded, and the city itself is differentiated by an 
ongoing (and widely-acknowledged) process of ‘gentrification’ and ‘renewal’ that is has 
been undergoing, owed mostly to its large student population. Even more 
differentiating of Columbus is the philanthropic attitude that tinges the business model 
of its small businesses. There exists something of a ‘philanthropic entrepreneurialism’. 
This entrepreneurial culture validated itself to me in the people I met and the 
experiences I had.

When I first arrived, I took myself to a coffee shop to wait around for my Couchsurf 
(accommodation) host, Melanie. It turned out to be just one of very popular coffee 
shops that students and young entrepreneurs would flock to, to find their next business 
partner. I had walked in expecting to perch myself in front of my laptop until my host 
arrived; instead, I walked out having established a relationship with two different locals, 
met a local artist who was interested in painting for my project, and met a graphic 
designer who was willing to make a logo for my project free of charge. The first young 
man I met – also a student –immediately struck up a conversation with me at the paying 
till, having overheard my British accent that was a rare sound in a city little visited by 
outsiders. He was curious: primarily about why I came to Columbus and about my 
project. Shortly into our conversation, he offered to take me on a tour of the city. He 
showed me around the University, Goodall library, fraternity houses and other popular 
spaces. Afterwards, I returned to the coffee shop, only to be approached once again, 
seconds into being alone, by two locals sat just behind me. Both also students, Rob was 
originally from Panama with a curiosity and free-spirit like my own, and Lauren was a 
painter. Rob made it his job to know everybody in Columbus; he was the master of 
networking, and knew that he could get anything and get anywhere by knowing 
everyone. He was fascinated by my project, and appreciated its creativity. He was keen 
to learn about how he could do a personal project of his own on the same scale. For 
now, he was eager to help me with the project and share with me his pride for the city 
that he had studied in. He introduced me to a graphic designer who was also in the café 
at the time, and who was willing to create a logo for my project without charging 
anything, simply because that’s how people in Columbus make their way – it is an “I 
scratch your back, you scratch mine” economy. By building a close network so easily as 
this, you can reach out to anyone to get turn your ideas into tangible reality. The 
openness, willingness and generosity shown by the residents of Columbus is bred out of 
an unspoken culture of reciprocity, which upholds an expectation that your network will 
support you as well as, and only if, you support them. From my experience, everyone 
held and trusted in these values. The forwardness that had been shown to me, but also
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genuine curiosity, demonstrated the value that residents in Columbus attach to 
networking.

Though we did not speak much at the time, Lauren (the painter at the table) and I kept 
in touch over Facebook. We especially built a relationship when I reached out to her to 
share the incredible art that I encountered later in my travels in Santa Fe. With 
continuous dialogue, we began to brainstorm about my project: I proposed that she 
might use my soundscapes as inspiration for her art. She told me that she had been 
thinking the same, and eventually we came to an exciting agreement for the 
collaboration. The art that she produces is very abstract, usually with lots of colour. 
Likewise, my soundscapes capture ‘colour’ in sound because of the diversity and variety 
of the sounds I captured. My soundscapes would be a perfect tool piece and inspiration 
source for her art, and so we agreed that she would make a collection of art work based 
on this. Lauren and I will begin this collaboration once the report has been submitted 
and all the soundscapes are available for her to listen to online.

Rob met with on both next two days that I was in Columbus. He took me to more coffee 
shops where the coffee was yet more strong and brimming with more student ideas 
than the coffee cups were with caffeine. Rob introduced me to some of his student 
friends, who themselves had been involved in a lot of charity and voluntary work. As 
Rob and I walked the city, he described the gentrification that the city was subject to. 
Many businesses would ‘test out’ their ideas or business models in Columbus, and if 
they proved successful, would then expand elsewhere, considering this test in Columbus 
a valid estimate of success elsewhere. This was primarily because of the student 
population – if it was successful with students, it is thought, it will be successful in any 
urban city. Businesses are constantly emerging. There is a new jazz bar, a new juice bar, 
and an old warehouse converted into an arts space for trapeze classes. There are old 
schools converted into arts studios and living spaces. There are car garages turned into 
restaurants, and restaurants turned into exhibitions. The economy in Columbus is all still 
new and burgeoning, but growing at a steady rate. The food market is also a very 
popular place for the small corporate community to grab their lunch. One of the many 
successful brands to have been incubated in Columbus is the infamous brand of ice 
cream that began in Columbus, called Jenny’s Ice Cream, which many inhabitants take 
pride in. It is known to be one of the best artisanal ice cream brands in America – that is 
some feat given the sheer size of ice cream providers in the USA!

In the evening, Rob and I attended a jazz night at a small, sophisticated bar serving craft 
IPAs. It was recently established by an Israeli entrepreneur who I met that evening. I had 
been spotted with my recorder which sparked up the conversation. He had also opened 
a very successful bar in San Francisco, and after a brief conversation about my future 
visit there, he invited me to visit him at the bar when I would find myself in that city. 
The evening was very popular amongst locals, with people enjoying the sophisticated 
vibe and craft beer there, taking pride in the establishment of these businesses that 
provide nightlife, and momentum, for the city.
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One very interesting encounter I had was with a couple of photography artists. Rob 
knew of an artist in the coffee shop we met in, who knew of these two artists. I was 
given the number of one of the pair, Sarah, and text her if it would be possible to meet 
up with her. She was very open to the idea for my project, and agreed to have me visit. 
The following day, I paid a visit to her studio – it was in an old school that was converted 
into a variety of artists studios and living rental space. The building spaces were rented 
out solely to artists, to breed an environment where creativity could flourish. I felt 
honoured to be able to get access to this exclusive space, and speak with artists who 
were apart of this artistic cultural movement. From the outside, the building was run 
down and unassuming. The building was elusive yet reputable, known as the Milo Arts 
Centre. Inside, was the same, until I entered her studio that was shared with two others, 
one of which was her business partner and friend. Sarah was incredibly warm and 
inviting, as was her friend, Noel. Their studio was the epitome of an artist’s creative 
space: film reels hung by pegs from a washing line, vintage clothing racks scattered 
around the room, and the tools of an artist laying haphazardly everywhere. I had a long 
chat with them about how they used the space, the creative projects they worked on, 
and the work that they had been involved with. I also got an exclusive look at some of 
the work they had produced and expertise they developed in photography. Their 
specialism was in using old film to create images. Sarah decided to show me just what 
they do with their 50-year old cameras. Outside, she snapped a portrait of me on Kodak 
film that expired 17 years ago. It came out green and eery, but surprisingly clear and 
very ethereal. She added me to her portfolio, and sent me on my way with a vintage 
dress and disposable cameras with an offer to develop my photos free of charge, in their 
homemade dark room, a space that they would use to rent out for income.

When I was not getting an exclusive insight into the in-house development and 
processing of film in an artist’s studio or chatting with jazz bar entrepreneurs, I spent 
time getting to know my Couchsurf host. An experience on Couchsurf is very 
unpredictable. Mine certainly pushed me out of my comfort zone. Melanie was 
someone whose profile would appear quite simple and ordinary, but whose past was far 
more eclectic and hence whose character was unpredictably unusual. She was a shy 
character, but would DJ for audiences in her spare time, and practiced on her retro turn 
table. Her favourite genre, and that which should would produce DJ sets for, was 
techno, but she could also be found listening to a very particular genre of music: noise. 
Yet more surprising was that she took trapeze art. Other than that, she was a vegan and 
lived in a small flat with a 9-to-5 office job. I was open-minded during my stay. She kept 
small, sentimental items, such as voodoo dolls, out of nostalgia and had them dotted all 
around her flat. On the first night, we kept it civilized: we shared a meal in a relaxed, 
artisanal restaurant, where she disclosed more detail about her personal life than 
expected of this unusual arrangement. The following night, she brought me along to a 
music event taking place at a house nearby. She had suggested it would be ideal for my 
project. Little did I know how intimate it would be. The event was more akin to a house 
party: we were both surrounded by strangers – Melanie knew of no one there herself – 
and there were groups of people who vaguely recognized each other and might have
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said hello. The house was small and crowded. A man was walking around almost naked. 
The ‘music event’ took place in the basement, which was particularly small but 
equipped with huge speakers. These were speakers that stretched from floor to ceiling, 
whose bass was turned as high as possible and volume sustained an almost intolerable 
level. The two men playing their guitars were very talented. For those who like the 
genre, it is generously called introspective music. I will admit it was not to my taste. To 
enjoy the music, it felt as though I needed to numb my feelings and let the music 
overtake me – which I believe is what many enthusiasts of this genre find so 
compelling. However, the effect that the noise had on me was to simply run far away 
from it, if I am being honest with myself. The sound was loud and, as best as I can 
describe it, invasive. It felt as though my insides would explode if it were exposed to 
vibrations any more violent than those produced by such high decibels. Out of courtesy, 
I withstood it for the entire 25-minute set. Despite feeling very out of my comfort zone, 
I was very glad to have attended. It was particularly insightful to discover that there was 
an audience who appreciated this genre; my curiosity was fulfilled and I came to
understand just what this genre of noise was. There were times that I thought the music
was very moving. I could appreciate the form of art that it was: the ability to play such
an intricate piece live with the variety of equipment they were using.

The music scene that I had witnessed that evening was almost diametrically opposed to 
the sophisticated jazz scene that I had attended with Rob. There existed audiences for 
both genres in Columbus, and for that reason, the city proved more diverse than you 
would have thought if you were only to spend your time in its coffee shops. Importantly, 
I expect that this would be true of a lot of cities; I was only experiencing it in Columbus 
because I had been staying with a host who did not conform to the dominant culture of 
her city. Likely, there will always be a group of individuals in every city that hold quite 
different values and have different tastes to what can be deduced of its peoples in the 
public eye. In Columbus, I was given first-hand insight into a ‘local’ experience: it was an 
experience I could not have had without befriending a local in the city, and not available 
to just any visitor. These were the kinds of experiences that give individuality to my 
project. These were kind of experiences I could only have had because of my project and 
the decisions I made in keeping with the project.

Another local experience that I was fortunate enough to have had was my visit to a 
trapeze class with Melanie. Melanie took trapeze classes in her spare time, a hobby that 
she began several years ago when these classes first arrived in Columbus. I was 
pleasantly surprised, and intrigued, when we arrived at the location where the classes 
were held. They took place in an old warehouse space, whose windows were too misty 
and too high to see through from the outside; the rest of its features were run down 
and industrial in appearance, giving away nothing to those unwilling to venture inside. 
Inside, however, was a flourishing creative scene. (This, to me, symolised so much of 
Columbus’ character. Columbus would reveal nothing to those unwilling to explore it, 
but when you enter its territory and open yourself to its culture, you will discover just 
how unique the city is.) Much of the warehouse space was divided into individual boxed,
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white rooms that were either studios for artists or a private space for some other 
pursuit. One of the back rooms was rented out for an unusual style of fighting/wrestling: 
the fighters would wear costumes and masks and assume a fabricated alter-ego. The 
remainder of the space was used for public events like the trapeze classes. The trapeze 
class was very popular and the teachers experienced. Despite its unassuming location, 
there was yet again an audience who enjoyed something very different – this was 
defining of Columbus: its power to draw people like this together, whatever it was that 
they enjoyed. This was part of the renewal movement, where old spaces were turned 
into something creative, where a community was developing and where Columbus was 
growing.

Many of the experiences I have mentioned demonstrate the entrepreneurial mind-set 
that pervades the city. The first friend that I made in the coffee shop on my first day, 
Michael, has proved to epitomize this mind-set. At the time we met, he was launching 
and organising a 10K running event across Columbus that would raise money for an 
important cause and promote fitness and health across the city. We have kept in touch, 
and during the time since we met, he has launched a Kickstarter campaign to fund the 
creation of an album that himself and his fellow singing friends have made, in the hope 
of pursuing his passion for singing and music-making. As previously mentioned, I also 
met a great many people who were artists, mostly self-employed and attempting to 
make a living from freelance work, which again exhibits the entrepreneurial attitude of 
locals in Columbus. A (different) coffee shop that I visited with the two photography 
artists, Sara and Noel, used the art produced from different locals to decorate the walls. 
More importantly, it was a means of showcasing the art of local artists to help them to 
sell their art and make a name for themselves. This was just one example of the 
philanthropic business model that the coffee shops, and other businesses in Columbus, 
adopted. The coffee house that I first visited, Roosevelt Coffee, likewise took this model. 
It describes itself as a “non-profit coffeehouse with a charitable mission serving artisan- 
roasted espresso & light fare”. If you visit its website, it boasts a three-fold philanthropic 
mission: clean water provision, fighting hunger, and fighting human trafficking. This 
philanthropic philosophy runs rampantly across all of Columbus, defining its business 
models, and in many ways, creating a measure of success that is determined by extent 
of a charitable outcome that is achieved.

The final feature of Columbus I wish to highlight (and have mentioned briefly) is the 
level of openness. The openness I encountered was sometimes warming, and 
sometimes questionable, if not slightly discomforting. Armed with my large rucksack – 
which I will admit, makes me stand out – I was walking away from the library ready to 
wander about the city and further explore its quirks, when a man walking past me in the 
opposite direction, without prompt, asked me, “Oh, where you goin’?”. I did not know 
him, nor did anything occur that would draw us into conversation. His curiosity, 
boldness and frankness took me completely by surprise. Why was it his business? Why 
did he want to know? What made him think that it was his right to know, or that I would 
want to share that with him? I did not know how to respond, but tried to spontaneously
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give an answer that would quickly dismiss this unanticipated encounter, primarily to 
protect my safety and to avoid raising further questions. Another similar instance 
occurred when I took the bus to the Milo Arts Centre to visit Sara. I was stood close to 
the front of the bus, close enough for the women driving the bus to ask me questions. 
She was especially curious about how I ended up here, what I was doing, and what my 
plans were. However, the conversation was very public: we were surrounded by others, 
and the driver spoke at a volume that made the conversation audible to the entire bus 
cohort. It was not sensible to disclose the information that she wanted so publicly, and 
neither did I have reason to disclose information to her that was so personal. I was again 
struck by the curiosity and frankness of her questions, that seemed to have no filter or 
sensitivity to the privacy that their answers might have.

Figure 12: Film reels dangling on washing line in artists home workshop
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Figure 13: Sara, photographer and artist, taking my photo

Figure 14: Photo of me printed on Kodak film that is over 15 years old

Post-Experience Production
The Columbus soundscape opens swiftly with the sophisticated jazz scene, and
transitions with clapping noises to the scene where I enter the Milo Arts Centre, the
converted school, to find Sara.
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I first enter the Milo Arts Centre, and I can be heard wandering around to find her 
studio. The eeriness and unexpectedness of Columbus’ scene is brought to the listener 
by introducing a soft guitar piece that was played in the basement of the music event I 
attended with Melanie. Next, I employ the creative process that I describe on page (see 
p.). There is a sound clip that is composed of Sara laughing and saying, “In the dark 
room”. When I first play this sound clip, I take it out its original context from the 
conversation in which it is uttered. I play it in the anticipation I create from building up 
to meeting Sara. It is first played over the guitar solo, as I search to find Sara, like I am 
searching for what Columbus is really about and not sure what to expect. Here, I aim to 
build curiosity in the reader, the same curiosity and open mindedness that I had when 
exploring Columbus and meeting locals. To blend the audio clip of Sara into the guitar 
solo and enhance the suspense, I add a Simple Delay effect to her voice. I then drop the 
volume of the guitar solo when I introduce and overlap the sound of a man helping me 
to find Sara’s studio. At the end of this short audio clip, I add Reverb to carry the clip 
through and blend it into the guitar solo, as I did with Sara’s voice. I then build the 
volume of the guitar solo back up to its full volume and give it prominence again. I then 
fade the guitar, which disappears as I approach Sara’s door.

The listener is immediately taken deep into the conversation that I shared with the Sara 
and Noel, the photography artists, from inside their studios. The quick transition here 
immediately puts the listener at ease, which is the sense that I felt when meeting any 
local. Despite a feeling of uncertainty, surprise or unexpectedness, my questions were 
soon answered. When listened with headphones, the movement of Sara and Noel 
around the studio can easily be perceived, as the sound travels between the different 
ear channels – the listener can follow the movement of the sounds and feel immersed in 
the moment. After hearing the description of film development that Sara and Noel 
share with me, the listener will hear a squeeking noise. This noise is in fact part of the 
process of developing the film: during this phase of the process, a special type of liquid 
is processed in a sink basin. I overlap the sound of a blender recorded in a Columbus- 
owned juice store that I had visited with Rob. I felt that these sounds reflected a 
“Columbus-in-the-making”. It reflects the idea of Columbus being processed and being 
in a process, much like the process it is deemed to undergo of renewal and 
gentrification. These sort of production sounds are apt convey that. Once the timer of 
the liquid process rings, I introduce the sound clip played earlier of Sara laughing, but 
now the surrounding context is played in full. The listener will recognise this sound clip 
from having been played earlier, which serves to satisfy the listener’s curiosity just as 
my own curiosity was at the time. The container in the basin is then heard to be filling 
with water which transitions to the trapeze class scene entrance.

After a brief knock on the door, Melanie and I are greeted by her trapeze teacher. The 
listener is taken inside the warehouse, overhearing the trapeze class and the 
conversation that Melanie has with me about the use of the warehouse space. Melanie 
can be heard talking about the “strange” activities that take place in this space, and
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hence I appropriately overlap this conversation briefly with the sound of Melanie’s 
personal vinyl turn table playing out one of her retro records. This serves to contrast the 
unusual mix of tastes amongst Columbus residents. Melanie’s own voice is heard subtly 
in the background, calling out from a distance about her music. I then introduce once 
again the end of the guitar solo played earlier. However, this time, all that can be heard 
is the amp feedback of the guitar, leaving a very unexaplined feeling. All that can be 
heard is the creaking sound of the over-used wooden stairs used as people walked 
down to or up from the basement, and very subtle murmurs.

Melanie then comments, “That’s a lot of vinyl”. This quickly transitions to a scene within 
a store, where the cashier shows a lot of sass. This scene plays a lot of different sounds, 
and the sounds travel realistically around the room, creating a real sense of space and 
immersion. As the cashier closes abruptly, the listener is taken instantly to a scene in a 
dog park, with a lot of casual sounds and conversations being introduced and 
disappearing. It is very common for locals to take their dogs for walks around the park, 
let off the leash to roam amongst plenty of other dogs – and most residents of 
Columbus own dogs. I then manipulate the sound of the dog collars jingling to smoothly 
transition into a scene inside the food market. The dog collar sounds morph into the 
sounds of metal spoons clanking against one another inside a metal tin. The two sounds 
fuse very nicely to make this a smooth and unusual transition. I create this effect using 
the Erosion audio effect. I gradually increase the Frequency and Amount on the erosion 
of the dog collar sound clip, and drop the Amount drastically at the cusp of introducing 
the metal spoons sound clip. The listener will then hear the sounds from a food market 
briefly, before the soundscape finishes with a scene inside a friendly local coffee shop 
with Sara and Noel, ending the soundscape on a light-hearted note.
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LOUISVILLE

City Experience
"Louisville is a hidden gem," said my Couchsurf host. Having spent three days in this city,
I would have to agree.

Whilst it is the largest city in Kentucky, Louisville is still very much a ville. It is not hard to 
claim the title of largest city when every city in the state is small itself. Each time I would 
ask how far away something is, the definite answer would be "10 minutes", and it 
proved true. By car, the gems of Louisville appear enclosed within a 10-minute drive 
circumference from the residence estates.  Its ville-ness is also defined by its sense of 
community. The neighbourhoods are quiet (except during the Derby when the voice of 
alcohol can be heard on the sidewalks) and the neighbours friendly. Any face is a 
familiar face; at least, it feels that way when you are always greeted with an unsolicited 
smile or agreeable "How you doin'?" - you are just as likely to be waved into a house you 
pass by and offered a beer. My visit was fortuitously timed to coincide with the Derby 
weekend.

Whilst in Louisville, I stayed with a Couchsurf host, Michael. This arrangement was ideal 
for getting around Louisville because, although things were relatively close, public 
transport was almost non-existent. He exposed me to the variety of faiths and religions 
practiced by the city; this variety may come as a surprise to many outsiders. However, 
this may just be a feature of Louisville, and not so much of the entire state of Kentucky, 
since it is more typical to expect this variety in a major city. Together, we visited a 
Jewish synagogue as well as a Buddhist temple just nearby to his area of residence.

There have been a many famous figures to have emerged out of Louisville: these include 
renowned baseball players, Muhammad Ali and Jennifer Lawrence. Michael and I paid a 
visit to the Muhammad Ali museum, which especially revealed the tremendous and 
wide-reaching influence that Ali had across countries and across a multitude of human 
rights issues.
The Derby weekend brought the city alive. On the Friday before the main Derby, it was
the day of the Kentucky Oaks (the female horse race). There was no better place to visit
to experience the opulence of The Derby Weekend than the 21c Museum Hotel. The bar 
inside the hotel was buzzing. (In keeping with the drinking traditions of the derby, I 
assume it had been buzzing since the morning.) The walls and décor were as much of an 
exhibition as the spectacle of Derby drinking that was unfolding at the bar. Roars and 
laughter was emanating from the bar. Neither of us were dressed appropriately to 
warrant standing long enough amongst the crowds that we might be asked which brand 
of bourbon we should like to order. We slowly squeezed through the shoulders of the 
Derby's most affluent ticket holders. Their outfits were as colourful as the melody of 
voices pouring out at the bar. There was not a black outfit in sight. Women perched 
around small illuminated tables. Their hats were elaborate and elegant, large enough to 
cause a waft of air with every jolt of their heads. Bright pinks, floral patterns, and poise
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was the dress code for the ladies; for the men, it was bow ties, flamingo patterned suits 
and shamelessness. (This was not the only time I would see baby blue suits with pink 
flamingos on. The indoor stadium on the day of the Derby showcased just as much 
extravagance.)

Some of Louisville’s gems were hidden in a little district of the town called Germantown. 
Surprisingly, not even Michael had ventured here, despite being again just 10 minutes 
away. As we drove closer towards Germantown, there were no signs of increasing 
activity on the streets. No bars or restaurants were in sight, at least none that were 
particularly noticeable. This was mostly the nature of Louisville - hidden gems. We 
arrived at a pizza restaurant The Post and it was almost full when we arrive, and a long 
line formed as we are eating. Though hidden, these sites were popular. We also visited a 
bar in Germantown called Nachbar. Yet another hidden gem, it was a local 'dive bar' 
with a lot of character, the only bar on the corner of a street of residences. Equipped 
with a retro juke box, classics like Ray Charles played over the mumbled voices. The 
drinks menu was obscurely miniature; I was handed a 3x3" little paper booklet, with a 
camellian stencil on its front. We were feeling as obscure, so we order the coffee 
bourbon cocktail. The verdict? It was served in a large shot glass, and thankfully no 
bigger…one sip was enough. This bar was for those more interested in the conversations 
they might have than their appearance. The neighbourhood in Germantown had a very 
local feel. The houses were small and dainty, unlike the mansions close to Michael. His 
own neighbourhood deserved its name, The Highlands. Most of the houses sat high at 
the top of a steep grassy hill, or had a grand front lawn. As we snaked around the 
corners in his car, the houses only grow bigger. On the night before the Derby, we 
stumbled upon a most opulent 'house party'. In the black of the night, spotlights 
illuminated circles in the sky, circling around the house. Police were monitoring the 
crowds eagerly waiting to catch a glimpse of celebrity guests. A tent was set up for 
security check at the front of the lawn. The rest was hidden by the secrecy of night, just 
like Louisville’s gems.

On the day of the Derby, I was fortunate enough to have a dichotomous mix of first very 
local, and then very tourist, experiences. House parties are hosted on every street in the 
city by locals, since locals – having visited the Derby once or several times – stay clear of 
the Derby stadium, which is reserved for tourists and visitors. Instead, locals love to 
celebrate by gathering at house parties and drinking from the early hours, all through 
the day, and tracking the Derby on their TV screens whilst tucking into lots of home- 
cooked food. Michael, my host, had been invited to one such house party, and so, I 
joined him in experiencing the true local style of celebrating the Derby. Whilst tourists 
flocked to the muddy infield of the racing arena (which I later joined because I was still a 
tourist and newbie to the scene afterall), I joined Michael in celebrating the way 
Kentuckians do. When we first arrived at the house, I did think, what am I doing? Of all 
moments, I pick now to have this epiphany. Should I be here, a British woman visiting a 
small town, attending a family home where I know only the friend of the husband who
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wouldn't be there? I reminded myself that this is what makes Couchsurfing unique, and 
it is just the experience I wanted: though rare, a privileged one.

There were some men already out on the lawn, reclined in a chair with a beer in hand. 
We were warmly greeted by the wife of the house, and I was made to feel very welcome 
by the family. "Come on in! There's plenty a' food, have as much as you want!" she said 
with her southern accent. There was a table covered with baked homemade goods: 
pies, sponge cakes, layer cakes, brownies, fruit platters, and nuts - all your hungry eyes 
would desire. Hanging from the ceiling was a list of the different races and the times of 
each for the entire day, written in colourful marker, so that not a single Derby moment 
was missed. I spoke to one family member there who told me about his Derby days and 
about the atmosphere inside the racing stadium: the lavish outfits and drunken 
traditions and the excitement of the race, but most interesting, about the rare 
opportunity he had to visit the backfield. He had been in the backfield for Derby events 
in the past where you stand just a few metres away from the very horses themselves – 
those Olympic, majestic animals. I was engrossed in his description of the horses. His 
expression became melancholy, and with empathy in his eyes, he tells me what a shame 
that only a few people could join him in visiting the backfield this year. Otherwise, he 
would have had me join. The backfield pass costs $200 and can only be purchased if the 
buyer is part of a horse syndicate. “Horse ownership syndication is when a group of 
people come together to purchase shares in a promising horse for a professional event 
rider,” according to a quick Google search. Only one member of the syndicate can hold 
the pass each year. This year, it was this man before me. I shared in his regret.

The Derby race was scheduled for 6:45pm. I bought my Derby ticket only the day before. 
I would likely never have returned to Louisville and this would likely have been my only 
opportunity to go. I left the house party at 4pm to walk over so that I still catch the 
atmosphere and anticipation as the race neared. The house I was at was within five 
minutes by foot of the stadium. Living near to the stadium is profitable for home owners 
over the Derby weekend. Visitors would tell me they paid $25 to park their car outside 
of a home where it was close to Churchill Downs. A woman we spoke with at a bar told 
us that she had rented her home on Air BnB for $500 per night! The upper echelons of 
horse-racing enthusiasts are prepared to spend this, it seems. I remembered my naive 
search for accommodation before Michael had responded to my Couchsurf request. I 
had sent several requests out in the hope that someone could host me, unaware that 
the biggest event in Louisville (and horse-racing) was taking place when I chose to visit. 
A couple responded, "We'd love to host you, but as I'm sure you know, it's the Kentucky 
Derby so we will be out of town! Most places will be pretty expensive. Maybe you 
wanna try visiting another weekend?" That was out of the question; I had already 
booked my transport through Louisville. I checked Air BnB. $200 per night was the 
cheapest I could find. By a stroke of luck, Michael responded and I safely escaped 
spending $500 on my stop over into the city. Better yet, I had gained even more in 
having the chance to attend the local family house party.
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Figure 15: Exiting the tunnel emerging into the Churchill Downs at Kentucky Derby

Figure 16: Betting at the Kentucky Derby

When I walked through Churchill downs, my eyes were greeted with colourful outfits 
and people stumbling in the mud with a beer in hand. The infield was teeming with 
people. I had been warned about the crazy traditions of Derby, one of which is diving 
into the 'mud pool'. It was a particularly rainy and cloudy day so mud was expected. 
Although, the sunshine continued to vacillate throughout the day and luckily it stayed 
mildly sunny in the evening when I was there. I followed the crowds through a very long
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tunnel, hoping that I would emerge into natural light eventually. The echoes of the 
crowd bellowed in the tunnel, and I was careful to avoid the puddles. Considering how 
unfortunate the weather had been, I was impressed by clean such extravagant clothing 
had stayed. Even after emerging from the tunnel, I could not see anything beyond 
crowds and booths for quite some time. The racing track was entirely out of sight, and I 
could not even see where the reserved seats were. I kept walking, hoping my $88 
granted me more of a view than flamingo blazers. Eventually, I walked into an open field 
surrounded by a fence, on the opposite side of which was the race track. Families had 
sheets set out on the grass, camping chairs, and food and drink all spread out to mark 
the little territory they had made for themselves. It looked like people had spent their 
entire day there, drinking and making a spectacle of it all. I found a spot at the edge of 
the fence where I could catch a glimpse of the horses racing by.

The countdown begins. "Welcome to the 143rd Kentucky Derby!..." boomed over the 
speakers. The anticipation was palpable. That very announcement, those very words, 
got hearts (appropriately) racing. “The most exciting two minutes in sports!" The 
atmosphere was indescribable. We pressed against the face and peered through the 
wires, eager for those seconds that we would see the horses. The moment they 
galloped by made all the fuss of waiting disappear. That distinctive powerful rumble. 
Those huge animals. Their speed. You did not need an enthusiasm for sports or horse 
racing to appreciate how beautiful and exciting that moment is.

In the spirit of faith, an unusual coincidence occurred for Michael during our time 
together. On both days that we visited the city centre, Michael had parked in spot 74 
without intention. Michael had not purchased a ticket for the Derby, nor had he ever 
attended. By luck, he found himself joining the family we were with early into the 
backfield just metres away from the horses, as well as getting to view the entire race 
from a prime position. At the end of the Derby evening, Michael was also offered $30 
from visitors desperate to catch a ride into the city when all the taxis were fully booked. 
Let us recap: Michael gained free and privileged access to view the world's most 
prestigious horses, and then made some easy cash later that day. In a city that is 
encouraging the recognition of different faiths and who celebrates its religious 
prominent figures like Ali, it is an interesting stroke of luck that might change your 
opinion of faith. That was Number 74, just to reiterate. Coincidence or fate?
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Figure 17: The Thinker statue at the University of Louisville

Post-Experience Production
I witnessed the popularity of President Donald Trump in the town of Louisville. In a light-
hearted conversation with a local at the Derby house gathering, I joked that there might
be others that know more about America than Trump and received a curt response that
anyone would be lucky to have Trump lead their territory. Outside of the Derby stadium, 
merchandise praising Trump was sold to the general public. In a sense, this dogma 
contrasted with the variety of faiths and friendliness that I experience in Louisville and 
such values that it held for itself. I used the soundscape to attempt to convey this 
tension. I contrast statements of Trump with Kentucky’s national anthem and cries for 
“Land of the free” which delivers a sense of irony.

First, the soundscape opens with a very Kentuckian accent that came out in a recording 
with a typical local family at the house gathering. This comment is repeated later in its 
broader context. This man that I spoke with was shocked that I was travelling such 
distances across America and visiting so many states and cities in such a short space of 
time, especially for my age. He was approximately of the same age too. Many 
Kentuckians do not leave their own state or even their own town, since Louisville is very
family-oriented and upholds very traditional values of the family and belonging,
therefore its citizens do not travel much, if at all. I felt that, because of this encounter, I
had inspired this man, surprised him and given him a broader perspective of modern
travel and different cultures outside of his state. The soundscape is continuously and 
intermittently peppered with different sound clips from the Derby at Churchill Downs 
which quickly and progressively builds up the Derby race, and the anticipation and 
excitement that accompanied it in the moment.
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The Kentuckian accent comes out especially in this soundscape and the sound clips 
contained within it. The different effects I use in this soundscape have included EQ 
Eight, Ping Pong Delay and Filter Delay.

After the build of and playing out of the Derby race, I introduce a variety of sounds from 
different faith practices and sites of worship that Michael and I visited, such as the 
Jewish synagogue and Buddhist temple. I overlap the spiritual ringing that was recorded 
in the Buddhist temple with the sound clip of Jewish prayer, as reflective of the 
presence of different faiths in Louisville. I then include recordings of several quotes by 
Ali overheard in the Ali museum that discuss faith and religion, and values of common 
humanity. This is in keeping with the theme of freedom. I immediately then accompany 
this with a sound clip of the national anthem being sung, when “Land of the free” is 
proudly called out. The soundscape then ironically ends with a comment on border 
control in alignment with the political policies being put forward for by Trump.
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NASHVILLE

City Experience
Nashville is like a hybrid between New Orleans and LA. There are those who are just out
there to have a bit of fun, and others who are trying to exploit that fun and are making 
big business of it.

There will be parts of town that expect to only serve coffee to those who know the 
difference between a macchiato and ristretto beverage. I just so happened to stumble 
into one of the city’s most expensive coffee shops, and consequently, some of the city’s 
most well-dressed and physically fit people in the business. Music is the life and soul of 
the city. Those who are successful in the industry are very successful. Nashville is where 
the opportunity is and breeds the world’s top performers – and the talent in Nashville is 
incredible, but then so is the competition. It is a cut-throat industry, and it is especially a 
struggle to afford a living in Nashville when the cost of living is so high and you are 
attempting to ‘make it big’ in the music industry. Many job seekers will move to the city 
to take up bar work because there is so much availability and demand for work and 
because of the generous tipping culture. Music artists in Nashville are incredibly gifted: 
they are talented lyricists, singers, musicians and personalities.
I visited the infamous Blue Bird café in Nashville, which is “one of the world’s
preeminent listening rooms” and a venue that has gained “worldwide recognition as a 
songwriter’s performance space”. It has also been used as a set for the ABC drama 
series, Nashville. Every Tuesday night, the café hosts an event called the ‘roundtable’ for 
which 4 music artists sit in a circle facing one another, in the centre of the café, with the 
audience sat around them listening in. It is set up informally, and each artist takes it in 
turn to play their original songs, one at a time, and they continue to go around the circle 
playing those songs all evening. For each song, the artist shares anecdotes and 
inspirations for the song, engaging the audience in conversation. The café itself is very 
small, decked with fairy lights and the lights dimmed. It is a very intimate experience 
and one where you really get to know the artists and share in the very personal 
experience that it is. I had been told by another traveller that she had queued for 2 
hours outside of the café attempting to get in for the evening and was turned away just 
a few people ahead of her once the café had filled up. The events are booked out 
months in advance. When I had managed to get inside the café without having booked, I 
felt very fortunate. The night did not disappoint. There were two female artists and two 
male artists. Each of them had a different style, different tone to their voice and 
different mood to their music pieces; but all of their songs were beautiful in their own 
way. The audience was not permitted to talk during the entire evening which lasted for 
about 2 hours. The audience sat in silence, showing their appreciation for the music. 
Humorously, one of the artists neatly summarised the experience of being in Nashville 
as such: “A year in Nashville is like dog years”. He meant that to sit around doing 
nothing for a year in Nashville would likely put you 7 years behind everyone else.
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Figure 18: The Bluebird Cafe in Nashville

As well as the popularity of country music, there is also a blues and jazz scene too. I 
attended an open mic night at a jazz bar, but this open mic was far from the mediocre 
karaoke you are used to. Those who perform are talented musicians, often signed to a 
music label, who take the stage for a bit of fun and to improvise with other musicians. 
All and any musician signs up to a slot – be it a singer, guitarist, saxophonist, xylophonist 
or other – and performs a set for approximately 15 minutes. None of the musicians on 
the stage know each other or have rehearsed together, yet the energy, coherence and 
magic between them would have you believe that they had been on a world tour 
together. It was better than any performance I had seen – compared with both live and
pre-recorded performances.

Nashville also offers a fascinating history into its legacy as the birthplace of music, to 
explored through the music venues that still stand today. I took a tour of the Ryman 
Auditorium, where Bluegrass was formed. It is not only a historic music venue, giving 
birth to some of the biggest music names such as Johnny Cash, but has been historical 
for its role in providing a space for politics.

Statistics say that 100 people are moving to Nashville every day. I witnessed the efforts 
to accommodate this huge population surge and expected migration: construction was 
everywhere. Huge skyscrapers were being erected, and it was impossible to walk the 
city by foot because I would continually run into a construction site where I could not go 
“beyond this point”. One morning, I had walked for an hour to get myself around the 
city, and all that had greeted my eyes was half-erected buildings and boulders moving 
large piles of concrete. When I was just 10 minutes from where I wanted to be, I was
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stopped by men in yellow hats and told to turn back. The sun had slowly melted away 
my optimism.

Figure 19: Park in Nashville with view of the city

Figure 20: Music band in Nashville
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Figure 21: Ryman Auditorium, Nashville

Figure 22: Gender neutral restroom in Nashville

Post-Experience Production
I transition a lot between the different music scenes of Nashville to give a flavour of the
different styles, tempos, and techniques of the music. I first blend an intimate scene
with a more public street scene, and then return to the intimate setting where I was in
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the Blue Bird café. This contrasts the different types of settings across Nashville where 
music can be heard. There is a blend of jazz and guitar solos throughout the soundscape. 
The theme of moving from style to style is sustained throughout the track. The track 
finishes with a classic country music artist.
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NEW ORLEANS

City Experience
There is a lot to love about New Orleans: its architecture, care-free spirit, thriving arts
scene, spiritual (or even ghostly) history and of course it’s lively and sleepless jazz 
festivities. During the day, one could stroll amongst the neoclassical houses whose 
entrances were bestowed with a majestic essence from the white columns at its front. 
The intricate detail of these buildings would poke out between the bushes and trees 
enclosing them. Huge oak trees lined the streets and cast shadows on the road under 
the powerful sun. Miniature benches on the front porch, bright turquoise houses and 
salmon pink houses, moss branches handing down from balconies: these were the 
features that would greet the eyes and make New Orleans the delicate, picturesque city 
that it is.

I cannot say that my scheduled flight to New Orleans was a pleasant one because I 
never made it onto that flight. I had arrived at the airport in generous time and waited 
at the gate that was printed on my ticket. Due to having arrived so early, I plugged in my 
headphones to distract myself but unfortunately, I missed an announcement that the 
gate had changed. Worse still, I overheard a woman near to me say that the plane was 
delayed, and assumed she was referring to the same plane and checked the screen at 
the gate to confirm. Unfortunately, the gate I now sat at was departing for San Antonia, 
and I sat there long after my flight had taken off, assuming that my flight was delayed. 
Fortunately, the workers at the desk scheduled me onto the next flight, which left the 
airport 12 hours later. I would instead be arriving in the daytime, but technically would 
not miss any time in New Orleans as I would have arrived in the evening after all and 
slept in the airport on a coach in Starbucks instead of in a hostel bed where I had first 
planned. After an unexpectedly long journey, I arrived to a thunderstorm. The 
thunderstorms in New Orleans are like nothing I have experienced in England. They are 
so powerful that it is as though they are trying to communicate with the Earth. They are 
loud, ferocious and quite frightening. Once it passed, I took to Magazine Street and 
Royal Street where there are endless galleries with some incredible photography that 
can make anything as mundane as a motorway underpass look beautiful. There were 
plenty of stores selling ‘pralines’ too which were sweet pralines served in biscuit form, 
but incredibly popular and rather tasty. There were also pet boutiques and candy stores.

The cuisine in New Orleans is truly worth sleeping 12 hours in an airport to fly over for. 
There is a plethora of interesting dishes to try, including seafood, gumbo and jambalaya, 
Po'Boy sandwiches, and ‘water ice’ which is much like a slushy. I did not go as far as to 
try crocodile. Eager to taste the Cajun-style cuisine that there was to offer, but still 
hoping to stay within budget, I kept my eyes peeled on the walk back to my hostel, 
hoping that I might a place where I could taste gumbo soup at a reasonable price but of 
fairly high quality to make it satisfactory enough to count as dinner. After rejecting
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many restaurants arbitrarily, I decided to walk into one that would be the last restaurant 
I would encounter before arriving at the hostel and that spoke to my instincts. (It turned 
out that this restaurant happened to be one of the most highly rated of its kind on Trip 
Advisor, and hence one of the best restaurants I could choose to taste gumbo soup.) 
When I walked it, it was packed full and there would no vacant spaces in sight – I was 
told I could nab a spot at the bar if one opened up, since I was a party of one and so 
could squeeze into wherever a free spot opened up. Fortunately, a spot at the bar did 
free up in not too long. The gumbo soup was beautifully fresh, full of flavour and spice, 
and was the perfect balance between smooth and stew-like. After I had had my soup, 
there was little reason for me to stay and so I ordered the bill and paid off the soup. Just 
as I was about to leave, a woman sat next to me and it did not take much to spark a 
conversation, after she had seen my recorder sitting in front of me. At first, she thought 
I was a journalist, which is what a lot of people would first assume. Though I had paid off 
my bill, she kept me at the restaurant for another hour as we became more and more 
immersed in conversation. We shared our passion for solo travelling as she told me 
about her days travelling around Europe. She admired my ability to travel on my own 
and we recognized how doing so enabled conversations like this and meeting interesting 
people. Herself, she was a wedding photographer and artistic planner, married and with 
two children, and adored cycling. She offered to buy a dessert to share and devour 
between the two of us: we shared a delicious banana soufflé. By the end of the night, 
she had offered her place to stay in Flagstaff, Arizona. (Sadly, my entire trip was booked 
and could not be adjusted to visit new places.) It was an unexpected yet so pleasant a 
conversation.

Figure 23: New Orleans picturesque old buildings

New Orleans is known as a hedonistic city. When I asked a taxi driver why the wheels of 
city’s rental bikes flash neon lights as they spin, his reply was, “Just for the fun of it! 
Everything in New Orleans is just for the fun.” If the food does not draw people to the 
city, it is the booze and music. Two iconic drinks in the city are the daiquiri and the
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“grenade”. I sampled an ice-cold daiquiri whose texture was not dissimilar to that of a 
slushy, served in a polystyrene cup like it was a large coke from the local garage. I was 
warned by a taxi driver that its alcoholic contents would kick in suddenly and 
unexpectedly, and not to be fooled by the innocent foam cup, refreshingly cold taste or 
funky colour. He was quite right. Alcoholic drinks like spirits in convenience stores are 
especially cheap, with vodka being available at more than half the average cost on the 
market. The night life is even more funky than New Orleans’ drinks selection. The most 
famous strip is Bourbon Street which resembles the profitable streets of Ibiza. As you 
walk down the street, you will have to make a conscious effort to dodge the swaying, 
stumbling crowds if you are not part of it yourself. No doubt will you be approached 
several times in an attempt to persuade you to enter another club or bar. Frenchman 
Street is considered more original or less mainstream. The jazz music and live 
performances here are second-to-none. The performers take the audience on a journey 
all night long with saxophone instrumentals and improvised melodies. A song might last 
as long as ten minutes, being dragged out and remixed with solo performances or pitch 
changes or lengthy builds. Just when you thought a song was about to finish, the chorus 
would repeat and the audience would only cheer louder and dance more energetically. 
There would be at least five of these lively blues or jazz bars side by side along the 
street, each as popular as the next.

It is easy to escape the endless party scene by taking the trolley (also called the Street 
Car) to the Garden District. The trolley itself is one of the oldest transport networks in 
the USA. This also makes it a particularly slow way of getting around the city, but it is an 
enjoyable experience nonetheless. The windows are wide open, letting the breeze rush 
in, but the trolley itself is very open allowing you a great view as you pass through the 
city and past some of the city’s impressive mansions. The trolley will crank as it pulls to a 
stop and turns corners. The drivers are very informal: a passenger was interested in 
getting off despite that no such stop existed where she wished to disembark, and the 
driver simply pulled the trolley to a halt to allow the passenger off. In contrast, the 
driver might not stop at designated stops unless you frantically run to the front of the 
trolley. After a very long journey on the trolley, I arrived in the Garden District, which 
brings in lucrative business for its expensive boutique stores that stock unique brands 
and expensive lines for shopaholics. If you are lucky, however, you can find a 90% 
discount on the price tag of some items, which is what I discovered for a top that was 
reduced from $299 to $29. If you walk far enough to pass the extensive length of 
boutique shops, you will find yourself at Audubon park. The park was filled with couples 
running as they pushed a pram in front of them, or running with their dogs; and 
energetic individuals zooming and twirling in their roller skates along the smooth 
pavement curving around the park. In the centre of the park lay a golf course, and golf 
balls could be heard slicing the calm background noise of the park.

On my last evening, I attended a music event so original and whose music was so artistic 
and uncontrived. Prior to arriving in New Orleans, I had come across a well-known music 
venue in my research: the Preservation Live Jazz Hall. The hall had hosted many iconic
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jazz musicians. On its website, they were hosting an event, though the event was not at 
the hall itself. There was a corresponding Preservation Live Jazz Band that was 
performing at a unique venue in New Orleans. I booked the tickets in advance. When I 
arrived at the venue, it was an outdoor performance space that was composed of scrap 
metal and looked like an artistic, curated junkyard. The Jazz Band performed their 
newest jazz album in the authentic, outdoor setting hidden away in the celebratory 
allure of New Orleans, drawing crowds young and old, eccentric and reserved, who 
perched on stitched summer blankets, to dance to the cheerful rhythm, immersed in the 
performance. Children bounced around their parents to the Cuban-inspired music that 
comprised their new album, So What. The atmosphere was energetic, cheerful and 
lively. At the start of the night, I met a woman, Ashlye, in the queue who had helped to 
organise the entire evening. She called herself a music/culture/environmental advocate 
and co-founded an initiative called, The ELLA Project. The project helps artists to 
become successful in the cultural treasure box that is New Orleans, helping the cultural 
community thrive where they may not have the resources to do so. Ashlye took great 
interest in my project, since it was fusing the world of music and culture, and providing 
a space in which to explore culture, both of which were much aligned with her values. 
Throughout the night, she spoke about her work and about the talented Jazz Band that 
was performing that night, and how the evening was organised and its aims. She did not 
discuss much about a collaboration on the night but expressed a clear interest in one. 
Very simply, she emailed me saying, “Call me and great meeting you” which followed 
with, “Let's plan on getting together to discuss more at some point before you
leave. We can also talk via phone.” Sadly, by the time I received this response, I had 
already left New Orleans and, despite several follow-up attempts, never did hear back 
from her. However, after the project has been published, it may be that we re-connect 
again; given her experience unique position in the industry, existing connections and 
exposure to culture in New Orleans and the music industry more broadly, I would be 
very excited to see what would come of such a collaboration.

Post-Experience Production
The New Orleans soundscape is almost 20 minutes long, therefore I do not provide an
extensive discussion through the entire production of the track here, but if those
interested wish to see the Ableton Live file or to have access to the original sound files,
please email the address that I have provided on the cover of this report and I would be
delighted to provide these files upon request.

I repeatedly contrast day-time sounds with the sounds of New Orleans’ night life 
throughout the track. The crowd is always so energetically moved by the performances 
thus I attempt to convey this through the sounds of this soundscape. Many of the 
sounds in the soundscape are self-explanatory, but the audience will perceive that some 
are in a more civilised setting. For example, the sounds of the Preservation Live Jazz 
band are of better quality because they are recorded in an isolated setting without the 
background noise that would accompany street performances. Some of the sounds from 
the Preservation band performance transmit a feeling of mystery; I play on these
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feelings a little over four minutes into the track by overlapping the music with short 
sound bites of overheard conversations at the music event, which further express the 
hedonistic character of the city so revealed in what is said.

I transition twice from day to night, or vice versa, using the cranking or repetitive sound 
of the street car.

There is one scene which showcases the usual commotion, laughter and cackling from a 
group on Bourbon Street. I intermittently include sounds from a variety of different bars 
to zone the listener into and out of the soundscape.

The clanking sounds of cutlery within a restaurant-café create a very rhythmic and 
musical melody, hence I subtly repeat these for a brief moment, yet furthering the 
musical rhythm at through which the city lives and breathes.

Throughout the soundscape, I take the listener into and out of the night life in a way 
that demonstrates how the musical rhythm of the city is everywhere throughout New 
Orleans and is only subdued throughout the day time, never disappearing completely, 
always on the verge.
For where the birds can be heard tweeting, I added a Chorus effect to move into yet
again mysterious sounds of the Preservation Live Band.

Similarly to how the audience is teased into thinking that a music performance is 
ending, I continue to play conclusive sound pieces that give the illusion that the track is 
ending, and yet the soundscape continues in a fashion similar to the endlessly party 
attitude of New Orleans.

Figure 24: Giant beer in New Orleans
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Figure 25: Eucalyptus trees in residential area, New Orleans

Figure 26: Audubon Park, New Orleans
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Figure 27: My usual snack/lunch…a bag of carrots

Figure 28: Pretty, neoclassical style of houses in New Orleans
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AUSTIN

City Experience
"I came out here to sell Marihuana." You thought wrong if you could only hear those
words from someone seeking to buy, but this was just your average conversation with
an American.

Americans will tell you everything and anything; the British keep to themselves and 
keep their privacy closer. The phrase, "Don't talk to strangers", is not a dogma taught in 
America. Hence, I could not hope that I would stay safe so long as I did not talk to 
strangers, because they would always speak to me.

Until my arrival into Austin, I had survived off bread, peanut butter and carrots. I 
thought it was time to treat myself so I took dinner alone at a high-brow restaurant in 
Austin. The staff treated me very well, and treated me to their signature dish of brussel 
sprouts alongside my meal free of charge, having had a warm conversation with the my
waiters/waitresses. I mention my visit here because sat beside me were two of just 31
total state senators of Texas. We shared some interesting conversation, and to my
surprise, I was offered a taste of their $140 steak and an order of tequila worth $28.
Texans love their meat, and they are not reserved about eating it. Restaurants dotted all 
over Austin would sell meat for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Breakfast tacos were a 
staple for the mornings, and a platter of meats by itself was just as common. In 
restaurants like the one I went to, the meat was served with the name of the cow it had 
come from. Texas’ food culture is heavily influenced by Mexican food, hence the term 
‘Tex-Mex’. You can expect to find fajitas, tortillas, salsas and meats minutes away from 
anywhere in the city. Tequila was also a popular and appreciated drink amongst Texans. 
The brand of tequila I was offered was a Don Julio 1942. Besides from expensive steak 
and neat whiskey, Texans spent much of their time discussing (or placing bets on)
sports.

Austin also has a particularly large student community, but is already a very large city 
itself – much larger than Columbus. It is surprisingly urban for a city in Texas, though 
again is a major city and therefore this it to be expected. (Houston and Dallas are both 
very urbanised too.) Austin has several features that make it more urbanised: a 
boutique shopping scene, renowned nightlife, a large corporate community and thriving 
business. Most refreshingly, Austin population is active and can be found running, 
cycling or kayaking outdoors, making the most of its architecture. The natural landscape 
and ecosystem of the city is preserved amongst the manmade structures like 
skyscrapers. The Colorado river expands into Lady Bird Lake which sits in the East, and 
then narrows out, expanding again into Lake Austin on the West. The river and lakes 
snake through Austin’s downtown, and through the parks too. The water flows over the 
rocks in the parks and forms swimming holes where dogs splash about after their 
owner. There are trails lining the entire Lake, graced by cyclists, runners, fishing men, 
dog walkers, exercise enthusiasts and casual walkers. I cycled the lengthy trails, enjoying
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the views for almost two hours, before arriving at Barton Springs Pool. The Spring Pool is 
open every day besides Thursday for a rigorous (spring) clean. Fortunately, the 
predicted thunderstorms did not paint the sky like the sun did that day. The spring pool 
was a deep shade of blue/green, verging on black, like the sea. The pool water is fed 
from the natural springs underground. Its surface was barely shaken by the movement 
of swimmers. There were people launching off the diving board, some with grace, and 
others with humility.

The last time I would Coachsurf was here in Austin. Tina, my host here, was very friendly 
and easy going. On my second evening in Austin, she drove us to the Broken Spoke. The 
Broken Spoke is anything but broken, and spoken all over entertainment blogs. It is an 
iconic pub and live country music venue that has hosted music legends and weathered 
years of gentrification. It isn't mandatory, but to really fit in, you'll want to fit into those 
cowboy boots and hat. Locals drive to this small bar, the only one of the street, and 
stroll in for a dose of traditional Texas. Every Thursday night, the bar welcomes almost 
forty people to its Two-Step dance lessons. Unusually, on the night we visited, just four 
others (two couples) were on the floor. Tina and I shyly shared in the spotlight. There 
was no escaping the teacher's promiscuous and curt comments. I would not have been 
surprised to see her on the billboard of a Texas clothing store. Her hair was yellow- 
blonde, and its length collapsed in front of her shoulders just scraping her plump boobs 
and stretching all the way down to her waist. She wore denim high-wasted shorts, and 
of course cowboy boots. It was clear that her tanned skin colour had been trademarked 
by the Texan sun a long time ago. Despite her tiny waist, her thigh muscles surfaced 
with her every step; only close up would her face wrinkles surface as much, revealing 
the many years of dancing that characterised her strong legs.

"If ya see that guy who was sittin' over there again, y'all better grab his ass on the dance 
floor and ask him to dance." She was a sassy lady. There was no doubt that she could 
make a dancer of anyone. That wasn't without dancing with her words, however. In an 
almost private lesson, she humorously instructed the male partner of a couple to 
imagine his wife butt-naked. "I see y'all flushin," she would remark. She would yank your 
head in the right direction, push your arms upright, and press her legs in between yours 
to demonstrate the steps for your partner. "You sassy bitch," she called out of his wife. 
Was she taking the two-step a step two far? She would walk over to onlookers who 
were sat innocently at the tables, fenced off beside the dance floor. Here, people- 
watching came at a price. If you denied her call to join her on the dance floor, the price 
was typically a cheeky comment.

Public dancing in American bars is very different to that in Europe. Agreeing to dance 
with a man is not indirectly agreeing to anything else. In Philadelphia, I was asked to 
dance by different Mexican man at a salsa evening. I discovered again in New Mexico 
that salsa dancing is about dancing with different people, getting better as you sway 
your hips into their different styles, and most importantly, just having fun. Dancing in 
Texas was no different. The protocol is to follow the man onto the dance floor and
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throw yourself into being swirled and dipped. Salsa dipping isn't just of tortilla chips, but 
women too. Two-step dancing picked up the pace too, and that was where the real fun 
was.

Tina and I visited another bar that evening. The low-lit Elephant Room lies underground 
at the bottom of some wooden steps. It as a popular spot, like a lot of bars in America 
that would seem like a just-surviving bar in England. In America, many of these bars 
exist. They are independent and host some of the city’s best music. The Elephant Room 
was no different. Better yet, in bars like these, you would feel welcome whether you are 
sporting smart wear or your jeans and a tee.

Austin can satisfy the shopaholics amongst us too – South Congress Avenue is lined with 
trendy stores, book stores that have a curated collection, high-end Motels, cowboy boot 
stores selling Cuban-style shoes and even stores that call themselves “Uncommon 
Objects”. The urbanised essence of the city has been furthered by the introduction of 
the Whole Foods supermarket, a market serving high quality food at a steep price, 
which began there in Austin. I also took a yoga class inside one of Austin’s art museums, 
arguably also something expected from a more urban city.

Besides from cycling around the city, I also spent time walking along the trails, besides 
the swimming holes, along the river rocks and through the parks. One evening, I 
kayaked with Tina on Lady Bird Lake/Lake Austin. It was a beautifully peaceful evening. 
This was one of the pleasures that made Austin quite unique. Within the very heart of 
the city, dividing it in two, sat this huge river that was surrounded by natural forestry, 
greenery and natural habitat, where you feel simultaneously connected to nature and 
the city. It would not be appropriate to say that you could escape the city, because it is 
still within view, and you are essentially in the heart of it since the city extended on both 
sides of the river. Tina and I kayaked along the lake as the sun set and disappeared into 
the evening. We also watched the bats fly out from a top the South Congress Avenue 
bridge, which is a popular sight amongst both locals and visitors, with some kayaks and 
cruises bobbing on the river below to catch the view.

Post-Experience Production
The soundscape opens with the very country music heard in the Broken Spoke pub, and
moves into the calming sounds heard near the lakes, spring pools, swimming pools and 
along the trails that snake through the city. The birds in Austin have a particularly 
interesting sound, and their distinctive sound will be heard several times across the 
track. I also play the sounds from the Two Step dance class, where the sassy dance 
teacher can be heard instructing the dancers through the class. I briefly overlap Mexican 
sounds with the sounds from the dance class to subtly introduce the next transition and 
contrast the Mexican influence with the traditional country music that still persists 
across the city.
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Many of the sounds I gathered whilst in Austin are not drastically original, but still 
reflect a typical day exploring the city. This result is due to a number of constraints that I 
discuss in Part III. Nevertheless, I think that the soundscape can be enjoyed and 
appreciated for providing an immersive experience as intended and typical day in
Austin.

Figure 29: Sun setting over Austin from the Congress Bridge

Figure 30: Lake Austin running through the middle of the urban city
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Figure 31: Rustic-looking food vendors in Austin

Figure 32: Texan cowboy boots
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DALLAS

City Experience
Though staying two nights in Dallas, I spent my first day in Dallas and my second day in
the nearby town, Fort-Worth, approximately an hour train ride away. The two cities are
each very different: Dallas is urbanized whilst Fort-Worth purposely preserves the 
traditional roots of Texas, its cowboy-culture and its ranch lifestyle, all to provide an 
almost time-travel experience for visitors craving the early Texan days.

Dallas has an interesting architectural profile. Its buildings produce geometrical patterns 
in the sky when the sun disappears into the night, illuminating the sky with neon colours 
and sharp lines. The city moves at a steady pace, not too quick but not too slow. The 
train line that runs through the city is a free service, which I take as implying an effort on 
the city’s part to spur its economy on in fear that it would stagnate without such 
incentives for residents to move around the city.

There is an interesting cultural scene in Dallas, too. Deep Ellum, an area in the north of 
the city, hosts spoken poetry nights in its book stores, has a variety of quirky bars and 
trendy restaurants, and provides a lively night life. The Dallas Museum of Art epitomizes 
the arts and cultural scene of the city. The museum has a very varied collection, 
including art collections from all continents Asia, Americas, Europe and Africa. I visited 
the Wendy and Emry Collection which was so beautifully presented, replicating exactly 
how the collection existed in the couple’s own home. Their rooms were reproduced and 
each item of furniture was placed exactly as the couple had organized it when the items 
were in their possession. The couple had forged close relationships with Bertrand 
Russell, Einstein and Winston Churchill, hence it was fascinating to see these 
relationships emerge in the material items that they had collected. The couple had built 
up a collection of items from Winston Churchill, including some of his paintings and a 
cigar box that they kept for his visits. Interestingly, much of the American Art in the 
museum had been produced by European or British artists who had migrated to the US. 
The timing of my visit was fortuitous, for the one evening that I spent in Dallas, the 
museum was hosting its Late Night event that is held just once per month, specifically 
on the third Friday of each month. The museum kept its doors open for visitors late into 
the evening and revolved around a particular theme; the theme of the evening I 
attended was devoted to Mexican art as well as the artist and fashion icon, Frida. The 
evening drew in an enthusiastic and passionate crowd of Mexican and Hispanic peoples, 
who would pour out their hearts in patriotic harmony along with the women singing 
their Spanish songs. Guests channelled their inner Frida, fashioning a dark brown, 
stencilled uni-brow and lavishly opulent and bold attire. Just as in Austin, there was a 
strong Hispanic influence, whether that be in the arts or cuisine, and a significant 
Spanish-speaking population to enjoy it. There were special exhibits, night tours, quirky 
workshops like woodblock painting, and documentary films held across the museum’s 
five floors all centering around the theme, as well as live music which had Spanish 
singers clanking their maracas.
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After this cultural feast, I visited a Cajun-Creole restaurant/bar with a Scottish traveller I 
had met in my Air BnB accommodation. He too had finished his year abroad, but had 
been studying in Jackson. Inside the bar, the drummer of the jazz band was as energized 
and outlandish playing his drum set as he was leading the songs with his distinctively 
croaky voice that was fitting for the bluesy tone of their tunes. He would run behind the 
bar as he sang, with nothing to amplify his voice except his ferocious lungs, then would 
launch himself to standing on top of the bar and belt his heart out to people perched 
over the counter. His band would play popular tunes such as, “I feel good”, and the 
audience lapped it up, and the saxophonist carried the piece forward like you would 
expect of any jazz band. As we were walking out of the bar, we passed a small sweet 
shop I had seen earlier in the daytime. During daylight, I had thought what a small store 
it was with so little space. I realized that evening that the store front was an illusion, 
hiding the lively club that sat behind the secret passageway and was protected by two 
bodyguards. There was definitely something sweet about this building, but it was not of 
an edible kind. The club was teeming with well-dressed students eager to spend their 
money on making friends, either with the bar or because of the bar.

Fort-Worth was a very unique experience, and would have been somewhat of a cultural 
shock were it not for the partly contrived reason for its showcasing Texas’ heritage and 
culture. Graeme and I took the train together, and sat on the seat on the other side of 
the train was a fat, white Texan man whose white shirt was covered in blood, the 
elbows stained with deep red circles and the rest covered in splotches. I was partly 
shocked, partly curious, partly perturbed and partly bemused. He had a very strong 
Texan accent that meant his words were slurred and his speech broken up incoherently 
by the deep bellowing of his own laughter. He tells us the reason for his blood-stained 
shirt was from having fought off a mountain lion. When not fighting off mountain lions, 
he claimed to have trained 33 alligators like they were pets and had been the victim of 
12 rattle-snake bites. He looks across to the Black African women sat across from him 
and calls out, “We’re all friends here!” as he points to her and compels her to throw a 
gaze over his way, and then he proceeds to laugh whilst his belly shakes.
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Figure 33: Huge plates of meat in Dallas, Texas

Figure 34: Mexican Spaniards playing in Dallas Museum of Art
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Figure 35: Dallas Farmers Market

Upon arrival, I walked about 4km to the Stockyard grounds. The grounds are like the 
Disneyland of Texan ranch lifestyle. The walk was intruded by the rail line running 
through the rural area. Just as I was close to stepping over the train tracks, the lights 
flashed red and the barrier lowered in front of me. The train beeped louder and louder 
until it is deafeningly loud and was passing in front of me. The train was extremely long, 
and I had been waiting what felt like hours not minutes. Huge Texan cars roared in and 
out of the Stockyard. Inside,

Graeme and I made our way over to the Rodeo Stockyard stadium intending to buy 
tickets for the evening concert and decide to take a peek at the stadium. At the 
entrance, we are told that an afternoon show is about to begin. I request to peer inside 
before the show and he let us take a quick snoop around. As we are leaving, he hands us 
two free tickets both to the afternoon show as well as the rodeo that evening, both 
worth over $20, and he didn’t expect a penny from us! Either we were very very lucky, 
Texans were very very nice, or Texans really really liked British people! The afternoon 
show was a mix of skilled cowboys whipping their lassos onto the ground and slicing 
pencils with their impeccable skills. The cowboys and cowgirls circled their lassos in the 
air with tremendous skill, creating larger and larger rings, and also using such skills to tie 
down cattle. This was all whilst majestically riding their horses around the stadium. The
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rodeo how in the evening, also the only indoor rodeo in the US, was no less impressive 
and entertaining. The ferocious bulls danced with terrifying force around the ring in the 
instant they were let loose, as the cowboys attempted to ride this dance using the 
strength of their core and back – though the adverse impact of the body was visibly 
worrying as the cowboys would limp after dismounting (or being thrown off) the bull 
and squint as they caressed their backs.

Outside of the ring, the Stockyard grounds provide more entertainment for the eyes, 
ears and tongue.

Figure 36: Entrance to the Fort Worth Stockyards

Figure 37: Horse-drawn carriages in Fort Worth, Texas
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Figure 38: Bull-riding, bull suspended in mid-air

Figure 39: Group of cowboys at the indoor rodeo
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Figure 40: Cattle herd in Fort Worth

Figure 41: Texas store with cowboy boots and antiques
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Post-experience Production

The soundscape opens unexpectedly with live jazz music but quickly transitions to 
country-style live music. For the Dallas sound track, I merged sounds from both Dallas 
and Fort-Worth to add more country and more traditional sounds. The whipping sound 
of the whip by rodeo cowboys can be heard before blending into bar noises and playing 
pool. Then there are sounds that move into the Mexican feel – Spanish music is heard 
from the Dallas Museum of Art. Then, you can hear a very Texan accent of a cowboy in 
Fort Worth explaining to us the history of the town. For a brief time, the Texan accent 
overlaps with live country music recorded inside a bar. The listener will intermittently 
hear noises from inside the stockyard stampede. As I was walking through Fort Worth, I 
encountered a young girl whose mum was taking photos for promotion of her own 
music. She was practicing her own original piece on a ukulele, sat on some steps. I asked 
if I could record and she said yes – so the gentle female voice that will be heard is her 
own. Then I insert the national anthem played inside the indoor rodeo of the Stockyards 
and subsequent cheering. I move from Spanish-Mexican music to Texan country music 
to emphasise the fusion of these two cultures. The track finishes with the national 
anthem sang passionately.
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SANTA FE

City Experience
The cost of living is high in Santa Fe, but it is no surprise when it offers something very
different to other urban cities. Its buildings must be painted one of 54 shades of brown
by law and are almost always made of stone. The city offers some exquisite jewellery 
pieces which is sometimes the very thing that attracts visitors to the city. A lot of 
residents make their living by selling handmade jewellery encrusted with precious gems. 
There is a market in the main square almost every day selling gold bangles, rusty 
silverware, carved metal bookmarks, and carefully cut rings and necklaces.

On my flight over to Santa Fe, I became friends with the girl besides me, Anna, who had 
completed her Physics PhD in Cambridge and was now working for the NASA program in 
Santa Fe. She did not enjoy her time much in the city because of how sparse the area is. 
The airport in Santa Fe was miniature. There was only one baggage carousel, and my 
bag was only one of about 5 to come off the belt. We were in the middle of nowhere. I 
had no idea how I would get to my hostel. Fortunately, Anna offered to drive me 
straight to the door of my hostel.

The hostel was small, cosy and communal. It ran as a not-for-profit organization, and 
therefore each guest was required to undertake a chore each day to maintain the 
hostel. On the day that I arrived, I walked into the kitchen to find huge boxes of breads 
pastries, cakes and treats; packaged wholesome salads; big bowls of fruit and veg; and 
spreads and dips to devour: all that had been delivered by Whole Foods supermarket 
that day. It turns out they receive such a delivery every Sunday, and I just so happened 
to arrive on a Sunday, so it was all fresh and abundant! That certainly kept me going for 
a few days. Every Sunday, Whole Foods deliver food that they can no longer sell to 
nearby charities or not-for-profits, and the hostel was one of such recipients. Many of 
the guests were staying in Santa Fe for spiritual reasons.

I had been warned about the deceptively powerful sun here. It was more humid in Texas 
and therefore people were more precautious about the sun, but because it was cooler 
in Santa Fe, the skies were very clear, there was very little shade and the sun especially 
hot. I learnt this quickly after burning my shoulders for 10 minutes under the sun.

The hostel was not far from a well-known attraction called the Meow Wolf Museum. It 
is an immersive art installation that was commissioned by the writer of the Game of 
Thrones. Inside, it begins as a murder mystery with clues guiding you through a house 
whose washing machine can be entered to glide down a slide into another room. There 
are secret passage-ways such as through the fridge, interesting soundscapes and music, 
and different rooms to explore. The walk on the way to the museum was interesting in 
itself, as I passed many vintage shops and boutique stores that would go unnoticed 
unless you were to walk closely to them. That evening, I cooked myself some Mexican 
eggs with the ingredients in the kitchen and whilst cooking, met a fellow traveller, Juan
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who was from Ecuador. The following day, we met for breakfast and caught a bus up to 
the town of Taos. The bus was approximately a 2.5 hour journey. On our bus was a 
runner who claimed to run 100 miles every day and supposedly held the world 
recording for running a marathon in record time. He also had an alcohol tracker clipped 
to his ankle; at least, this was what he had told us it was.

Juan and I visited the Hanuman temple in Taos. Just upon arriving, the temple was 
serving an Indian lunch. We grabbed the metal trays from the side and ate a delicious 
turmeric soup and tabbouleh-style salad. The soup was thick, made with chickpea flour, 
buttermilk and spices. The salad consisted of olives, leaves, almonds and chickpeas, 
served with a spicy chutney on the side. Most of those at the temple were there on a 
retreat, to engage in spiritual practice, spend their time reading or meditating, 
gardening and reflecting. The temple was nested in tranquil gardens and walked upon 
by colourful peacocks. A man with dreadlocks walked around the grounds, and told us 
he had been farming in the temple for 4 years. When asked about his future, he replied, 
“My only goal is the now.” We spent time talking to the retreaters at the temple and 
taking in the tranquil surroundings.

We then walked towards the plaza and found a popular coffee shop, where we ordered 
an unusual drink called Mocha Burgia. It was served in a tiny cup, was densely rich with 
dark chocolate, and cost a full $4. Shortly, we had to rush back to make the only bus 
that would return us to the hostel that day. That evening, Juan and I decided to explore 
downtown Santa Fe by night. Few buses past us by, so we tried our hand at hitch hiking 
and to our surprise, a man pulled over for us. Whilst downtown, Juan and I stumbled 
upon the oldest street in America, as well as the oldest house and church. A man 
working at a hotel on this street told us about the interior décor of the rooms: the art 
had been so colourful that it was too difficult to sell it to the public. People did not wish 
to own such art for their own homes so it was used in the hotel instead. The worker also 
told us that Will Smith had hired out all of the rooms of this hotel for a week over 
Christmas. The downtown of Santa Fe was like a ghost town. We saw only one bar open 
and little more than two restaurants still serving food.

It is almost impossible to get around the city without a car. It had not been realistic for 
Juan and myself to visit Taos by bus as the times were very inconvenient, infrequent and 
irregular. There were many things I wanted to do around Santa Fe, but I was simply not 
mobile without a car. The following day, I contacted the young man who had given Juan 
and I a lift to the downtown area; since he had a car, we would be able to explore places 
further away. He had left his contact details with the reception of our hostel, and so I 
decided to throw a message out about suggestions for things to do in Santa Fe. By the 
time the afternoon came around, we were hiking together at Ghost Ranch, known for 
being both the home and the source of inspiration of the paintings of Georgia O’ Keeffe. 
I had never before experienced how beautiful rock and sand could be. The landscape 
before us was a vast carving of emptiness, shadows being created by either the shape of 
the mountains or the sun, the latter giving the illusion that there were more peaks and
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valleys than there really were. Although slightly discomforted by the thought of 
mountain lions roaming these territories, I trusted that the talk of Ghost Ranch as a 
great hiking destination had taken the likelihood of such encounters into account. 
Immediately after, we drove to Ojio Caliente Springs which was approximately another 
one hour drive. I had been urged to visit these hot springs by many different people I 
had met in Santa Fe. The springs were a true place for relaxation. We spent a couple of 
hours soaking in the hot spring pools, trying out the different spring waters as the sun 
set around us.

Figure 42: Ghost Ranch, north of Santa Fe
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Figure 43: Hiking in Ghost Ranch with Santa Fe local

Figure 44: Quirky Meow Wolf Museum in Santa Fe
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Figure 45: Cooked platter of food served in the Hanuman Temple

Figure 46: Inside the Hanuman Temple
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Figure 47: Backdrop view of Ghost Ranch whilst hiking
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Figure 48: Distinctive adobe houses in Santa Fe

Figure 49: Walking through the town of Taos towards the mountains
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Figure 50: The oldest street in the US, Santa Fe

Figure 51: Views on road trip between Santa Fe and Taos
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Earlier that same day, I bought a swim suit for $7.50 from a thrift store near to the 
hostel; I also bought a world map for 10 cents. On my way back to the hostel from the 
thrift store, I stopped into an antique furniture store. However, there were many very 
unusual and interesting items in the store. Firstly, I spotted a penguin-shaped cocktail 
shaker. The first time I had ever seen one of these, and the very reason that I recognized 
it, was just two days ago at the Dallas Museum of Art. There was a special exhibition on 
at the time that I had visited on cocktail-making glasses, shakers and collections and 
their history. The penguin-shaped bottle was one of them – they were incredibly heavy, 
unusual, sophisticated and reminiscent of the old days. I was shocked to have found an 
ornament deemed a work of art, that was enclosed in glass, and that I had seen for the 
first time just days ago, here in a small antique store in a quiet area of Santa Fe, Mexico. 
Had it not weighed so much, I’d have been tempted to claim ownership. As I continued 
to browse, I saw a jacket dangling from a hanger. It was the only item of clothing in the 
store. Again, because of something I had seen in Dallas, to my amazement, I recognized 
the stitching. The jacket was made using a wax technique to imprint patterns over the 
jacket, which was interwoven with intricate and delicate stitching. I had seen this very 
technique being showcased at the Dallas Museum of Art; an exhibition on South Asian 
art hung up huge pieces of fabric designed using this waxing technique, protected by 
glass. There was a detailed timeline that explained the process of the technique, and at 
the time, I was amazed at how it could produce such patterns and how ingenious of a 
technique it was. It rightly took its place as an art form in the museum. Days later, I was 
confronted with a wearable piece of clothing made with this very technique. The jacket 
was more than just a piece of clothing; it was art. The seller who had collected it told me 
that the jacket had been made by the Mau tribe in South East Asia, in China. “A few days 
ago,” he continued, “a fashion designer walked into my store and looked at that jacket. 
He wanted to buy the fabric and cut it up into a new piece. I didn’t want to sell it to him; 
I didn’t like the idea of this piece I had collected being cut up into little pieces and 
ruined.” I wanted it for what it was, for I appreciated it for what it was, for the journey it 
had taken and the hands that it had passed down. It was now in my hands to protect, 
and to preserve. He sold the item to me (and I bought it).

Post-Experience Production
Santa Fe’s soundscapes open with the peaceful sound of birds in the public square,
which is briefly interrupted by the quirky sounds from within the Meow Wolf museum,
but then reverts to the tranquil sounds heard within the temple. This emphasises the
spiritual and quirky character of Sante Fe. As the soundscape moves into a store, I subtly
play an echoed recording of a local saying, “Sugar is everywhere,” which brings forward 
the self-awareness and self-love that Anglo-Santa Fe locals try to embody. I play more 
open tranquil birds, but this is suddenly intruded by sounds inside a car being pulled 
over by a sheriff. The unusual Taiwanese sounds within the Wolf museum introduce a 
scene inside the temple where food is being served and scrapped off plates. After this 
scene, the listener hears the sounds of a bumpy bus ride whose shakes then play 
rhythmically over and in time to the Meow Wolf soundtrack.
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ALBUQUERQUE

City Experience
Albuquerque is undergoing a lot of construction and ‘refurbishment’, but in a way that is
not very sensitive to the local economy, and therefore it has caused a lot of disruption
and made the city somewhat displeasing to the eye because of the eye sore and noise 
pollution that it has brought with it. Albuquerque is home to more than the Native 
American, Hispanic, Latino and Anglo cultures for which New Mexico is well known. This 
multicultural city includes African Americans, Asians, Middle-Easterns and other ethnic 
communities, creating a unique and Southwestern blend. In fact, more than 70 different 
ethnicities call Albuquerque home! There are some parts of Albuquerque that are 
noticeably impoverished. Nevertheless, the city proudly remains the birthplace of 
science and discovery. New Mexico’s lands are full of discoveries: fascinating cultures, 
impressive landscapes, intriguing ruins, recreational opportunities, and arts and crafts 
made by people proud of their legacies and traditions. Some of the most ground- 
breaking feats in space travel, evolution and anthropology find home in the city.

Arriving in Albuquerque was stressful. I carried my heavy backpack on my burnt 
shoulders for almost 3km and walked in the wrong direction, for there were two areas 
with the same street address on my map, for a further 40 minutes. I had no signal or 
internet connection on my phone, but no cash to spare, and so I had to walk into a 
garage store connect to the personal hotspot of a worker and order an Uber taxi. It was 
very late in the evening and I had walked into an area that was not particularly safe, so I 
was very glad to be throwing myself into a taxi. Thankfully, I arrived at my Air BnB 
accommodation eventually, exhausted, still slightly shaken, and relieved for my own 
safety.

Geometric patterns and shapes are ubiquitous across New Mexico, and it became 
particularly noticeable in Albuquerque. They covered the pavements, were seen on 
ceilings, columns and walls. They were what made the visual aesthetic of New Mexico so 
distinctive. The wooden columns that erected buildings were themselves distinctive in 
design and architecture, with sharp lines and geometric features. I walked through the 
town which was mostly peppered with coffee shops, thrifts stores and vinyl record 
shops: ideal for a student community. I paid a visit to the National History and Science 
Museum, where I learnt that the man to first walk the lunar surface and last to do so 
was New Mexican.

After visiting the museum, I walked to the Old Town. The Old Town is an adorable, 
quaint quarter of shops and restaurants. There was an equivalent to the Indian market 
of Santa Fe selling yet more jewellery, jewellery that was also available inside the stores, 
sometimes at a lower cost. There were many restaurants selling all sorts of foods, and 
many selling some of the best tacos I will ever try. In one of the stores, I had tried on the 
clothes and the owner of the store threw in a pair of paints I had tried on and said, 
“These looked cute on you so I’m just gonna let you have them!” In the plaza, there is
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also the infamous Candy Lady shop which sells hard rock candy that is known as “meth” 
in the hit series, Breaking Bad. It isn’t difficult to miss the Breaking Bad tour 
advertisement around the plaza either. There were other stores selling handcrafted 
soups, antiques, cowboy clothes, ice cream and art galleries, cafes and more. Many of 
the stores were closing early because the plaza was being used as a film set that day. 
Actors were dressed in police uniforms prepared to take on their authoritative role.

In the evening, my Air BnB host, Andrés, invited me to a salsa dancing class that he 
attends on a weekly basis. Everyone was willing to learn, which made it very easy to 
dance with each of those in the class, and I picked up the steps quickly.

The following day, I decided to take a trip back to Santa Fe since there was so much 
more I wanted to see and do there, and not much more to discover in Albuquerque. In 
the morning, I visited the Georgia O’ Keeffe museum, which was brought to life having 
been to her place of home and inspiration for her paintings (Ghost Ranch) when in Santa 
Fe earlier in the week. She had transitioned from very different styles of work and forms 
of art, from simple sketches to very vivid and precise paintings, to completely abstract 
work. I then took the bus to Canyon Road, which was known to be a very long stretch of 
art gallery after gallery. It was sensory overload! I entered a lot of galleries, all 
showcasing very different kinds of art work. Many of the sales people were the artist 
themselves, and other times, they were a representative. I spoke with many of the 
representative to really understanding the meaning behind the art work, and it was very 
intersting the learn about the artists’ history and their style as well as the history of the 
work. I saw some very intricate sculptures, photography or even finely cut jewellery. I 
had hoped to visit the International Folk art museum afterwards but sadly, I did not 
have time. I took the train back to Albuquerque to spend my last night in my 
accomodation.

Post-Experience Production
See section “Tracks pending or incomplete” in Part III, pp.149
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Figure 52: Tacos in the Mexican-inspired Albuquerque

Figure 53: “Breaking Bad” Candy in Albuquerque
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Figure 54: Art in Santa Fe
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SAN DIEGO

City Experience
San Diego might be described by some as a hedonistic city. Locals can be found drinking
at a roof-top party and dressed to impress. Almost every evening, the streets are packed
with women and men dressed their best, drawing attention to their bling if not giving 
off the impression that they had a lot of it. People can be found to dress just as lavishly 
during the day too. It costs to enjoy yourself in San Diego whether in the price for entry 
into a bar or in the drinks, but the people in San Diego can typically afford it. You can 
pay either using either money or reputation. In the daytime, locals surf their days away 
at the beach, though the waters are especially cold so I did not give this a try myself.

Despite its lavish nightlife, San Diego is also a very family-friendly place. Balboa Park is 
an ideal place for families to explore, and will not tire of doing so because it is 
impressively large. Not only is there a huge array of museums within the park itself, but 
there is also one of the world’s best zoos in the park too. There is also a botanical 
garden, guitar soloists busking amongst the streets, restaurants and more.

The fleur and fauna is particular interesting in San Diego. Lavender trees line the streets 
and mini palm trees bunched together look like the villi of an intestine. Such fleur and 
fauna is distinctively characteristic of California.

On day two of my time in San Diego, I met a local who took me with their friends to a 
rooftop bar. It was everything I would expect of California: drinks pouring all day long,
over-the-top daytime pool outfits and very tanned and lean bodies.

The city, unlike Columbus, did not feel like it was undergoing much change. This was San 
Diego, and this was going to be San Diego for a while. Beach, drinks, and sun.
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Figure 55: Balboa Park, San Diego

Post-Experience Production
Unfortunately, San Diego had very little to offer in terms of sound. I was also quite
limited at times to be in a position to record. The sounds are not particularly distinct or 
representative but have composed a soundscape together nonetheless. The main 
sounds that sounds that can be heard is the sound of church bells ringing downtown, 
busking noises and lively neighbourhoods.
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LOS ANGELES

City Experience
Unlike other cities in America, the downtown of LA is not the central hub of action and 
excitement. Surely, however, the downtown of any city would pale in comparison if its 
counterpart was a landscape of lush valleys, palm-tree-lined hills, clear blue skies and 
huge yellow houses gated off from the public. The downtown of LA is where the 
corporate community resides, though the streets are dirty and the structure is quite 
haphazard. Unlike in a lot of cities in the USA, there is close to nothing of an arts scene 
and very few cultural activities: there were barely any museums or exhibitions and few 
cultural events otherwise. LA is described by its own residents as a ‘sprawling’ 
metropolis. It is composed of districts that are very spread out from one another. The 
trouble is that transport infrastructure is very poor. I had been informed that the public 
transportation that used to exist as over taken by the corporation, Ford, and shut down 
so that they could sell more cars to residence and make a large profit. No significant 
transportation infrastructure has been installed since, which made it very difficult to 
travel across the city. It has also drastically increased the traffic on the roads; the traffic 
congestion is something which residents seek to avoid, finding it one of the most 
cumbersome impediments about living in LA. The traffic congestion acts to keep 
residents in their own district and is why many of the neighbourhoods are self- 
contained.

I arrived by Greyhound coach at 11am but immediately felt uncomfortable when I 
emerged from the station. Within minutes, I was approached for spare change and was 
surrounded by joints blowing fumes into the air. I grabbed a taxi to my accommodation. 
My accommodation was a treat, to say the least. I had booked an affordable night in a 
hostel, when about a week before I was due to arrive, I received an email to inform me 
that refurbishments were taking place in the hostel, and so I was being transferred to 
their sister accommodation complimentary for the one night. This option was a 4-star 
serviced apartment in the centre of downtown, in LEVEL Living LA. I had been assigned 
to a 2-bedroom apartment with “hotel-style accommodation”, without paying anything 
more than the cost of the hostel. I had the option of two beds to myself, both rooms 
equipped with a television mounted to the wall, a balcony overlooking the city and hotel 
pool illuminated at night, two bathrooms and a very spacious living room. I can 
confidently say that I was handed the ultimate LA experience. Walking into an out of the 
hostel with my large rucksack reminded me that I was not amongst the affluent to be 
able to afford a stay here except in such exceptional circumstances when I am freely 
handed a stay.

I immediately dropped of my bags and walked around the city centre. The Grand Central 
Market is a prime spot for scouting out gourmet street food. I tasted the finest of
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market street food at a Jewish deli open for business there, perched at the wooden 
counter and surrounded by the aroma of freshly baked bagels, chowing down a 
delightful herring sandwich and paired with the company of corporate suited 
professionals seeking sanity from the tumultuous stock market hours during their 
deserved lunch break. An Israeli banker sat beside me claimed that a vendor inside this 
market served the best coffee she had tried in LA. There are other well-known food 
vendors around town such as the soft-serve ice cream shop called Little Damage, whose 
three unique flavours on the menu at the time were “Dark Cinn” (cinnamon flavoured), 
“Unicorn Treat” and “Avocado Dreams”. Those in the queue for such “extra” flavours 
had bold hair styles and dressed as well as the marketing of the shop. The financial 
district flooded downtown businesses with profit, and without it, I have doubt that 
there would be much reason to come here. An especially opulent and outlandish place 
was the Biltmore Hotel. The bathrooms were luxury enough to use their soft hand 
towels. The ceilings were so elaborately painted and chandeliers sparkled in every 
direction the eye could look. There was some cultural scene, though not in the sense I 
had seen in other cities; in contrast, it centred around music such as the Walk Disney 
Centre where very famous music ensembles played.

Figure 56: Jewish deli food in LA downtown market
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Figure 57: Walt Disney Music Centre

Figure 58: Downtown LA
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Figure 59: Downtown LA – worn out buildings

Having put my legs into motion for most of the day, I returned to the apartments where 
I made the most of the swimming pool to re-energise myself as the sun slowly sunk 
away. Not only had I been walking around the city all day but I had been awake since 
4am to catch an early morning bus. Compounded with the fact that my room was 
equipped with an especially large and comfy bed that evening, I fell asleep by 8pm and 
slept for 14 hours.
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Figure 60: Scribbles on the wall describing the population of LA

The following day, I made the most of my morning by exploring Tokyo village. The village 
has a prolific number of restaurants and is also a spot for finding cheap makeup and 
household items from discount stores. There is much poverty in this area. I returned to 
the hotel in time for my distant relative, Stephen, to pick me up. Stephen lived in the 
district, Pacific Palisades. It was only whilst I was organising my trip that I recalled I had 
any relative at all live in the USA, and it was Stephen who resided in LA. The last time we 
spoke, it had been about my hike up Mt. Kilimanjaro and he had been a generous donor 
– therefore, I am very grateful for the generosity he has shown me. As soon as I realised, 
I emailed Stephen and consolidated arrangements to stay with him and his wife over the 
few days I was stopping over. Had I not stayed with Stephen and his wife, Myriam, I 
would have been confined to the downtown area and unable to explore the other 
districts. Therefore, I would not have been able to get a sense of the scale of the city, to 
explore other districts, to discover how the more affluent live, or to venture outside of 
the downtown area, due to the lack of public transportation and my inaccessibility to a 
car.

The drive to Stephen’s house in Pacific Palisades became more picturesque the further 
away from downtown we drove and the closer we got to the residence grounds. It was 
beautifully clean, the roads were wide and open, and the trees were perfectly
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symmetrical and identical in height and shape. The roads were smooth and populated 
by gleaming cars. As we ebbed to a halt, we were greeted by a large gate enclosing a 
small cul de sac of houses inside. The sun was shining and reflecting off the polished cars 
parked at the drive ways. Each house was like a dolls house, not a scratch anywhere and 
not a bush out of place. There were Hispanic peoples working to preserve the grounds 
of the residential area and making the gardens pleasing to the eye. The inside of 
Stephen and Myriam’s home was immaculate. Inside their house, where I was so 
privileged to stay, a grand white piano was the first thing to greet my eyes, and a spiral 
staircase lay in the middle of the room. There was a small cinema room in the 
basement, as well as pieces of gym equipment, and a study room as well as some other 
rooms. Some of the bedrooms were equipped with a walk-in closet, though that is 
almost a necessity when you own a collection of shoes as impressive as theirs. The 
house of their neighbour was just as stylish. The ground floor was equipped with a 
luxurious coach-bed, an enormous fish tank, and some very elaborate art sculptures and 
paintings. Another room was dedicated solely to old retro, arcade game machines like 
pinball machines. The residences all have access to facilities that are designed 
specifically for those with such tenants. There is a private gym, swimming pool, sauna 
and tennis courts. I declined Stephen’s first invite to go to the gym before dinner, 
however I joined him the following morning. The rumours are true: the people of LA 
love their appearance and hence will invest time and money into their wellbeing, and 
keep active and fit. Stephen was no exception: though he was beyond his 60s, had 
always been devoted to his physique and fitness, and would go to the gym every day 
and on days when he didn’t, he would play tennis. His typical routine always 
incorporated a trip to the gym, and so by joining him, I was embodying the true LA 
lifestyle. Appearances are important to those in LA, (and the condition of their teeth 
even more so). The landscape throughout the residence grounds was so perfectly 
arranged: the palm trees pierced the clear blue sky that was otherwise nothing but an 
uninterrupted block colour, the pavements were as clean as brand new and the pool 
was cleaned twice a day.

That evening, I had an invitation to attend the launch party of a new pair of yoga pants 
that was the first to use wearable technology, designed by a company called Wearable 
X, which was taking place in Beverly Hills. It would have been the perfect environment in 
which to capture sounds that showcased the retail, sociable and fitness culture of LA. 
Unfortunately, the sheer size of the city and lack of public transportation meant that it 
was not feasible to visit for just the event. I would have had to have stayed overnight in 
Beverley Hills, a taxi would have been extortionate over such distances and 
circumstances, and traffic on a Friday evening would have been unforgiving. It was these 
types of constraints that made it especially difficult to develop a library of sounds in LA. I 
could not travel to enough places, or across such distances, in order to gather the 
sounds of the city, and I was confined to a particular area of LA. I discuss limitations 
more in “Post-Experience Production” and in Part III.
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Stephen and I visited The Getty Centre, which is a museum as big as LA is to other cities. 
As Stephen quickly peered around the entrance and walked up to different exhibition 
entrance doors, and I jokily say to him, " That’s not the exhibition, you actually have to 
go in”, though in actual fact, the museum is bewildering to the eye as the art pieces in it 
are, because of its sheer size and crafted architectural structure. Stephen, Myriam and I 
then took to a popular shopping centre, where shoppers would be distracted from store 
fronts by singers busking on the streets. Ironically, a young man was singing, “I wanna 
be a billionare, so freakin’ bad” – a song by Bruno Mars. This young man had a smooth 
voice that was so easy to listen to and whose singing seemed so effortless – I could 
sense in his innocent voice how passionate he was to make it as a singer, but his passion 
and warming voice also reassured me that this would not be a dream for long. Another 
singer was an older, mature women who was singing opera – again, the talent was 
tremendous; her voice was powerful and the verbrato was mermorising enough to draw 
you closer. I would not be a regular visitor of the shopping quarter if it were not for 
these buskers.

The Venice beach is a strip populated with macho men who flex their sun-kissed 
muscles out in the open, hippies that attempt to sell ‘pet rocks’, and actors who cycle 
along the shore hoping to blend into the attractive crowd. The sounds here were a 
sporadic mix: a skateboard gliding along the concrete, remarks being throw about, 
sellers trying to lure you to their stall or service, and the ocean ebbing in and out as it 
consumes the sand. The beach is also famously called ‘muscle beach’ to describe the 
unabated flow of men (and women) who work out on the beach or close by, most who 
are body-building, and show off their work in a shirtless fashion. A tanned, blond haired 
young man weaved in and out of the busy crowds on the side walk with his skateboard, 
holding a sign that read “Spank me for $1”. It might as well have read “Spank me 
because I’m desperate” in a plea for pleasure or attention, or “Give me $1 because I’m 
desperate” in a plea for financial support.

It would be easy to get lost in LA: the roads are endless, giving you the option of taking 
one of many different paths and around many different corners. Up in the hills, it is so 
peaceful; you can almost hear the radiating waves of heat. When you look out from 
above, the sea is almost always in view but is such a colour that it disappears into the 
sky, so that the sea is perceptibly indistinguishable to the eye from the sky. The view is a 
cluster of mountains and orange rooftops of houses clustered between what looks like 
small forests.

Post-Experience Production
See section “Tracks pending or incomplete” in Part III, pp.149
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Figure 61: Pool for residents in Palisades Paradise, LA

Figure 62: Residential area in the hills of LA
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SAN FRANCISCO

The culture of San Francisco is a mix between residential family life, busy corporate 
business and local business enterprise, paired with an unusual array of attractions for 
the tourist slog. If you want a workout without entering a gym, San Francisco is your 
place: the streets roll up and down, with some incredibly steep slopes. It is as organised 
as a haphazardly organised city could be. Houses sit perched at the top of high hills, and 
more houses line the hill along the way up and down it. In the heart of the city, streets 
break off in all directions. You will find plenty of family-owned coffee shops and curated 
book stores. Reach the outer edges of the city, however, and you will be braced with the 
sea port. Here, tourists flock to throw their money at buskers and talented performers, 
at over-priced merchandise, and at gloriously tempting food and ice-cream. The builds 
are usually two colours not one, and in designed in colour block. The old buildings blend 
in as much as the newer builders when there is a repeated pattern of old and new side 
by side, but this unexpected blend can be attributed to the fact that its buildings are a of 
an architectural style that is a little European meets French. San Francisco meets your 
expectations: the nostalgic trolley, the distinctively red bridge and hills upon hills to 
explore and unexpected corners to turn.

On my first day, I ventured into China Town. Most US cities I had travelled to had 
something of its own China Town, but San Francisco really puts the Town in China Town. 
It is boasted as the largest China Town outside of Asia and it certainly lives up to its 
name! Beyond its grand entrance, there lay streets and streets of Chinese businesses 
selling everything from homeopathic medicines, to bulks and baskets of live and raw 
foods and I had never seen before, to lavish oriental dresses sparkling in the store front. 
First, I strolled down the more tourist street, Grant Avenue, and then ventured down 
the more local haunts of Weller Street and other side streets. All my senses were 
summoned to life as I walked through the area. I walked by small, perhaps slightly 
unhygienic stores, that were heaving with Chinese locals hunting out insects, herbs, raw 
plants, dried algae and the like. I could recognise nothing in their medicine shops – they 
were piled high with packages upon packages of medicines and remedies. They were as 
packed and as disorganised as an old book store; but like a book store, its arrangement 
made complete sense to the shop owner but for the customer, was perhaps 
overwhelming and un-navigable. That’s where the shop owner’s expertise came in. Bag 
pipes playing out Anglo-Saxon anthems could be heard passing a small alleyway. 
Plentiful restaurants and bubble tea cafes were popular too. China Town was an 
unexpected, cultural, removed, amusing and busy district of San Francisco.

A well-known book store in San Francisco is the City Lights Bookstore. It lies on a street 
where Broadway street and Columbus Avenue intersect. This huge intersection sits 
quite high and opens out to give you a great view of the City, just poking out between 
the wide intersections and streets. It was an interesting mix of architecture along this 
street: one tiny old building had a very European character whilst just next to it, there 
would be tall skyscrapers.
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I had heard of a ‘secret’ passageway up to Coit Tower. I ventured through the streets 
and found the beginning of the steps up to Coit Tower. The steps were very secluded, 
hidden between rows of houses. The steps were buried into the hill of houses. They 
were quiet but there would be the occasional couple of people to walk by, running up
the stairs mostly so it was not a well-know spot for tourists, and only locals were seen
passing by. The physical activity of US citizens is something I noticed a lot whilst
travelling around – although the continent has a notorious reputation of being an
unhealthy, inactive and overweight population, I discovered that within urban cities, this 
was far from true to the eyes. I witnessed many locals keeping active just out on the 
streets in the sunshine, whether running, biking, or taking part in outdoor fitness 
classes. It changed my perspective on how generalised the nation is, since many cities 
have turned around a developed a culture of keeping active. Back to the stairs – as I 
climbed, I would peer behind me and staring back was the gorgeous blue ocean. Every 
ten steps or so, there would be a gate where you could break off from the stairs and 
enter down into a path down which were several houses. The houses were covered in 
vines. They maintained home-grown gardens and colourful, vibrant plants and bushes 
surrounding them, and flower pots were placed on the window sills. The houses were 
adorably tucked away into some mysterious hill geography. The steps were very steep. 
Eventually, after smelling the odd plant and marvelling at the ocean, I reached the top 
and found Coit Tower. Before entering the tower, the view was already something to 
marvel at. The entire city lay before my eyes in vivid 3D – since it wasn’t like the flat 
structure of the UK, the 3D-ness was distinctively eye-catching. I marvelled at a similar 
view from the tower and at a very affordable student price, which is always a bonus.

As you may have begun to realise, this was almost an entire day of walking. I walked a 
lot of the city in this one day, from one district to another. Having been to China Town 
and walked up to the tower, I then walked to the edge of the city where Fisherman’s 
Wharf was, specifically Pier 39. If I could compare it to any UK city, it would be 
Blackpool, but much more Americanised! I briefly joined a large crowd where the seals 
flapped their flippers and bellowed out a show for its audience.

After exploring, I headed back towards the centre to visit Lombard street. It is known as 
the windiest or “Crookedest Street” in the world. Wikipedia accurately describes it as 
“an east–west street in San Francisco that is famous for a steep, one-block section with 
eight hairpin turns”. It is a residential-like cobbled street populated with immaculately 
trimmed bushes and beautiful gardens, making for a pretty sort of art work.

After a long day of walking, I settled into the hostel and spoke with another visitor who 
was French and we shared our thoughts of San Francisco over her pineapple-flavoured 
herbal tea (I had never heard of it either until then!).

On day two, I took myself on a tour around Haight-Ashbury. I had downloaded an app 
called Detour, which you can use to download tours to your mobile. It is very clever and
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innovative. There were about three different tours for San Francisco. For any you 
choose, once downloaded, you plug in your headphones and the tour automatically 
plays when you reached the destination, and it will guide you to each stop on the tour 
and pause until you arrive at that stop. The self-guided tour costs just $5 to download 
and is a great way to get immersed in the tour yourself, to explore on your own terms 
and to take your time. Haight-Ashbury was a blast to the past, harbouring memories 
from the good ol’ days of rock n’ roll, drugs and the hippie lifestyle. The tour began 
outside a small home, where I was instructed to open up a box with a hidden key and 
find inside it all sorts of random items. The tour gradually took me through the places 
where music and hippie culture was born: the book store, the medical centre, the “first 
free” store, and even into the park besides its famous Eucalyptus trees. Just underneath 
the 4:20 clock (fixed on 4:20 to symbolise a specific time of day associated with taking 
drugs), there sat several mellow hippies smoking a joint. The tour prompted me to ask 
for a book behind the book store counter that was A2 in size. Inside were photographs 
of Haight-Ashbury back in the high days. Later on, the tour took me to those same 
buildings from the photographs that had been swamped with huge crowds to see the 
music artists, now as unrecognisable as the rest of the buildings. There were many 
boutique and vintage stores in the area, which ironically contrasts with the “free” 
mantra that they attempted to establish back in the day. Was I asked to smoke up whilst 
walking through the streets? Yes, of course (and denied, of course!).

After the tour, I walked through Golden Gate Park. The park is enormous, consuming 
1,017 acres of ground. It is like a mini city in the park. It draws a variety of crowds: a jazz 
band practicing in the a tunnel under a small bridge, cyclists or runners, old couples 
strolling through the rose garden or young children playing in the play areas. It is more 
than just your average park. Inside, there is a museum, a flower conservatory, a music 
concourse, the California Academy of Science, a Japanese Tea Garden, and much more. 
Outside of the de Young museum, which is about the Summer of Love, street lamps are 
shaped like tall spoons that had street signs attached to them reading “Free Love” to the 
right, “Civil Rights” to the left”, “Black Lives Matter” and “Hipster”. From a distance, a 
man banged on his Congo drums that echoed around the dome shaped area of that 
park. Every corner I turned, there was more land and more open space. I could have 
spent all day in the park.

San Francisco loves their sushi. I spotted sushi within every 10 yards I walked, and there 
are some great hang outs for eating, but it will come at a hefty price. Everything is more 
expensive in San Francisco, whether its ice cream or clothes. It is the price you pay to 
land a career in the infamous tech world of Silicon Valley. On my travels, I had met 
several people who were from San Francisco and were, unsurprisingly, software 
engineers. Without having said anything, they added “Yeah, I know, very standard,” 
which I believed from his perspective implied there were many like him in the city.
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Figure 63: Haight-Ashbury 4:20 clock in San Francisco

Figure 64:Immaculate and symmetrical streets in San Francisco
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Figure 65: Half-Ariel view of San Francisco

Figure 66: Orange trolley tram in San Francisco
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Figure 67: Steep sloping streets of San Francisco

Figure 68: San Francisco’s wide sloping streets
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Figure 69: The windiest street – Lombard street

Post-Experience Production
See section “Tracks pending or incomplete” in Part III, pp.149
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SALT LAKE CITY

Salt Lake City, Utah. It invests itself and its beliefs on the Book of Mormon, Jesus Christ, 
and ancestry. Its people are very passionate about the history of their ancestors and the 
close family traditions that have been passed down generations. It inspires them to be 
as religious and devote as they are. Though it strikes you as a fairly average city, with a 
shopping centre downtown and your usual Starbucks, the hills surrounding you left right 
and centre remind you that you aren’t quite in New York. The temperature is sizzling hot 
and quite humid, the streets are very wide, the buildings are low and the city itself is 
rather small. The downtown itself is very concentrated and quickly dissolves as you walk 
just one or two streets away from the main square. The hills and mountains, though at a 
distance, are easily seen from any point in the city, no matter how central: the buildings 
are that low and there is that much unutilised space. Just lots of empty space.

As I walked out of the airport, the heat was unbearably hot. It had been hot in Santa Fe 
and many other places, but it reached around 33 degrees Celsius and was incredibly 
humid. It was very easy to get from the airport to my accommodation. I hopped on a 
tram/train which dropped me just one block away from the hostel (fortunately, since I 
was carrying my very heavy bag and the heat made just walking one block difficult 
enough). Sadly, the hostel was very impersonal. There were no staff on site, and check- 
in was done with codes and basic computers. The hostel had very strict rules about 
check-in and check-out, and was very small with no social aspect or opportunity to meet 
other travellers. With nothing to do but explore, I headed straight downtown to visit 
Temple Square. The Temple itself had beautiful features and was very well maintained. 
The Mormons would come here on a regular basis to keep up their familial traditions 
and feel closer to G-d. There was the visitors centre and the Family Centre were you 
could discover your ancestry and map out your family tree. A harmonic Gospel choir 
sang daily at the Church.

Having seen most of Salt Lake City is the one day that I had been exploring, I decided last 
minute to visit Park City, which is just a one-hour drive away, but is known for having 
hosted the 2002 Winter Olympics. There are some world-class ski-slopes there, so it is a 
very popular haunt for sports enthusiasts and those looking for an adventurous escape. 
Of course, it was summer at this time of year, so instead of the mountains being 
swamped by skiers, they were instead used by mountain bikers and hikers. So on my 
second day in Utah, I sat in a coffee shop working on my blog and report, since the first 
bus was not until late in the afternoon.

The hostel in Park City was much more welcoming and also much bigger than that in Salt 
Lake City! Since the skiing town attracts so many visitors over the summer, many are 
travellers or students, so the hostel has a lot of capacity for this demand! At this time of 
year, I was only one of the three or four people staying in the hostel. Nevertheless, 
there were a cohort of staff who organised activities and events for visitors and were 
very easy-going and welcoming. I walked with the hostel staff to a local skate park, and
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the staff all hung up their hammocks between trees and sat swaying with a beer in their 
hand. This was the vibe of Park City during the summer. Teenagers came for the easy 
life. They came to spend their time with friends, lounging around, taking a break, skiing, 
skating or some other physical activity. The skate park was popular and talented boys 
with long hair reaching their shoulders showed off their skills with friends. I heard a lot 
of “dude”, “awesome” and “right on” slang. When I returned to the hostel that evening, 
we all sat a while talking and getting to know Utah and what there is to do there.

In the morning, for the first full day in Park City, I woke at 7:15am, having not had much 
sleep however. A shower, a mug of coffee, and a big bowl of oatmeal energised me for 
the day ahead. On the agenda: hiking. The hike was 4 hours in total. I hiked along the 
Armstrong trail, Mid Mountain and Iron Trail. After a slight detour, I somehow managed 
to find out way back and located a very steep route down which would quickly get me 
back to civilisation. Usually reserved as ski slopes, the snow was almost non-existent so 
it was more useful for hiking at that time of year. As I walked, I passed men whose 
everyday job it was to chop down precarious trees and maintain the forest. The fleur 
and fauna was different from elsewhere – everywhere, there were Aspen trees. They 
are popular in Utah, and believe it or not, there is a colony of these trees known to be 
80,000 years old. They are usually very tall and very thin, but strong to support itself and 
stand very upright. They are distinctive thanks to their stark white bark and rustic black 
cuts. If I hadn’t bumped into the maintenance men on our detour, I would have 
continued down a 7km hike! And all that time I thought I was heading for the end of the 
trail at the bottom.

I had somehow made it into a residential area, but the roads were a long way to follow 
down. Just in time, a car passed me and the couple inside asked about the hike we had 
just completed. I recognised the girl inside the car – she had just been on the bus to Park 
City with me the day before. Small world!

Once back down, I headed into the main town, which is usually alive and incredibly busy 
during the winter and Christmas period. It is all you would expect of a ski resort: chalets, 
small boutique winter stores, and cosy bars to grab a pint in. I walked along the Main 
Street, grabbed some ice-cream, wandered around the book store and took in the 
atmosphere. The houses in Park City were large but impressively built and constructed 
with beautiful wood to withstand the winter days. Not many lived here, so when they 
did, they had a lot of space and the property was at the higher end of the market.

For the evening, I returned to Salt Lake City with a friend to test out their bars and 
nightlife. IPA is a popular drink in America, much more so in comparison to the UK, and 
can be as popular as beer. However, the night life is not too lively and the night quickly 
fades.
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Figure 70: The temple in Salt Lake City
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Figure 71: Tall Aspen trees on hike in Park City
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Figure 72: Hiking in Park City

Figure 73:Gospel church in downtown Salt Lake City
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Figure 74: Tall ominous buildings in downtown Salt Lake City

Figure 75: Buildings in Salt Lake City
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BOISE

City Experience
The reaction I typically received when I claimed I was travelling to Boise would be,
“Why?”. This only gave me more reason to visit. To many travelers, whether American
or not, Boise paled in significance, culture and allure with respect to other cities in 
America. It was a worthwhile visit for being able to experience a city that was less 
constructed as a tourist destination and whose economy was not dependent on tourist 
income, but rather on its residents and which was built for its residents.

The drive from Salt Lake City to Boise was humorous for the roads were so sparse and it 
was the least scenic of any drive through America throughout my trip. There was 
nothing but empty land in all directions, and on the road, a ball of tumble weaved would 
roll in front of the bus at a point along the journey like in those ol’ Wild West films. 
However, I slept through and the drive was worthwhile. My accommodation in Boise 
was a caravan booked on Air BnB – that is all I knew, but it exceeded my expectations 
when I arrived. The caravan was in the garden of the family’s home and was cosy with 
warm rugs inside. The family had built a tree house that they called the “Stack Shack”, 
built by hand with planks of wood, and with a ramp and rope to climb up into it.

Boise is a lowly-built city. It was refreshing for this reason, as well as the fact that it is 
flooded with trees. Unsurprisingly, Boise is called “The City of Trees” and indeed it lives 
up to its name. Most of the homes in Boise have a lot of land, which is not too surprising 
as the property and land is slightly cheaper here than it would be in somewhere like 
Nashville. There are some areas where the homes are almost overlooking the entire city 
and with so much land surrounding them. The people of Boise are very friendly and 
pleasant. I spoke to many people who moved to Boise because of the friendliness, easy- 
going lifestyle, mountainous area and proximity to ski slopes, or because the cost of 
living was very affordable. This lifestyle and slower, family-friendly pace of life is 
palpable walking around the city. The downtown area is small and compact, with just a 
few recognizable brands in the store fronts. The Julia Davis park sits between the 
shopping quarter and the university. There is a small rose garden, where you can expect 
to walk by a wedding photoshoot and families running around. The Greenbelt trail was 
shut off from the public at the time I was there because the water in the river had risen 
so high and was rapid that it caused a serious threat. Otherwise, cycling along this trail is 
a popular activity for locals. Any sort of outdoors fitness is popular, in fact. There are 
many tranquil trails running throughout the “City of Trees” that locals take advantage of 
either by hiking through the area or by whizzing around on their mountain bikes or 
bicycles. One family had admirably taken out the entire cohort for a day of biking; the 
married couple had three children each of whom were either given their own bike or 
strapped into the parent whilst the parent cycled on carrying the weight of them both.

Perched on the chairs at a busy restaurant in their outdoor area, I was sat opposite an 
older couple who shared a conversation with me about world politics, the legal systems
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of the USA and the UK, the eloquent English language, and why they had settled in Boise 
instead of Denver or Jackson, again because of the proximity to ski resorts and better 
cost of living.
The farmer’s market showed off the entrepreneurial spirit of the city. There were a host
of unique artisanal products, including daring peanut butters, chipotle wine, mojito
cocktail mixers whose flavours were as bold as musk mule, lavender body lotions and
potions, protein ice cream, homemade granolas, wooly hats, jewelry, wall hangings and
art pieces. Entrepreneurs of the protein ice-cream were students that had come out of
the university in Boise, and were hoping to expand their product into different cities and 
states; some other vendors had a similar mindset, and some just wanted to stay local! 
At the time I was at the market, it started to become very windy and the vendors were 
scrambling to save their stall: poles were flying everywhere and sample cups were 
spilling over, and people scrambled away into coffee shops.
Hyde Park is a small quarter-like area of Boise, which feels like a mini village of its own.
There are bars and restaurants that are popular with locals, and small shops – but all
businesses are local and many family-owned. Walking around is a pleasant affair simply
to take in the family atmosphere and squint at the small business fronts. One store in 
Hyde Park, Goody’s, was an ice-cream shop that was celebrating its 21st anniversary in 
style by building a 21 gallon avalanche mountain of ice-cream in a kiddies pool that they 
showcased to the public and then gave away in scoops for free. As I was walking into the 
store, the workers were pouring chocolate sauce over it that slid down like lava on a 
volcano, and giant lollipops pocked out of the mountain of ice cream. Kids outside could 
be heard pleading, “Are we allowed to go back for a second one?” whilst chocolate 
sauce would be smothered around their mouths. Teens otherwise gathered here to 
gossip and rant like teens too.

After the stormy weather and rainy night that had transpired, the skies cleared up and 
the sun took centre stage. I made the most of the weather and joined locals in hitting 
the trails. I headed to Camelsback Park where small mountains (or big hills) lay behind 
the park and trails weaved through them that were so long that they lead all the way 
into other cities. Throughout the hike, there was a nice gentle breeze, the air was a 
perfect temperature and the sun was gloriously shining. The trails, though very popular, 
were no less peaceful. Families gently rode by, mountain bikers or fit cyclists zoomed 
past, and older ladies walked by sharing gossip.
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Figure 76: Hiking view of hills in Boise

Figure 77: Fleur and fauna in Boise
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Figure 78: Low humpy hills/mountains in Camel Back Park, Boise

Figure 79: Overlooking Boise on hike
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Figure 80: Lots of trees to show Boise a “The City of Trees”

Figure 81: Campervan Air BnB accommodation in Boise
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Figure 82: Ice-cream mountain in ice-cream shop, Boise
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PORTLAND

Eco-friendly, environmentally conscious, tax-free and forward-thinking: these are 
features that are not just rumoured but visibly and perceptibly apparent when spending 
time in Portland. The roads are twice as long to accommodate for bike lanes that are 
almost as large as the car lanes themselves, and the bike lanes weave around the entire 
city. You will pass weed stores enticing you to try out different flavours and with vibrant 
decorations on its store front to lead you in – and Portland locals walk in nonchalantly as 
though they were buying groceries. When you have been paying tax for the past 7 
weeks, and the bill is always more than the initial price tag, you truly appreciate the tax- 
free system of Portland. Portland is also known for its artisanal stores, and if it isn’t, it 
should be! It proudly boasts some of the USA’s best doughnut stores (which I can also 
vouch for), provides tea stores that stock every herb and every flavour you did and 
didn’t think of. Not to mention, it’s landscapes and scenic parks with some of the USA’s 
most famous waterfalls make it the perfect balance between nature and city.

On my first day, I settle into the hostel appropriately called “Travelers House”. It is 
exactly that: a house. It hosts just a few guests and the long-term staff, so has a very 
cosy and family feel. I took myself to Moltnomah Falls on the first day via the Columbia 
Express bus. The falls were majestic, water gushing down from a height where the top 
blends with the sky, like water oozing from the sky and with immense force and 
powerful speed. If I had time, I would have hiked to Crown Point where I could also have 
viewed the Columbia River Gorge. The backdrop, though, is refreshing and somehow so 
close to the city. There are lush green trees everywhere and large mountains to please 
the eyes. Sometimes, its natural beauty is tainted by the floods of tourists moving in and 
out of the area – but I can’t complain about the ice cream, which was in the hands of 
almost every visitor. The hostel held a sausage-making party and campfire in the 
evening in the back. Campfires paired with giant marshmallows are to be expected 
almost anywhere in America where this is a garden and branches. Local craft beers and 
IPAs are a popular choice of drink, given Portland’s history as the birth town of craft 
beer.

On the second day, I explored the Rose Quarter neighbourhood around my area. There 
were wellness centres, naturopath counselling, breweries, artisanal shops, apothecaries, 
artisanal shops selling just cocktail bitters, artisanal chocolate shops, old book stores, 
and of course the famous Blue Star doughnuts. You could find anything here from weed, 
to vintage leather boots, to dandelion tea to expensive birthday cards and it was all 
along one (lengthy) street. I first stopped in the food market where there were plentiful 
vans decorated in accordance with the theme and origin of food they were selling. 
These vans were popular all throughout America, especially in Austin and here. The
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vendors had established their food cart as a permanent stand and treated it as much of 
a brand as a restaurant is, selling a service and a USP as well as food. Many chefs of 
these small food vendors have been so popular that they have expanded and set up a 
physical restaurant. Here, the food market was hidden through a gate of bushes to 
reveal a small square of these food trucks. I tucked into a ‘Nourish Bowl’ with peached 
ice tea. Not bad for a van! If that didn’t take your fancy, there was sushi, burgers, coffee 
and tacos too. A few shops along, there was a small and sweet gallery/store that sold 
things from bicycle guidebooks to fortune telling books. I bought myself a wee postcard 
that read, “An artist is someone who finishes things.”

In the cocktail bitters shop, I was tasting some of the intense bitters and inside the store 
were a father and son pair. The father spoke with a British-esque accent and he likewise 
heard mine. I soon find out that he is in fact South African and grew up in Zimbabwe. 
After a good chat, they left the store but moments later walked through the doors 
again. They invited me to join them in the Blue Star doughnuts store just next door. A
two-minute conversation with an open mind and amiable demeanour can go a long
way! Not being one to say no to an opportunity to meet people (or free food), I joined 
them in the doughnut feast. Expecting to have a small taste, if anything, they not only 
bought three varieties between the two of them, but also asked me to pick out a 
doughnut for myself out of their own pockets. There were the most unusual flavours; I 
chose match latte, and they picked out a cheesecake, sparkly blueberry and a different 
crunchy flavour. We sliced them up with a knife – I had never eaten doughnuts on a 
plate before or with cutlery – and tried one another’s. The verdict? The best doughnuts I 
have had the privilege of tasting. They were like Goldilocks bed: soft, squidgy, and sweet 
but not too sweet.

I continued down the street into a leather vintage shop, and bagged cowboy boots for 
just $44 with no sales tax. The cheapest cowboy boots I had seen on my tour across 
America before then had been $105. They were not cheap! Ruby Jewels is an ice cream 
parlour that has slowly began to establish itself in the city and stock flavours as wild as 
Strawberry Basil Sorbet. Around the corner, there was a luxury sex store selling fancy 
products, and just next door was an apothecary which had very zen vibes. There were 
black stencil murals on the cream-white stone walls, and an upstairs that was sheltered 
by a white draped curtain. From behind the curtain came a voice, “Hello, welcome,” 
though I couldn’t see a face. The apothecary was empty but calming and secluded.

The hostel is a little busier that evening, so we sit playing a few games in the house to 
wind down. The game turned into an extravaganza of discovering a costume box. People 
grabbed for feather scarfs, pink wigs, yellow tassled crop tops for the men and a 
Jamaican hat with fake dreadlocks. It was an elaborate, mismatching, shabbled, amusing 
mess. I hadn’t eaten much, but a Japanese man appeared to be living a hostel life like a
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chef. In fact, it turned out that he was a chef. He had bought himself a pack of mussels, 
white wine, and all the finer ingredients that a typical traveller would sacrifice in the 
name of space, convenience and budget. He had set himself and his friend up in a 
romantic setting beside the wall on a small round table under dim lighting. It smelt 
amazing and it was not the only course he had cooked! A pot of soaked mussels sat in 
between them. I enquired curiously and got chatting with him. He was a full-time chef in 
Japan and was testing Portland’s seafood against the mussels he had learned to love in 
France. He explained that he wanted to try the local food of Portland and cook it for 
himself. Soon, he has a mussel on a spoon urging me to try them. Until then, I had never 
tried a mussel! After all, I am Jewish so mussels are not part of the usual protocol – in 
fact, they are forbidden – but I wanted to venture out of my comfort zone. Who would 
have thought that the first time I try mussels would have been in a hostel, by a Japanese 
chef, and in Oregan?! My first attempt to scoop it into my mouth from the spoon was a 
small debacle – there was a lot of slurping and teething. To my surprise, I loved them! 
They had been cooked so well: in garlic, white wine and black peppercorn. I scooped the 
soup and slurped the soup. I couldn’t get enough. Like Portland, even if it’s out of place, 
it’s done right.

On my final day in Portland (day three), I walked through the impressive Washington 
Park. Portland brings more rain to its city and therefore the fleur and fauna blossoms 
and showcases bright greens. The park was inundated with smells of woodland and 
wetland. It was very wet since it had rained that morning but it was a very fresh, 
wholesome kind of rain. There were huge trees and plenty of moss. The trees were of 
many varieties – some draping, some standing tool and others curving or winding up in a 
tangled fashion. The paths were windy too. I ran into the Japanese garden, after some 
difficulty locating the entrance, but admission was expensive so I reserved this 
attraction for Seattle! However, just behind was the International Rose Garden. It is the 
largest and most prolific rose garden I have come across, even though there were a fair 
few around the US. Previously, I was unaware of how many varieties of roses there had 
been – sadly there was no avocado rose, however, which is a trend that has been 
booming on Instagram. Not only were there endless rows, endless varieties and endless 
vibrant colours, but most were in bloom! Each rose had its own personality and 
conjured different feelings. The colours ranged from a subtle wedding orange, to stark 
bright reds, to delicate whites. It was a spectrum of colours. However, did you know 
there is no such thing as a blue rose?

I then headed to Nob Hill and Alphabet District. Here were there a mix of boutique 
shops and student crowds, (more) famous ice cream shops, and fairly affordable sushi. 
Many of the shops were trying to offer trendy, but very affordable items for the 
students though still trying to cater to modern trends and fashion. I then took a brewery
self-guided tour, again with Detour (the same app I used for a self-guided tour in San
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Francisco. It was, again, a very immersive tour. In each bar, I was instructed by the tour 
to ask the bar man for a particular beer on behalf of the tour (which was given free of 
charge, though a tip was encouraged). I was given a short low-down at each place about 
the history of the craft beers. I was taken to each building where the craft beers were 
born and bred. It again took me around the city and gave me a great knowledge about 
craft beer which had been almost non-existent. Amongst those beers included one 
named “Dead Man’s Ale”.

My night ended on the bus back to the hotel. I read my book that I had picked out in
one of Portland’s book store, whose pages would be lit by the pink hue of the bus. As 
the bus drew to a halt at each stop, the bright lights came on and lit up the book. Then 
the bus would move off again and the words would be lit only by the soft pink hue, with 
the outside hidden in darkness. The pages flashed pink and white, like a disco.

Post-Experience Production
The soundscape opens with bicycle bells to immediately capture the sustainable
attitude of the city. To this, I added very subtle Reverb and Simple Delay to smoothly
transition into the soundscape. The soundscape moves fairly quickly compared to some
of the other tracks. There is a lot of chatter included and family sounds to demonstrate
the family-friendly, open environment. There are a lot of nature sounds to showcase the
habitat and preservation of nature in the city. Later, the listener can hear a description
of Portland’s culture of craft beers. Unlike in Nashville, you get the sense that Portland is
made more for the locals than for the tourists.
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Figure 83: Moltnomah Falls in Portland

Figure 84: “Matcha Latte” doughnut from Blue Star Doughnuts
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Figure 85: Tea apothecary in Portland

Figure 86: Vibrant red rose in International Rose garden in Portland
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Figure 87: Portland Brewing sign

Figure 88: Rows of roses in Washington Park, Portland
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Figure 89: Cannabis shop sign in Portland
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SEATTLE

Seattle reminds me of England, in some ways: very wet. When it rains, it really rains. It 
would be foolish not to expect showers during any trip to Seattle. I didn’t let the rain 
dampen my time there, but I can imagine quickly feeling that motivation washed away. 
Much about Seattle is not striking much, but there are lots of activities to keep locals 
engaged with the city and a steady flow of visitors. There are a variety of different 
interest groups. There are meet-ups for hiking and fitness, and some take part in tight- 
rope walking or fire-ball dancing.
The hostel was located in Freemont, which is a hip area in the northern part of the city. I
ventured out to explore Freemont and took a “Coco Tour” at the famous Theo 
Chocolate factory. They made the chocolate there in house, and we were walked 
through the factory and the entire process of the making of their chocolates and 
confectionaries. We finished in the chocolate shop where all the chocolate was 
completely fresh and straight from the factory. They were all too delicious, and if I’d 
have been flying home straight away, I could easily have spent the rest of my budget in 
that store! The flavours were intense and distinctive. Theo Chocolate is known for its 
ethical trading and excellent quality. Freemont also boasted yet more ice cream shops, 
boutiques and festivals. One boutique stocked high end clothes, and another was a 
perfumery that was beautifully refreshing to walk into. They stocked perfume 
collections from all other the world including Europe and Australia. The collection was 
very carefully picked by the owner to provide exclusive fragrances but the spectrum of 
smells. A different boutique stocked very expensive lingerie. Just down the road 
however, was an underground shop that stocked vintage pieces being sold for as little as 
ten cents.
In the evening, I met some travelers at the hostel – an Indian man travelling up to Yukon
and a friendly European who was working at the hostel, Luke. Luke had a severe stutter.
We all visited Gas Works hill/park. At the park, there was a lively performance with
acrobats, fireball dancers, yoga partners and all sorts of circus delights! It was
completely unexpected. Many locals had gathered to sit at small park that overlooked
the city.  From the hill, across the wide river, you could see the entire city of Seattle lit
up in the night.

I started my next morning visiting Pike Place, Seattle’s market. The sea food sold here 
was deliciously soft and fresh – not doubt given that Seattle is well-known for its Pacific 
sea food, as well as Vancouver Island who shares similar waters. Flowers, food and all, 
the market was a very popular local haunt and a large market at that.

I then took the ferry over to Bainbridge Island to visit Bloedel Reserve. Unfortunately, 
the windows on the ferry were completely fogged up. It was like wearing steamed-up 
glasses that I couldn’t take off. It did not stop raining all day long, but I carried on my 
day unabated despite walking through the park and being in the wet cold all day. It took 
several hours to walk around the reserve. The rain made it all the better because it 
brought out the vibrant, lush green colours of the plants, trees and sorts.  The reserve is
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an internationally renowned public garden and forest preserve. There was every kind of 
fleur and fauna, including a lot of spongey moss. The reserve was empty – I saw only 
two elderly women pass me throughout its entire grounds. At the reflection pool, I saw 
a beautiful peaceful deer at the other end, unaware I was there to see it, and it soon 
disappeared behind into the forest. Inside the reserve was a Japanese garden and tea 
house made of bamboo. I had missed the Japanese garden in Portland so it was great to 
catch it within the reserve. The entire layout and everything within the Japanese garden 
has a very clear purpose and intention. I saw a plethora of different greens and 
intensities across the reserve. It was beautifully maintained and carefully designed. 
Inside, it was entirely green. There was no fleur and fauna that was not green, except
for the very rare occasion. This is because the gardening artist designed it for the colour-
blind so that the visual was based on the design, arrangement and selection of different
plants, not the colours. Bloedel himself was color-blind so he focused more on texture 
and shade instead of vibrant flowers. Bloedel’s mantra was, “Nature can do without 
man, but man cannot do without nature.”

Post-Experience Production
Since Seattle it still quite a touristy place, bringing people to see the Space Needle or a
variety of museums and attractions, the soundscape opens with sporadic drumming and
tourist chaos from inside a music museum. There is then a barista overheard talking
about coffee, which I of course could not leave out. The soundscape brings rain into and
out of the track since it is very common weather. I move the listener between a variety
sounds first in a market, then in and out of shops, then in Gas Park where there are 
performers and then to other outdoor public spaces. I include a large portion of the 
announcement from the park performers and blend it with their urban music since 
Seattle it quite a modern, urban city. The skateboard noise is then given intense reverb 
at the end to intensify the sound. I play the skateboard clip again immediately after, but 
without any reverb, to contrast the sounds with and without effects. This blends into 
the sound of jingles from inside a market, then overlapped with sounds from the music 
museum – whereas one jingle sound clip comes from instruments and the other comes 
from the natural environment, but sound very similar. This reflects the contrived nature 
of the soundscape with the natural setting that it originated from. The soundscape 
closes with a variety of different types of sounds from rain. Where-as it sounded more 
consistent and gentle earlier in the track, the rain now has a different sound that is 
instead prickly and heavy. The rain sounded different depending where I recorded, at 
what height, at what time, and in what space. Who’d have thought rain could have such 
different qualities, each which connate different visuals and sensations?
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Figure 90: In front of the city skyline, Seattle

Figure 91: Friends made in Seattle, one local and one visitor
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Figure 92: Pike Place market in Seattle

Figure 93: Boutique perfumery in Seattle
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Figure 94: Boutique perfumery in Seattle II

Figure 95: The Space Needle reflected by museum architecture, Seattle
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Figure 96: Sea food in Pike Place market in downtown Seattle

Figure 97: Recreational cannabis sign outside Seattle store
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Figure 98: Book store exclusively dedicated to cookbooks, Seattle

Figure 99: Deer spotted at the Reflection Pool in Bloedel Reserve, Seattle
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Figure 100: Japanese garden in Bloedel Reserve, Seattle

Figure 101: Flowers and plants in Bloedel reserve
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Figure 102: Bloedel reserve gardens in Seattle

Figure 103: Panoramic view of gardens in Bloedel reserve
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Figure 104: Mossy trees in Bloedel reserve in Seattle
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Figure 105: Rain drops in the lake, Bloedel reserve, Seattle

Figure 106: Fire ball dancing in Gas Park, Seattle
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Figure 107: Seattle skyline view from Gas Park

Figure 108: Hula-hoopers in Gas Park, Seattle
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Figure 109: Myself at Gas Park with wide view of Seattle

Figure 110: Chocolate galore in Theo Chocolate Factory, Seattle
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Figure 111: The famous Ogre sculpture in Freemont, Seattle
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Part III: Reflections

Favourable conditions
In many ways, travelling independently was very beneficial for the aims of the Project
(though it had its limitations which I discuss below). Travelling solo allowed me the 
freedom to act on spontaneity when it arose at any time and in any place, without 
intervention or negotiation. This allowed me to make the most of the experiences that 
were available to me and that I would be confronted with. This freedom also allowed 
me to develop an itinerary of my own that was solely focused on the project and could 
be executed and adjusted as I pleased, to suit the needs of the Project. The ability to 
travel independently was very freeing in many other ways too. I met more people 
travelling alone than I ever would have travelling with partners or friends. In my 
experience, travelling alone is the most sociable form of travel. It encouraged me to talk 
to locals, or fellow travellers, and meet someone entirely new every day, whether that 
be Texan senators in a restaurant, Mexican hosts of mine on a Jewish Californian banker 
in a street market. I met so many diverse and interesting people that truly enriched my 
experience; it is these people who have shared their city with me, shaped my 
experiences and made my trip memorable. Lastly, travelling alone was key for the 
project to avoid contaminating the sounds that I recorded. It was very important that I 
record without anyone with me most of the time because I would not be able to engage 
in conversation whilst recording, which is not preferable for someone else who wished 
to travel alongside me. I needed to record only what was happening around me, and if I 
were to talk over it or someone besides me were to do so, unless it was intended to be 
recorded, it would contaminate the sounds and make it almost impossible to isolate the 
sounds in the environment, and deliver the aims of the Project. Therefore, travelling 
solo was an important part of the Project.

Constraints and Limitations
There were a variety of difficulties and limitations for the Project which became
apparent the more that I travelled and the more sounds that I recorded. The first
limitation relates to the last point mentioned above: isolation. Many of the experiences I
had were because of having met someone, and this gave me a first-hand insight into the
local culture and life of a city. I needed to meet these people, and have these 
encounters and interactions, to immerse myself into situations and get myself into a 
fruitful position for gathering the sounds that reflected a city or that lurked under the 
surface. Therefore, I need to interact and engage with people a lot. However, once in a 
situation where I wished to record, I would be with others so those conversations and 
close sounds would sometimes contaminate the recording. On the one hand, I needed 
this interaction, but on the other hand, it made it difficult to record in an isolated 
manner. Some audio files were sacrificed because of this contamination, or it was simply
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not possible to record sounds without some of this interference. This conflict will 
sometimes be unavoidable; I struck a balance between the two so that I could gather 
good quality audio, but would occasionally relax this commitment in favour of gathering 
interesting and spontaneous sounds.

Other limitations relate to three aspects: travel, places, and accessibility. Firstly, I will 
discuss travel. Here, I mean travel in the sense of getting around the city itself, not 
between each of them. Whilst it was not necessary to rent a car for travelling from one 
city to another due to available options like flights and coaches, there are many cities 
that lack sufficient, safe or reliable public transport. It was simply not feasible to get to 
some places without a car, yet those places may be an interesting source for sounds or 
possibly even pivotal to the soundscape. Unfortunately, I was still 20 years old at the 
time of conducting the Project so I was not in a position to rent a car for those situations 
where it was suitable or necessary. I did manage to circumvent this very well in certain 
scenarios. For example, in Santa Fe, I met a local who drove the two of us to Ojio 
Caliente spring baths as well as the well-known Ghost Ranch landscape and hiking area, 
though these would have been completely inaccessible by any other means of transport 
and were at least an hour away each. However, in L.A., I was very constrained for 
getting around. Whilst in the downtown area, it was unproblematic. However, I spent 
the remainder of my times in the hills, which were not navigable without a car; I did stay 
with relatives here for economic reasons, and it gave me an insight into the lifestyle of 
residents and how the L.A. cohort really live. Again, however, this posed a limitation in 
itself as I was dependent on my relatives and was their guest after all. Therefore, out of 
politeness and respect, it would be inappropriate to make demands and I had little 
flexibility over gathering a variety of sounds. If it was more financially viable, I would 
have been able to stay in different areas within LA, however the sheer size of it, lack of 
transport availability, and dependency meant that I could not gather a sufficient library 
of sounds. Therefore, if the Project were to be expanded or reviewed, an important 
factor to consider would be the availability of public transport, distribution of cultural 
activities across the city and expected travel within the city, and necessity for 
independent travel to avoid such constraints. Due to the lack of public transport in many 
cities, I traversed almost everywhere by foot. I walked across entire cities, from one end 
to another – and it was one of the best ways to see the city. Simply by walking, you can 
discover so much about a city and the life it breathes. I would discover the structure of a 
city, its architecture, unusual small businesses, the demographics of different districts or 
areas of the city, and so much more. My eyes would see so much more by walking 
around than by shutting my senses out just jetting from one attraction to the next with 
only a fixed plan to see, do and go to what was on my itinerary.

It is difficult to describe which cities can be deemed ‘walkable’ because though locals 
would say otherwise, I still traversed by foot all day long as though it was typical. This in 
itself certainly changed my mind-set about exploration and even how to appreciate your 
own hometown. Why is it that we do not walk around our home town so much as we do 
when we are travelling? The world is so interesting but we miss out on so many things
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because we give ourselves a plan to go somewhere in particular or see something in 
particular. Yet, we would see so much more and discover more about the place we lived 
in if only we walked without knowing exactly what the journey entailed, but still arriving 
at the same destination. Salt Lake City, Boise, Seattle and Albuquerque are more 
walkable than Los Angeles, though neither is this preferable to a car and certainly less 
scenic, though no less interesting. On the other hand, there are some cities where it is 
very easy to walk places but only in a confined space, not across the entire city – such 
was the case for Austin and Nashville. San Francisco, though definitely more transport 
friendly and walkable, is steep and incredibly hilly, which can make it challenging to walk 
long distances. If any city were the most walkable, it would be Philadelphia and 
Portland, though all cities in the USA are so big that there is really no limit to where you 
can go, and there will always be another corner you can turn.

Another limitation was safety. Not only was I travelling alone around America, but I was 
also travelling alone as a female. These two factors meant that I was more vulnerable 
than others, and therefore when alone, my safety was priority over doing something for 
the sake of the project. It was very dependent on the place, though often it was unsafe 
to explore in the evening or visit particular parts of a city if it were deemed unsafe. For 
example, this was true of Louisville and areas of Baltimore. Fortunately, I was with a 
host in Louisville though I would of course need to put my safety first were it in 
jeopardy. Thus, I would not always be in a position to capture sounds that were 
reflective of the diversity within a city if it put my safety at risk.
In addition, I was sometimes restricted by factors such as my age, location, status or 
income. I say this because often times, the culture and lifestyle that you perceive a city 
to have is entirely contingent upon type of exposure and experiences you have within 
that city. This in turn is dependent on your social cohort and what you associate yourself 
with. If you are located in a certain area, the culture and lifestyle here may be more 
spiritual than materialistic or urbanized, though the characteristic of this location within 
a city may not reflect that of the entire city itself. In my home town, Manchester, there 
are some areas that are very corporate and some that are very creative. Therefore, it is 
not always possible to deliver an accurate representation of an entire city, though there 
are some characteristics which will distinguish one city from another and it is these 
distinctions that I attempted to exaggerate and highlight within the soundscapes. 
Similarly to location, if you are of a certain status or have a certain level of wealth, you 
will find yourself socializing with different cohorts of people and therefore it is not 
possible to generalize across different dynamics. If I do not associate myself with a 
particular type of group, then I am likely biased in the way I perceive a city as well as 
likely unconsciously shaping my experience of that city through engaging in activities 
and with people that are similar to me. I attempted to keep a very open mind, (as I often 
try to do on a daily basis), whilst travelling so that I could eschew from any bias that 
might shape a particular perception and hence would lead to particular experiences 
whose sounds favour that perception. This was important to consider for influencing the 
library of sounds I gathered that were derived, after all, from my experiences. 
Therefore, if my experiences were bias, then so would be my sound library. My
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experiences in Louisville, Dallas, New Orleans and Columbus especially pushed me out 
of my comfort zone because of how different the personality of the city and its 
population was to my own, and how dissimilar many of these experiences were to me.

Lastly, age was also a limiting factor for I was not always eligible to attend certain bars, 
though night life is sometimes central to a city, thus some experiences were not 
available to me because of age and therefore the sounds that I would have gathered 
from this would have enriched the soundscapes too. An example of missed 
opportunities such as this was in Baltimore where I was invited to attend a rap/street 
music concert. To conclude this section, there will be a lot of variation in any city, and it 
will take a proactive effort to truly capture this. The content of the soundscapes is 
crucially contingent on one’s personal experiences, after all, and therefore will never 
wholly reflect a ‘typical’ experience for this simply does not exist. Every day and every 
sound will be different, and no two people will gather those same sounds. Therefore, 
whilst I made every effort to expose myself to a particular culture and capture a city’s 
essence in sound by purposely seeking out experiences that would either confirm or 
reject these hypotheses, I do not wish to make a sweeping claim about a city by 
publishing these soundscapes. This is why I call the tracks Sound Stories, e.g. Louisville 
Sound Story or Austin Sound Story. The soundscapes convey a particular story and that 
is my own. I made a fruitful attempt to disassociate the sounds from my experiences, 
though there is inevitably an extent to which the soundscapes are relative to the 
recorder. The sound stories take the listener on a journey, and in some sense my 
journey. I take the listener through different scenes, and these scenes unify to deliver a 
story. That story will never reflect the average city alone; Nashville will yet reveal so 
much more to its city than what I could capture in sound. Nevertheless, these stories 
provide a most immersive experience of a city and share with the listener what can be 
expected from a city to some extent. In particular, the listener can still discern the 
diversity of different cities, for each soundscape takes a very different form and conveys 
a very different tone, which ultimately serves to distinguish the cities and I am confident 
that the listener will sense these differences as they listen.
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Figure 112: Recording whilst speaking to Hispanic migrant in Philadelphia markets

Tracks pending or incomplete
Due to the limitations outlined above, sound tracks for LA and Boise could not be
completed because of an insufficient library of sounds. I do not see this as a negative to 
the Project, however, as the Project was designed to be a pilot after all and I have 
produced a substantial collection of soundscapes. Were I not to have been posed with 
the mentioned limitations, I could have more easily gathered a variety of sounds. Tracks 
for Albuquerque and Salt Lake City will be completed over the coming months, given 
that since returning to university, my priorities have shifted to focus on my university 
studies and on employment opportunities. Once these tracks are completed, they will 
be uploaded to the website.

Insights
This Project highlights the diversity of the USA in terms of its culture, politics,
demographics and architectural profile. However, all cities share a common theme of
‘noise’. Major cities and capitals tend to be both nosier as well as sharing other 
characteristics such as urban, more progressive and faster pace of life. I primarily visited 
major cities within each state, since the scope of the project and time scale could not 
allow for further exploration. Therefore, I should stress that the characteristics captured 
within a city is in no way wholly representative of the entire state to which that city 
belongs. The sounds of the different cities do converge in this sense, for being a major 
city, and this facilitated the project in being able to capture audible content, since a 
major city is naturally noisier. I cannot generalise any claims to extend across the state 
or different regions of the USA for that matter.
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Being economical
I attempted to be as economical as possible at all times. For example, in Nashville, most
hostel guests booked onto the airport transfer that was advertised in the hostel at a rate
of $20 per person. I instead look at the bus routes and managed to get the bus to the
airport for just $1. I almost always used public transport, which was free of charge in
certain cities (or drivers were just very friendly!). Simply by exploring or speaking with
people, I was able to secure food or transport for myself at little to no cost.

Personal Development
Though it is difficult to summarize the impact of the Project, there are some key skills I
believe I have developed.

Strategic thinking and planning: I needed to think very strategically for many aspects of 
the project, including planning the route, my accommodation and transport options, 
how I would maximize my time spent in each city to amass a large library of sounds. I 
had to especially think strategically in designing the soundscapes, which is how I 
developed a creative process. It was important to convey particular effects using sounds 
and to order them in a defined manner, hence the end result was always being held in 
mind so that it could be achieved through the process. The structuring of the website 
also required me to think logically about the most effective way of making the 
soundscapes public and exploring the content of my Project. I wanted to be able to unify 
my experiences and deliver them in a way that made it easy to navigate the website, 
captured the aims of the project and was visually appealing. I decided to create an 
interactive map that would bring up a pop-up box for each city clicked on where the 
listener could listen to the sound then follow the link to read the blog post for that city 
as well as view personal photos to compare the different modes of experience with the 
soundscape.

Entrepreneurial skills: When I would meet someone and/or they would notice my 
recording equipment, they would be curious and probe into my project. The very act of 
discussing the project felt very much like ‘pitching’ my project to others. Each time I 
explained the project, I would need to sell it to others, and in a succinct but engaging 
way. I would need to explain my project in a persuasive manner and share it with 
others, with the hope that they would be inspired by it, acknowledge the scope of it, 
understand its aim and the impact it might have, or appreciate its originality. Often, I 
would share it with the hope of getting support from locals to assist with the project or 
offering advice for gathering sounds, therefore I would need to accurately describe the 
aims and intentions of the project and hope that they would be convinced to help. This 
persuasion and pitching was even more true when I was contacting sound technology 
companies for sponsorship, or online blogs for writing about my experiences, for 
example. Furthermore, I was always thinking about collaborations and potential 
applications of the project (as has been the case with the painter from Columbus) 
therefore I would need to think of my project in a rather business-like manner: what is
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the value of the project, how is it unique, how can others benefit, and what are the 
future opportunities or applications for the project?

Writing skills: Initially, I began writing as I was travelling since the memories, senses, 
and sights were very fresh in my mind therefore I could recall every fine detail and build 
up a very detailed picture for the reader. However, because I wished to write in such 
details, the posts became particularly lengthy and I could not keep up the momentum 
whilst travelling. When writing in this very detailed fashion for the blog posts, I was very 
much developing my writing skills and communication style. Furthermore, having 
written for some external companies, I was able to write for more professional 
platforms. The writing of the report itself has taken on a different style, as not only must 
it be more factual and reflective, but I have had to produce the report under a lot of 
time pressure, and have scarcely written as such length. Therefore, I have practiced 
writing at considerable speed because of the project requirements.

As well as the skills listed above, I have also gained social skills, navigation skills, and 
resilience. Things will of course go wrong and my trip was not immune to this: I missed 
my flight to New Orleans from Nashville airport because of having missed the 
announcement about a gate change, and so I slept in the airport for 12 hours until the 
next flight took off. Fortunately, I was not charged for a new flight. I scoured the airport 
for a blanket but no airline could spare one. That was until I was sat curled up on the 
coach in Starbucks and a kind pilot handed me a spare blanket – I would have been cold 
beyond exhaustion and unable to sleep were it not for having been given this blanket, 
and managed several hours sleep despite the uncomfortable conditions. At other times, 
I would have walked miles in the wrong direction with my heavy rucksack. Positivity and 
resilience were essential to my travel kit! I also became very mindful in needing to be 
very sensitive to my surroundings so that I could be perceptive to sounds in the 
environment. Lastly, the project has also drawn heavily upon my creativity in all of 
creating the soundscapes, developing the website and writing about the Project.

Applications
The soundscapes offer an immersive experience of major cities and bring to life the
characteristics of individual cities. The listener is able to discern the diversity across the
continent, as well as build a visual picture through sound.

As discussed, I am in collaboration with Lauren, an abstract painter from Columbus, to 
develop a collection of paintings that are inspired by the soundscapes. Since the 
soundscapes are filled with ‘colour’, they offer an inspiration for different sorts of art 
work. I envision much success of this collaboration, and hope that we can create a body 
dedicated for the broader project of unifying these different art forms. I am now the 
proud owner of one of her paintings, which I post below to demonstrate the kind of 
work that Lauren produces and hence the kind of work that can be expected to come 
out of this project.
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Figure 113: Art work by Columbus artist, Lauren

Figure 114: Painting ordered and delivered by Columbus artist and friend

Whilst I did not have access to advanced spatial sound technologies, given the fruits of 
the project, I hope to see their deployment in the future in the ways that I have used 
them for the Project. There are many talent field recordists already with the expertise 
for recording good quality audio and electronically engineering sound; however, few if 
any have embraced the Virtual Reality movement that is seeking to capture more 
immersive sound. Field recordists should be educating themselves about the emerging 
technologies that will allow them to capture this kind of sound, and learning to use the 
new post-recording software that can manipulate sounds already recorded, into space. 
(See Chapter …for discussion of spatial work platforms.)

The Project has interesting applications for those with impaired sight. Blind individuals 
are known for seeing through a process called echolocation. The brain can generate a 
visual image based on the sound stimuli it receives. Whilst this phenomenon was not 
examined in this project (since more resources and would be needed to conduct brain 
imaging experiments and forge this sort of collaboration), there is scope to do so by 
third parties, by assessing the soundscapes that I have produced and made available 
online.
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Aspirations for the future
Whilst I did not have access to advanced spatial sound technologies, given the fruits of
the project, I hope to see their deployment in the future in the ways that I have used
them for the Project. There are many talent field recordists already with the expertise
for recording good quality audio and electronically engineering sound; however, few if
any have embraced the Virtual Reality movement that is seeking to capture more
immersive sound. Field recordists should be educating themselves about the emerging
technologies that will allow them to capture this kind of sound, and learning to use the 
new post-recording software that can manipulate sounds already recorded, into space. 
(See Chapter …for discussion of spatial work platforms.)
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Appendix 1: Expenses and Accounting Statement
*Exchange rate: 1USD = 0.76GBP; 1CAD = 0.59GBP

Expense Item

Project
ed Cost 
(£)

Actual
Cost
(GBP)*

Actual Cost in
original 
currency

Curren 
cy

Equipment and Technical
Batteries - 9.17 15.48 CAD
TASCAM DR-05V2 Portable Digital
Recorder 200 82.37 139 CAD
Micro SD Card 32GB - 11.85 19.99 CAD
Microphone Windscreen Muff - 11.85 19.99 CAD
Ableton Live (Music-Editing) Software 200 179 179 GBP
Sound Professionals Binaural
Microphones - 75.46 99 USD
Sound Professionals Microphone Wind
Screens - 10.23 13.42 USD

Food, excursions
Food 575 462.77 607.16 USD
Excursions - 154.83 203.14 USD

Travel 1320
Between cities: greyhound coaches and 
flights 1085.56
Within cities (inc emergency taxis) 64.71 85.14 USD

Accommodation 961 1129.17

Total 3256 3276.97

Break-down of travel costs

Transport Route Cost Currency Cost in 
GBP NOTES

Greyhound
London, ON 
à Toronto, 
ON

25.43 CAD 15.00

Flight Toronto à
Philadelphia 103.30 GBP 103.30

Greyhound 
coach

Philadelphia 
à Baltimore 23.00 USD 17.48
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Greyhound 
coach

Baltimore à
Washington
DC

11.50 USD 8.74

Flight
Washington 
DC à
Columbus

54.40 GBP 54.40

Greyhound 
coach

Columbus à
Louisville 32.50 USD 24.70

Greyhound 
coach

Louisville à
Nashville 30.50 USD 23.18

Flight Nashville à
New Orleans 134.00 GBP 134.00

Greyhound 
coach

New Orleans 
à Austin 61.00 USD 46.36

Greyhound 
coach

Austin à
Dallas 14.50 USD 11.02

Flight Dallas à
Santa Fe 152.20 GBP 152.20

Rio Metro 
NM Rail 
Runner 
Express

Santa Fe à
Albuquerque 10.00 USD 7.60

Flight Albuquerque 
à San Diego 129.00 GBP 129.00

Greyhound 
coach

San Diego à
Los Angeles 58.50 USD 44.46

Re-
arranged 
initial 
greyhound 
which cost 
an 
additional 
$20 (inc. 
here)

Greyhound 
coach

Los Angeles 
à San 
Francisco

35.50 USD 26.98

Flight

San
Francisco à
Salt Lake
City

83.20 USD 63.23

Greyhound 
coach

Salt Lake 
City à Boise 51.50 USD 39.14
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Flight Boise à
Portland 81.70 GBP 81.70

Greyhound 
coach

Portland à
Seattle 18.50 USD 14.06

Total £996.56

Additional Luggage Costs:

Airline Date Cost
Delta 06/06/2017 USD25
United 01/05/2017 USD25

American 
Airlines 25/05/2017 USD25
Alaskan 
Airlines 11/06/2017 USD25
Total USD100 GBP76

Coachsurfing
registration £13

Total travel expenses
including luggage costs: £1,085.56

Break-down of accommodation costs

Destination Accommodation Nights Total
Cost Currency Cost in 

GBP
Seattle (WA) Hotel Hotel 2 88.27 USD 67.09
Seattle (WA) HI Seattle 1 38.88 USD 29.55
Portland 
(OR) Travelers House 3 129.92

USD
98.74

Boise Air BnB 3 94 GBP 94.00
Salt Lake 
City (UT)

Camelot Inn & 
Hostel 1 30.52

USD
23.20

Park City Park City Hostel 1 45
USD

34.20

San
Francisco
(CA)

Amsterdam 
Hostel 2 91.17

USD
69.29
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Los Angeles 
(CA)

Freehand Los 
Angeles 1 47.12

USD
35.81

San Diego 
(CA) HI San Diego 3 105.27

USD
80.01

Santa Fe 
(NM)

Santa Fe 
International 
Hostel

3 60
USD

45.60

Albuquerque 
(NM) Air BnB 3 104

GBP
104.00

Dallas (TX) Air BnB 2 57 GBP 57.00
Austin (TX) Couchsurf 4 0 GBP 0
New Orleans 
(LA) Atlas House 4 176.02

USD
133.78

Nashville Nashville Hostel 
Downtown 5 128

USD
97.28

Louisville Couchsurf 2 0 GBP 0
Columbus 
(OH) Couchsurf 3 0 GBP 0

Washington 
DC (MD)

DC International 
Hostel 3 96.82

USD
73.58

Baltimore 
(MD) HI Baltimore 1 31.19

USD
23.70

Philadelphia 
(PA)

City House 
Hostels: 
Philadelphia 
Liberty

3 82.05

USD

62.36

Total £1,129.17
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